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1 N T R o D U c T 1 o N.

HEN the Author of Pietas Oxonienſ;

took his temporary leave of me, in his

Finiſhing Stroſe, he recommended to the pub

lic the book which I am going to anſwer, His

recommendation runs thus : " whoſoever will

conſult the Rev. Mr. Toplady's laſt publication,

intitled, More Work for Mr. 7, Weſley, [or,

A Pindication of the Decrees, &c.] will there

find a full anſwer to all thoſe cavils which

Papiſts, Socinians, Pelagians, Arminians, and

Perfeótioniſts bring againſt thoſe doćtrines

commonly called Calviniſt, as if they tended

to promote licentiouſneſs, or to make God

cruel, unjuſt, and unmerciful, and will ſee

every one of their objećtions retorted upon

themſelves in a moſt maſterly manner.” Fin.

Stroke, page 33. Soon after Mr. Hill had

thus extolled Mr. Toplady's performance, I

was informed that many of the Calviniſts ſaid,

that it was an unanſwerable defence of their

doćtrines. This raiſed in me a deſire to judge

for myſelf; and when I had ſent for, and read

this admired book, I was ſo far from being of

Mr. Hill's ſentiment, that I promiſed my readers

to demonſtrate, from that very book, the incon

cluſiveneſs of the ſtrongeſt arguments, by which

Calviniſm is ſupported. Mr. Hill, by unexpe&t-

edly entering the liſts again, cauſed me to delay

the fulfilling of my promiſe. But having now

A 2 completed



Tv I N T R O D U C T I O N.

completed my anſwer to his fiétitious creeds, I

haften to complete alſo my Logica Geneven/s.

Did I write a book entitled Charitas Geng

venſis, I might eaſily ſhew from Mr. Toplady's

performance, that “the doğrimes of grace”

[ſo called] are cloſely connected with “the

doćtrines of free wrath.” But if that gentle

man, in his controverſial heat, has forgotten

what he owed to Mr. Weſley and to himſelf,

this is no reaſon why I ſhould forget the title

of my book, which calls me to point out

bad arguments of our opponents, and not their

ill humour. If I abſurdly ſpent my time in

paſſing a cenſure upon Mr. Toplady's ſpirit,

he would with reaſon ſay, as he does in the In

trodućlion to his Hiſtoric proof, page 35, “After

al!, what has my pride or my humility to do

with the argument in hand 2 whether I am

haughty or meck, is of no more conſequence

either to that, or to the public, than whether

I am tall or ſhort.” Beſides, having again and

again, myſelf, requeſted our opponents not to

wire-draw the controverſy, by perſonal reflec

tions, but to weigh with candour the argu

ments which are offered, I ſhould be inex

cuſable if I did not ſet them the example.

Should it be ſaid, that Mr. Weſley's charaćier,

which Mr. Toplady has ſo ſeverely attacked,

is at flake, and that I ought purpoſely to ſland

up in his defence: I reply, that the perſonal

charges which Mr. Toplady interweaves with

his arguments, have been already fully an

ſwered” by Mr. Olivers, and by that theſe
*

* See “A Letter to the Rev. Mr. Toplady,” by Mr. Olivers.

charges-



I N T R O D U C T I O N. V

charges being chiefly founded upon Mr. Top
lady's logical miſtakes; they will, of their own

accord, fail to the ground, as ſoon as the

miſtakes on which they reſt ſhall be expoſed.
If Logica Geneven/s is diſarmed, Charitas

Genevehſis will not be able to keep the field

If good ſºnſ, takes the former priſoner, the

latter will be obliged to ſurrender to good

nature. Should this be the caſe, how great

a bleſſing will our controverſy prove to both

parties! The conquerors ſhall have the glory

of vindicating truth: and the conquered ſhall

have the profit of retiring from the field,

with their judgments better informed, and

their tempers better regulated 1 May the God

of truth and love grant, that if Mr. Toplady

has the honour of producing the beſt arguments,

I [for onej may have the advantage of yielding

to them To be conquered by truth and love,

is to prove conqueror over our two greateſt
enemies, error and ſin.

Midly, oil 177;// > *
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A N S w E R

T O.

The Rev. Mr. Top LADY’s “ Windication,

of the Decrees,” &c.

S E C T I O N I.

Shewing that, upon the calvinian fºheme, it is an in

dubitable truth, that ſome men ſhall be ſaved Do,

what they will, till the efficacious decree of

calvinian election Necessitare them to repent.

and be ſaved ; and that others ſhall be damned

Do what T H R Y can, till the efficacious decree

of calvinian reprobation N E cessITATE them to.

draw back, and be damned.

Tº doğrinal part of the controverſy between

Mr. Weſley and Mr. Toplady, may, in a great

degree, be reduced to this queſtion: if God, from

all clernity, abſolutely predeſtinated a fixed number.

of men [called the eleč) to eternal life, and abſo

lutely predeſtinated a fixed number of men [called.

the reprobate] to etcinal death, does it not unavoid

ably foilov, that “The eleč ſhall be ſaved, Dow HAT

They will, ;” and that “ The reprobate ſhall be

damned, Do w HAT THE Y can ;” Mr. Weſley thinks

that the conſequence is undeniably true: Mr.

Toplady ſays, that it is abſolutely falſe, and charges,

- Mr.

-
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Mr. Weſley with “cºining taſk-mous propoſitions,”

yea, with “hatching blaſphemy, and then fathering it

on others,” {page 7, 8. and, in a note upon the

word blaſphemous, he ſays, “ This epithet is not too

ſtrong. To ſay that any ſhall be ſaved, Do w HAT

THEY w I LL; and others damned, do what T H EY

cAN, is, in the firſt inſtance, blaſphemy againſt

the Ho LIN ess of God; and, in the ſecond, blaſ

phemy againſt his Go D. Li N Ess:” and again, p. 34,.

after repeating the latter clauſe of the conſequence,

viz. “The reprobate ſhall be damned, do what they

can,” he expreſſes himſelf thus: one would ima

gine, that none but a reprobate could be capable

of advancing a poſition ſo execrabiy ſhocking.

Surely it muſt have coſt even Mr. Weſley much,

both of time and pains, to invent the idea, &c.

Few men’s invention ever ſunk deeper into the

deſpicable, launched wider into the horrid, and

went farther in the prophane. The fatanic guilt

of the perſon, who could excogitate, and publiſh.

to the world, a poſition like that, baffles all

power of deſcription, and is only to be exceeded.

A. exceedable) by the ſatanic ſhameleſſneſs which

ares to lay the back poſition at the door of

other men.—Let us examine, whether any thing,

occurring in Zanchius, could juſtly furniſh this

wretched defamer with materials for a dedućtion.

ſo truly infernal.” Agreeably, to theſe ſpirited.

complaints, Mr. Toplady calls his book, not only

“More Work for Mr. 7, Weſley,” but alſo “A Viñ.

dication of the Decrees and Providence of God, from

the DEFAMAT 10 Ns of a late printed paper entitled,

“The conſequence proved.” I ſide with Mr. Weſ.

jey for the conſequence; guarding it againſt cavils

by a clauſe, which his love for brevity made him

think needleſs. And the guarded conſequence, which

I undertake to defend, runs thus: from the doćtrine.

of the abſolute and unconditional predeſtination of

ſame men to eternal life, and of all others to eternal,

- deaths,
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death, it neceſſarily follows, that ſome men ſhall be

ſaved, do w HAT THEY w I L1, till the abſolute and

efficacious decree of election attually neceſſitate them

to obey, and be ſaved; and that all the reſt of

mankind ſhall be damned, Do w HAT THEY ca N,

till the abſolute and efficacious decree of reprobation

neceſſitate them to fin, and be damned.

An illuſtration will, at once, ſhew the juſtneſs of

this conſequence to the unprejudiced reader. Fifty

fiſhes ſport in a muddy pond, where they have re

ceived life. The ſkilful and almighty power of the

pond has abſolutely decreed, that ten of theſe fiſhes,

properly marked with a ſhining mark, called Elec

tion, ſhall abſolutely be caught in a certain net,

called a goſpel-net, on a certain day, called the day

of his power; and that they ſhall, every one, be

caſt into a delightful river, where he has engaged

himſelf, by an eternal covenant of particular re

demption, to bring them without fail. The ſame

omnipotent Proprietor of the pond has likewiſe

abſolutely decreed, that all the reſt of the fiſhes,

namely forty, which are properly diſtinguiſhed

by a black mark, called Reprobation, ſhall never

be caught in the goſpel-net; or that, if they are

intangled in it at any time, they ſhall always be

drawn out of it, and ſo ſhall neceſſarily con

tinue in the muddy pond, till on a certain day,

called the day of his wrath, he ſhall ſweep the

pond with a certain net, called a law-net, catch

them all, and caſt them into a lake of fire and

brimſtone, which he has engaged himſelf, by an

everlaſting covenant of non-redemption, to bring

them all without fail, that they may anſwer the

end of their predeſtination to death, which is to

ſhew the goodneſs of his law-net, and to deſtroy

them for having been bred in the muddy pond,

and not for having been caught in the goſpel

net. The owner of the pond is wiſe, as well

as powerful. He knows, that, abſolutely to:

- fºcure:
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ſecure the ex p to which his fiſhes are abſo

lutely predeſtinated, he muſt alſo abſolutely

ſecure the M*ANs, which conduce to that endz

and therefore, that none may eſcape their hap

py, or their unfortunate predeſtination, he keeps

night and day his hold of them all, by a ſtrong

hook, called neceſſity, and by an inviſible line,

called divine decrees. By means of this line and

hook it happens, that, if the fiſhes, which bear

the mark election, are ever ſo loth to come into

the goſpel-net, or to ſtay therein, they are al

ways drawn into it in a day of powerful love;

and if the fiſhes which bear the mark of repro

bation, are, for a time, ever ſo deſirous to wrap

themſelves in the goſpel-net, they are always

drawn out of it in the day of powerful wrath.

For, though the fiſhes ſeem to ſwim ever ſo freely,

yet their motions are all abſolutely fixed by the

owner of the pond, and determined by ineans

of the above-mentioned line and hook. If this

is the caſe, ſays Mr. Weſley, ten fiſhes ſhall go

into the delightful river, let them do what they

will, let them plunge in the mud of their pond

ever ſo briſkly, or leap towards the lake of fire

ever ſo of en, while they have any liberty toº

plunge or to leap. And all the reſt of the fiſhes,

forty in number, ſhall go into the lake of fire,

let them do what they can, let them involve them

ſelves ever ſo long in the goſpel-net, and leap

ever ſo often towards the fine river, before they

are abſolutely neceſſitated to go, through the mud

of their own pond, into the ſulphurous pool.

The conſequence is undeniable, and I make no

doubt but all unprejudiced perſons ſee it as well

as myſelf: as ſure as two and two make four,

or, if you picaſe, as ſure as ten and forty make

fifty, ſo ſure ten fiſhes ſhall be finally caught in the

goſpel-net, and forty in the law-net.

Should
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... Should Mr. Toplady ſay, that this is only an

illuſtration, I drop it, and roundly aſſert, that

if two men, ſuppoſe Solomon and Abſalom, are

abſolutely predeſtinated to eternal life: while two

other men [ſuppoſe Mr. Baxter and Mr. Weſley]

are abſºlutely predeſtinated to eternal death: the

two elect ſhall be ſaved do what they will, and the

two reprobates ſhall be damned do what they can.

That is, let Solomon and Abſalom worſhip the

abomination of the Zidonians, and of the Moabites,

in ever ſo public a manner; let them, for years,

indulge themſelves with heatheniſh women col

lečted from all countries: if they have a mind,

let them murder their brothers, defile their ſiſters,

and imitate the inceſtuous Corinthian, who took

his own father's wife : yet, they can never really

endanger their finiſhed ſalvation. The indelible

mark of unconditional elečiion to life is upon them :

and forcible, vićtorious grace ihall, in their laſt

moments, if not before, draw them irreſiſtibly

and infallibly from iniquity to repentance. Death

ſhall unavoidably make an end of their indwelling

ſºn 3 and to heaven they ſhall unavoidably go.

On the other hand, let a Baxter, and a Weſley,

aſtoniſh the world by their miniſterial labours:

let them write, ſpeak, and live in ſuch a manner,

as to ſtem the torrent of iniquity, and turn thou

fands to righteouſneſs: with St. Paul let them

take up their croſs daily, and preach and pray,

not only with tears, but with the demonſtration

of the ſpirit of power ; let unwearied patience,

and matchleſs diligence carry them with increaſing

fortitude through all the perſecutions, dangers,

and trials, which they meet with from the men

of the world, and from falſe brethren : let them

hold on in this wonderful way to their dying day;

yet [if the indelible mark of unconditional repro

bation to death is upon them neceſſitating, vic

torious wrath, ſhall, in their laſt moments, if not

** * before,
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before, make them neceſſarily turn from righ

teouſneſs, and unavoidably draw back to perdition:

ſo ſhall they be fitted for the lake of fire, the end

to which [if God calviniſtically paſſed them byJ

they were abſolutely ordained through the pre

deſtinated medium of remedileſ; ſin and final

apoſtacy. - -

This is the true ſtate of the caſe: to ſpend time

in proving it, would be offering the judicious

reader as great an inſult, as if I detained him to

prove, that the north is oppoſed to the ſouth.

But what does Mr. Toplady ſay againſt this con

ſequence, “if Calviniſm is true, the reprobates ſhall

be damned do what they can 2° He advances the

following warm argument.

AR cuxe NT I. Page 55, “Can Mr. Weſley pro

duce a fingle inſtance of any one man, who did

all he could to be ſaved, and yet was loſt? if he

can, let him tell us who that man was, where he

lived, when he died, what he did, and how it

Came to paſs he laboured in vain.—If he cannot,

let him either retraćt his conſequences, or continue

to be poſted for a ſhameleſs traducer.”

I anſwer: (1) To require Mr. Weſley to ſhew a

man who did all he could, and yet was loſt, is re

quiring him to prove that calvinian reprobation is

true :-a thing this, which he can no more do,

than he can prove that God is falſe. . Mr. Weſley

never ſaid, that any man was damned after doing

his beſt to be ſaved : he only ſays, that, if Cal

viniſm is true, the reprobates ſhall all be damned,

though they ſhould all do their beſt to be ſaved,

till the EFF Icacious decree of their abſolute repro

bation neceſſitates them to draw back and be

damned.

, (2) As Mr. Toplady's bold requeſt may impoſe

*Aupon his inattentive readers, I beg leave to point

out its abſurdity by a ſhort illuſtration. Mr. Weſ

ley ſays, if there is a mountain of gold, it is her.
than
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than a handful of feathers, and his conſequence

paſſes for true in England; but a gentleman, who

teaches logic in myſtic Geneva, thinks that it is

abſolutely falſe, and that Mr. Weſley’s “forehead

muſt be petrifted, and quite impervious to a bluſh”

for advancing it. Can Mr. Weſley, ſays he, ſhew

us a mountain of gold which is really heavier than

a handful of feathers ? If he can, let him tell us

what mountain it is, where it lies, in what lati

tude, how high it is, and who did ever aſcend to

the top of it.—If he cannot, let him either retratt

his conſequences, or continue to be poſted for a

Jhameleſs traducer.

Equally concluſive is Mr. Toplady's challenge :

By ‘. cogent arguments as theſe, thouſands of

profeſſors are bound to the chariot-wheels of

modern orthodoxy, and blindly follow the warm.

men, who drive as furiouſly over a part of the body

ſcripture-divinity, as the Son of Nimſhi did over

the body of curſed Jezebel.

SECTION."
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S E C T I O N II.

Calviniſm up on 1 Ts 1 Ecs, or a FULL view of the

arguments by which Mr. Toplady attempts to recon

cile Calviniſm with God’s Ho LIN Ess:—a note upon

a letter to an Arminian teacher. .

Enſible that Calviniſm can never rank among

the doćtrines of holineſ, if “the eleēt ſhall be

ſaved do what they will,” and if the “reprobate

ſhall be damned do what they can ;” Mr. Top

lady tries to throw off, from his doćtrines of

grace, the deadly weight of Mr. Weſley's con

ſequence. In order to this, he proves that Cal

viniſm e Nsu REs the holineſs of the elečt, as the

NecessARY MEANs of their predeſtinated ſalvation :

but he is too judicious to tell us that it E N st: REs

alſo the wickedneſs of the reprobate, as the neceſſary

means of their predeſtinated damnation. To make

us in love with his orthodoxy, he preſents to our

view with one leg, on which ſhe contrives to

ſtand, by artfully leaning upon her faithful maid,

Logica Genevenſ's. Her other leg is prudently kept

out of fight, ſo long as the trial about her holineſ;

laſts. This deſerves explanation. -

The moſt diſtinguiſhing and fundamental doc

trines of Calviniſm are two and therefore they

may with propriety be called the legs of that

doćttinal ſyſtem. The firſt of theſe fundamental

doctrines, is the perſonal, unconditional, abſolute

predeſtination, or election of ſome men to cteinal

life; and the ſecond is the perſonal, uncon

ditional, abſolute predeſtination or reprobation of

ſome men to clernal death. Nor can Mr. Top

lady find fault with my making his doćtriñe

of grace ſtand upon her legſ, calvinian eleåtion and

calvinian reprobation : for, ſuppoſing that our church

fpeaks in her 17th article of calvinian, abſolute pre

B deſtination
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deſtination to eternal life, he ſays himſelf, in his

Hiſtoric proof, page 574, “The P RED Est. NAT 1 on

of ſome to LIFE, aſſerted in the 17th article, can

not be maintained without admitting the REP Ro

RAI to N “ of ſome others to DEATH, &c. and

all

* Our opponents are greatly embarraſſed about the doćtrine

of abſolute, unconditional reprobation : though in an happy mo

ment, where candor prevailed over ſhame, Mr. Toplady iiood up

fo boldly for calvinian reprobation: the reader, as he goes on,

will ſmile, when he ſees the variegated wiſdom, with which

that gentleman diſguiſes, exculpates, or conceals, what he fo

rationally and ſo candidly grants here.

The truth is, that as ſcriptural election is neceſſarily attended

with an anſwerable reprobation ; ſo abſolute calvinian lo &tion

unavoidably drags after it abſolute calvinian reprobation :-

a black reprobation this, which recºfftates all who are perſonally

written in the book of death to ſin on and be damned. But

forme Calviniſts are afraid to ice this doctrine, and well they may,

for it is horrible : others are ſhamed to acknowledge it: and not

a few, for want of rational fight, obſtinately deny that it is the

main pillar of their goſpel; and with the right leg of their

ſyſtem they unmercifully kick the left. Among the perſons

who are guity of this abſurd condućt, we may rank the

author of A Letter to an Arminian teacher; an imperfect copy of

which appeared in The Goffel Magazine of Auguſt, 1775, under

the following title, A Predºſłinarian's real thoughts of Elcãion

and Reprobation, &c. This writer is ſo inconſiſtent, as to attempt

cutting off the left leg of Calviniſm. He, at firſt, gives us repro

bation. “The word reprobation” [ſys hel “is never mentioned

in all the ſcripture” [no more is the word predºſtination] “nor

is the ſcriptural word “reprobate ever mentioned as the conſe

quence of election, or as iſ: oppoſtº.”—This is a great miſlake,

as appears from the two firſt paſſages quoted by this author,

Jer. vi. 30. and Rom. i. 28. where reprobate ſilver is evidently

oppoſed to choice filver, and where a reprºbate mind is indubitably

oppoſed to the mind which is after God's own ficant—i.e. to the

mind which God approves and chuſes to crown with evangelical

praiſes and rewards. Our author goes on :
“There is no immediate connettion between elečtion to ſal

vation and reprobation to damnation.” What an argument is

this Did we ever ſay that there is any immediate conneélion

between two things, which are as contrary as Chriſt and Belial.

—Oh! but we mean that “they have no neceſſary dependance on

each other.”—The queſtion is not whether they have a “neceſ

º
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all who have ſubſcribed to the ſaid article, are

bound in 11o Nov R, co N sci E N c E, and LAw to

defend R EP Ro BAT Ios, were it only to keep the

2 17th

ſary defendance on each other;” but, whether they have not a

neceſſary oppoſition to each other; and that they have, is as clear

as that fight is oppoſed to darkneſs-tº They proceed from very

different cauſes.”—True : for elećtion proceeds from free-grace,

and calvinian reprobation from free-wrath.-" The ſole cauſe of

elečlion is God's free love, &c. The ſole cauſe of damnation is

only fin.”—Our author wants candor or attention. Had he

argued like a candid logician, he would have ſaid, “The ſole

cauſe of the reprobation which ends in unavoidable damnation

is only fin :” but if he had fairly argued thus, he would have

given up Calviniſm, which ſtands or falls with abſºlute repro

bation; and therefore, he thought proper to ſubſtitute the word

damnation for the word reprobation, which the argument abſo

lutely requires. Theſe tricks may paſs in Geneva; but in England

they appear inconſiſtent with fair reaſoning. It is a common

ftratagem of the Calviniſts to ſay, “Election depends upon God’s

love only, but damnation depends upon our ſin only:” break

the thin ſhell of this ſophiſm, and you will find this bitter kernel;

“God’s diſtinguiſhing love elećts, ſome to unavoidable holineſs

and finiſhed ſalvation; and his diſtinguiſhing wrath reprobates

all the reſt of mankind to remedileſs fin and eternal damnation.”.

For, the moment the fin of reprobates is neceſſary, remedileſs,

and enſured by the decree of the means, it follows, that abſolute

rebrobation to neceſſary remedileſs ſin, is the ſame thing as

alſºlute reprobation to eternal damnation; b. cauſe ſuch a dam

nation is the unavoidable conſequence of remed lºſ ſin. -

When the letter-writer has abſurdly denied calvinian repro

bation, he inſinuates, p. 5, that “everlaſting tor ment,” and

“being unavoid by damned,” are not the neceſſary con equences

of the degree of calvinian, election; “nºr [ſays he] can they tº

fairly deduced from the decree ºf reprobation.”—So now, the

ſecret is out ! Our author, after denying reprobation, inforins

us that there is a calvinian decree of reprobation. But if there

is ſuch a decree, why did he oppoſe it, p. 2 P And if there is

no ſuch decree, why does he mention i:, p. 5; where he hints

that enſured damnation cannot be fairly deduced from it 2 Now,

if he, or any Calviniſt in the world, can prevent that, upon the

calvinian plan, among the thouſands of Calvin's reprobates, who

are yet in their mother's wombs, one of them can, any ho A,

avoid finiſhed damnation, I ſolemnly engage myſelf before the

public, to get my Checks burnt, at Charing-croſs, by the common
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17th article,” [or rather, the calvinian ſenſe

which Mr. Toplady fixes to that article] “ up on

1Ts LEGs.”

Agreeably to Mr. Toplady's charge, Calviniſm

ſhall ſtand Up o N ITS LEGs. He takes care to ſhow

the right leg, in order to vindicate God's holineſs

upon the calvinian plan; and I ſhall ſet forth the

lºft leg, in order to ſhow that the honour of God's

holineſs is as incompatible with Calviniſm, as light

with darkneſs. Mr. Toplady's arguments are pro

duced under No. 1, with the number of the page

in his book, where he advances them. In the

oppoſite column; under No. 2, the reader will find

my ANswe R, which is nothing but Mr. Toplady's

own arguments, retorted in ſuch a manner as to

hangman, on any day which Mr. Hill, Mr. Toplady, and Mr.

M-Gowan will pleaſe to appoint. But if the Calviniſts cannot

do this, and if the calvinian decree of reprobation enſures the

neceſſay, remedileſs ſin, and the unavoidable, finiſhed dam

nation of one and all the reprobates of Calvin, born or unborn;

M. M.Gowan, and Dr. Gill, whom he quotes, inſult common

fenſe, when they intimate, that enſured damnation “cannot be

ai, l, d.duced from the decree of rºprobation.” How much leſs

candid are the letter-writer and Dr. Gill, than Mr. Toplady and

Zanchins, who fairly tell us, p. 75, “ The condemnation” [i. e.

the damnation] “ of the reprobate is neceſſary and irreſſible!”

The letter-writer tells us, p 6, “what enſures holineſs, muſt

enſure glory; election” [i.e. calvinian cle&ion], “ dºth ſo, and

lory muſt follow.” This is the right leg of Calviniſm : let her

.upon the lºſt leg, and you have this “ doćtrine of grace.”

what enſures remºdileſs fin muſt enſure damnation; calviniai

reprobation doth ſo, and damnation muſ' follow. I would as
foom bow to Dagon, as to this dottrine of remedileſs fin and

cnſºred wickedneſs. O ye controverſial writers of the Goſpel

M gazine! if you will confirm “Arminian teachers” in their

attachment to the holy election and righteous reprobation

reached by St. Paul, and their deteſtation for the antinomian

&le&tion and barbarous reprobation which ſupport your doe

trial peculiarities, only vindicate your eledion as incoiſſently as

Mr. MiGowan, and your reprobation as openly as Mr. Toplady

[see two other notes on the ſame performance; the one under .

the Arg. xxxviii, and the other under the Arg. lxvii.] -

defend
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defend the ſecond goſpel-axiom, which Calviniſm

entirely overthrows : . No. 1, diſplays the un

guarded manner in which Mr. Toplady defends

the firſt goſpel-axiom. To form No. 2, I only

make his arguments ſtand upon the other leg,

and by this ſimple method I ſhew the lameneſs

of Calviniſin, and the infamy which ſhe pours

upon God’s holineſs and goodneſs, under fair ſhows

of regard for theſe adorable attributes.

THE R1c HT leg of Cal- | THE LEFT LE c of Cal

viniſm, or the caivinian

doãrine of eleálion and

NE CEssa RY holineſ.

AR c. II. No. 1. [page

17.] “I affirm with ſcrip.

ture, that they [the elect)

cannot be ſaved with

out ſanétification and obe

dience. Yet is not their

ſalvation pecarious: for,

the very decree of elec.

tion, by which they were

nominated and ordain

ed to eternal life, or

dained their intermedi

ate renewal after the

image of God, in righ

teouſneſs and true holi

neſs. Nay, that renew

a! is itſelf the ciawn and

beginning of ačtual fal.

vation,” -

RIGHT LF, G,

A R c. III. No. 1. [page

17. “The eleči could no

more be ſaved without

- perſonal |

winiſm, or the calvinian

doćirine of reprobation

and NE CE SSARY wick

edneſs.

ANs w F. R. No. 2. I af

firm with Calviniſm, that

the reprobates cannot be

damned without wicked

neſ, and diſobedience. Yet

is not their damnation

precarious : for, that

very decree of repro

bation, by which they

were nominated and or

dained to eternal death,

ordained their interme

diate conformity to the

image of the devil, in fin

and true wickedneſs, Nay,

that conformity is itſelf

the dawn and beginning

of ačtual damnation.

LEFT L E G.

ANsw F. R. No. 2. The

reprotates could no more

be damned without per

fonal

B 3
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perſonal holineſs, than ſonal wickedneſ,than they

they could be ſaved could be damned without

without perſonal exiſt- perſonal exiſtence. And

ence. And why? be. why? becauſe God'sown

cauſe God’s own decree decree ſecures the MEAN s

ſecures the MEAN's as i as well as the END, and

well as the E N p, and accompliſhes THE END

accompliſhes T : E E R D | BY T H E MEANs. The

BY T H E MEANs. The ſame gratuitous predeſ

ſame gratuitous predeſ- tination which ordained

tination, which ordain- the exiſtence of the re

ed the exiſtence of the probates, as men; ordained

eleči, as men; ordained their pollution, as finners :

their purification, asſaints: and they were ordained

and they were ordained to BoTH, in order to

to Bot H, in order to their their being finally and

being finally, and com: completely damned in

pletely ſaved in Chriſt || Adam with eternal ſhame.

with eternal glory.” -

Before I produce the next argument, I think it

is proper to obſerve, that the eleētion of grace,

which St. Paul defends, is not, as Calvin ſup

poſes, an abſolute eleētion to eternal life, through

neceſſitated holineſs: an elečtion to this, which,

in the very nature of things, drags after it an

abſolute reprobation to eternal death, through

remedileſ, fin. But the Apoſtle means a gratu

itous election to the privileges of the beſt cove

nant of peculiarity,<-a moſt gracious covenant

this, which is known under the name of chriſ.

tianity—the goſpel of Chriſt, or fimply the gºſpel,

by way of eminence. For, as, by a partial eleētion

of diſlinguiſhing favour, the Jews were once choſen

to be God's peculiar people, ſat which time the

Gentiles were reprobated, with reſpečt to Jewiſh

privileges; being left under the inferior goſpel

diſpenſation of reprieved Adam, and ſpared Noah, I

ſo, when the Jews provoked God to rejećt them

from being his peculiar pcople, he eleēted the
Gentiles
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Gentiles to whom he ſent the goſpel of Chriſt

he elečied them, I ſay, and called them to believe

this precious goſpel, and to be holy in all manner

of converſation, as becomes chriftians. But, far

from abſolutely ele&ting theſe Gentiles to eternal

ſalvation, through unavoidable holineſs calviniſ.

tically impoſed upon them, he charged them by

his meſſengers to make their ch R1st IAN calling

and elečiion ſure, leſt they ſhould be cut off as the

ews had been, for not making their Jewish

calling and elečiion ſure. In ſhort, the election of

race mentioned in the ſcriptures, is a gratuitous

election to run the chriſtian race with Paul, Peter,

and James; rather than the jewiſh race with

Moſes, David, and Daniel; or the race of gentiliſm
with Adam, Enoch, and Noah. It is a gracious

elečtion, which implies no mercileſ, abſolute repro

bation of the reſt of mankind. And the Calviniſts

are greatly miſtaken, when they confound this

ele&tion, with our judicial election to receive the

crown of life, a rewarding crown this, the re

ceiving of which depends, (1) On the grace of

God, in Chriſt, and (2) On the voluntary obedience

of faith; and will be judicially beſtowed accord

ing to the impartiality of juſtice; and not accord

ing to the partiality of grace. This will be de

monſtrated in an Eſſay on the elečiion of c Race,

and the elećtion of Just 1 ce, where the reader will

ſee the true meaning of the paſſages, which Mr.

Toplady has ſo plauſibly preſſed into the ſervice of

the following arguments.

RIGHT Le G. LEFT Lec.

ARG. IV, No. 1, [page Answer. No. 2, God

18.] “God the Father the Father hath repro

hath choſen us in Chriſt, bated us in Adam, before

before the foundation I the foundation of the

of the world, that we world, that we ſhould

ſhould [not “be save D, [not be DAMNED, do what

do | £4/6
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do what we will;” but]

B E H O LY AND WITH Otj T

B LAME before him in love,

Eph. i. 4. Eleštion is al

ways followed by regene

ration, and regeneration is

the ſource of all good

works.”

Ric HT LEc.

A R c. V. No. 1. ſpage

18.] “We [the elect] are

his ſubſequent work

manſhip, created anew

in Chriſt Žeſus unto

cood works, which

God hath For E OR

dA 1 N E D, that we ſhould

walk in them. Con

ſequently it does not

follow from the doćtrine

of abſolute predeſtina

tion, that “ the eleči

ſhall be ſaved, do what

they will.” On the

contrary, they are choſen

as much to Ho L IN Ess

as to heaven; and are

fore-ordained to walk

in cooD wo:ks, by

virtue Öf their elešion

from eternity, and of

their converſion in time.”

R1cH1 LE c.

AF c. VI, No. 1, [page

18, 19.] “Yet again, God

hath from the begin

ning

we will; but be UN Holy

A ND F UI. I. OF B LAME

before him in malice.

Reprobation is always

followed by apºſtacy;

and apoſtacy is the ſource

of all bad works.

LEFT Lec.

ANsw E R. No. 2. We

the Reprobates] are his

ſubſequent workman

ſhip, created anew in

Adam unto BAD works,

which God hath For e

O R D At NED, that we

ſhould walk in them.

Conſequently it does

not follow from the

doétrine of abſolute pre

deſtination, that “ the

reprobates ſhall bedamned,

do what they will.”

On the contrary, they

are reprobated as much to

w 1 c K E D N Ess as to hell,

and are ſore-ordained to

walk in BAD works, by
virtue of their repro

bation from eternity,

and of their perverſion in

time.

LEFT LEG.

No. II. ANsw E. R. Yet

again, God hath from the

beginning [i. e. from

ever
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ning [i. e. from ever

laſting, &c.] chose N

you to Salvation through

s.A Nct 1 FIC Arlo N of the

*ſpirit, and BE LIE f of

the , truth : 2 Theſſ.

ii. 13. All therefore,

who are choſen to ſa!.

vation, are no leſs unal

terably deſtined to ho

lineſ; and faith in the

mean while. And, if

ſo, it is giving God

himſelf the lie to ſay,

that “the eleſt ſhall

be ſaved, do what they

will.” “ For the eleć,

like the bleſſed perſon

who redeemed them,

come into the world

not to do their own

will, but the will of

him that ſent them :

and this is the will of

God concerning them,

even their ſančišcation.

Hence they are ex

preſsly ſaid to be eleči

unto obedience. Not in

deed choſen becauſe of

obedience, but choſen

wnto it: for works are

not the foundation of

grace, but ſtreams flow

ing from it. Elečiion

does not depend upon

holineſ, but holineſs de

pends upon eleēţion. So

far, therefore, is predeſ

tination from being ſub

verſive

everlaſting] RE probat

E D you to damnation

through Po L1. UT to N of

the ſpirit, and diſbelief

of the truth. All, there

fore, who are reprobated

to damnation, are no leſs

unaiterably deſtined to

wickedneſs and unbelief in

the mean while. And,

if ſo, it is giving God

himſelf the lie to ſay,

that “the reprobate ſhall

be danned do what they

will.” . For the reprobate,

like the bleſſed perſon

who reječied them, come

into the world not to do

their own will, but the

will of him that ſent

them : and this is the

will of God concerning

them, even their wicked

neſ. Hence they are ex

preſsly ſaid to be repro

3ated unto diſobedience.

Not indeed reprobated

becauſe of diſobedience,

but reprobated unto it:

for works are not the

foundation of wrath, but

ſtreams flowing from it.

Reprobation does not de

pend upon wickedneſs,

but wickedneſs depends

upon reprobation. So far,

therefore, is predeſtina

tion from being ſubver

five of bad works; that

predeſtination to death is

the
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verſive of good works; the PRIMARY cause of

that predeſtination is all the BAD works,

the P R IMA R Y cause of which have been and

all the Goo Dº works, ſhall be wrought, from

which have been and the beginning to the end

ſhall be wrought, from of time.

the beginning to the

cnd of time.”

Dreadfully-crooked as the left leg of Mr. Top

lady's ſyſtem is, it perſe&tly agrees with the right

leg : i. e. with his crooked ele&tion, and his bandy

predeſtination. He may deny it as abſolutely as

priſoners at the bar. deny what is laid to their

charge : but their denial goes for nothing: the

witneſſes are called in, and I produce two, who

are capital, and to whom I ſuppoſe Mr. Toplady

will hardly objećt. The firſt is Zanchius, and the

ſecond is his ingenious tranſlator, who ſays in his

tranſlation, p. 50, “He [man] fell in conſequence

of the divine decree.”–0}ſerv. p. 7. “Whatever

comes to paſs, comes to paſs by virtue of this

abſolute, omnipotent will of God.”—“Whatever

things come to paſs, come to paſs Nec Essar i LY.”—

Ibid. “Whatever man does, he does N E cessA

RILY.”—Page 15. “AI. L T HING's turn out accord

ing to divine P RED Est 1 NAT 1on ; not only the

works we do outwardly, but even the thoughts

we think inwardly.—P. 7. The will of God is the

PRIMARY and ſupreme cause of Al 1, things.—

P. 1 1. The so LE cAus E why ſome are ſaved and

others periſh, proceeds from his w 11 LIN c the

ſalvation of the former, and the perdition of the

latter.—P. 15. We can on ly do what God from

eternity w I L LED and forek new we shou LD.—

P. 7. No FREE will of the creature can reſiſt the

will of God.—P. 19. The purpoſe or decree of

God ſignifies his everlaſting appointment of ſome

men to life, and of others to death: which ap

pointment flows ENT, RELY from H is own º:
a ſl
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and ſovereign will.—P. 57. If between the elečt

and the reprobate, there was not a great gulph

fixed, ſo that neither can B E or H E R wise than

THEY ARE, then the will of God (which is the

A Lo N E cause why ſome are choſen and cthers

not) would be rendered of no effe&t.—P. 56. Nor

would his word be true with regard to the non

elečt, if it was possible for them to be ſaved,—

P. 15. The condemnation of the reprobate is

N Ec essa R Y and 1 R RES 1st IB LE. P. 25. God

worketh ALL things in All men, even wick E D

N Ess in the wicked.”

On theſe propoſitions [the moſt unguarded

words of which I have produced in capitals]

I reſt the left leg of Calviniſm ; and taking my

leave of the tranſlation of Zanchius, I return to

the Vindication of the Decrees, and continue to

make Mr. Toplady's doćtrine of grace ſtand “on

its legs,” that is, on abſolute rebrobation to death,

as well as on abſolute election to liſe.

Ric HT Lec. LEFT LEG.

A R c. VII. No. 1. ANswer. No. 2. Rea

[page 19] “Reaſon alſo ſon alſo joins with ſcrip

joins with ſcripture, in ture, in aſſerting the in

aſſerting the indiſpen- diſpenſible neceſſity of

fible neceſſity of ſanāi. wickedneſs, , upon the

fication upon the foot- footing of , the moſt

ing of the moſt abſolute abſolute and irreſpec

and irreſpećtive E L E c- |tive Rep RobATI on ; or,

T 1 on : or, in other in other words, that the

words, that the certain- certainty of the EN D

ty of the END does not | does not ſuperſede, but

ſuperſede, but EN su RE E Nsu RE the intervention

the intervention of the l of the MEAN s.

MEANs.”

Rich I



Ric HT LE c.

AR c. VIII. No. 1,

[Page 21, 22.] “It was

neceſſary that, as ſin

ners, they [the elećt]

fhould not only be re

probated from puniſh.

ment, and entitled to

heaven ; but endued

moreover with an in

ternal meetneſs for that

inheritance.—This in

ternal meetneſs for hea

ven can only be wrought

by the reſtoring agency

of God the Holy Ghoſt,

who graciouſly engaged

and took upon himſelf,

in the covenant of peace,

to renew and ſančiify all

the elect people of God;

ſaying, I will put my law
in their minds, Eleć,

&c. through ſančifica

tion of the ſpirit unto obe

dience.—Election, though

produćtive of good

works, is not founded

upon them : on the con

trary, they are one of

the glorious E N Ds, to

which they are choſen.

Saints do not bear the

root, but the root them.

Ele&# UN to obedience,

They who have been

elečied, &c. ſhall expe

rience the Holy Spirit's

Jančification, in begin

ning

LEFT LE c.

ANsw E R. No. 2. It

was neceſſary that, as

holy, they [the repro

bate] ſhould not only be

appointed to puniſhment,

and entitled to hell; but

endued moreover with an

internal meetneſs for that

inheritance. This in

ternal meetneſs for hell,

can only be wrought by

the perverting agency of

[theManichean] God the

unholy ghoſt, who offici

ouſly engaged, and took

upon himſelf, in the co

venant of wrath to per

vert and deftle all the re

probate people of God;

ſaying, I will put my law

in their minds. Repro

hate, &c. through pollu

tion of the ſpirit unto

diſobedience. Reproba

tion, though productive of

had works is not found

ed upon them : on the

contrary, they are one of

the inglorious ENDs, to

which they are reproba

ted. Sinners do not bear

the root, but the root

them. ... Reprobate UN to

dyſobedience.—They who

have been reprobated, &c.

ſhall experience the wick

ed ſpirit's pollution, in be

ginning, advancing, and

per
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ning, advancing, and

perfecting the work of

grace in their 'ſouls.

The eleči, &c., are MAD E

to o B EY the Gonmand

ments of God, and to

imitate Chriſt, &c. I ſaid,

MADE to obey. Here per

haps the unbluſhing Mr.

Weſley may aſk, are the

eleči then mere machines?

I anſwer, no. They are

made willING in the day

of God’s power.””

Richir L.Ec.

AR c. 9. No. 1. ſpage

23, 24.] “God decreed

to bring his eleč to glory,

in a way of ſanétification,

and in no other-way but

that. If ſo, crys Mr.

Weſley, “ They ſhall be

faved, whether they are

Janiſed or no” “What,

notwithſtanding ... their

fančišſication is, itſelf,

an eſſential branch of

the decree concerning

them P The man may as

well

perfeóting the work of

ſin in their ſouls.-The

reprobates, &c. are MADE

to diſobey the command

ments of God, and to

imitate Satan, &c. I ſaid,

MADE to diſobey. Here

perhaps the bluſhing Mr.

Weſley may aſk, are the

reprobates then mere

machines? I anſwer, no.

They are MADE will ING

in the dayofGod's power.

LEFT LEc.

ANsw. No. 2. & God

decreed to bring his re

probate to hell in a way

of ſinning, and no other

way hat-that. If ſo, crys

Mr. Veſley, “they ſhall

be damned, whether they

ſin or, no.” What, not

with ſtanding their ſin

ning is, itſelf, an eſſential

branch of the , decree

concerning them?,*The

man may as well aſirm,

that Paul might have

preached

* Here Mr Toplady adds, “and, I believe, no body ever yet

heard of a wiłłing machine.” But he is miſtaken; for all moral

philoſophers call machine, whatever is fitted for free motions,

and yet has no power to begin and determine its own motions.

Now willing being the motion of a ſpirit, if a ſpirit cannot wi.

but as it is neceſſarily made to will, it is as void of a ſelf-deter

mining principle, as a fire-engine, and of conſ.guence it is

[morally ſpeaking] as mere a machine,
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well affirm that Abraham

might have been the

progenitor of , nations,

though he had died in

infancy, , &c. Equally

illogical is Mr. Weſley's

impudent ſlander, that

“ the eleči ſhall be ſaved

do what they will,” i. e.

whether they be holy or
not.”

RicHT Le G.

Arc. 10. No. 1. [page

20.] “Paul's travelling,

and Paul’s utterance,

were as certainly, and

as neceſſarily included

in the decree of the

'MEANs, as his preach

ing was determined by

the decree of the E.N.D.”

Richt LEc.

ARc. 11. No. 1. [page

28, 29.]." Love when

[calviniſtically | predi

zated of God, ſignifies

his eternal benevolence :

i.e., his everlaſting will,

pur oſe and determi

nation, to deliver, bleſs

and ſave his ſelečij

people.”—“ In order to

the eventual accompliſh

ment of that ſalvation in

the next world, grace is

given them in this, to

preſerve

preached the goſpel,

viva voce, in fifty dif

ferent regions, without

travelling a ſtep !” P.

23. Equally illogical is

Mr. Weſley's impudent

ſlander, that “ the Re

probate ſhall be damned,

do what they will.” i. e.

whether they be wicked

Or not.

LEFT LEG.

ANsw. No. 2. The

rich glutton's gluttony,

and his unmercifulneſs,

were as certainly and as

neceſſarily included in

the decree of the MEANs,

as his being tormented in

hell was determined by

the decree of the END.

LEFT Lec.

ANsw. No. 2. Hate

when calviniſtically pre

dicated of God, ſignifies

his eternal ill-will ; i. e.

his everlaſting will, pur

poſe, and determination,

to inthral, curſe and damn

his [reprobated] people.

—In order to the even

tual accompliſhment of

that damnation in the

next world, wickedneſs is

given them in this, to

preſerve them (and pre

ſerve
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P. them (and pre

erve them it does) from

doing the evil they other

wiſe would.—This is all

the eleētion which Calvi

niſm, &c. contends for :

even a predeſtination to

Ho LIN Ess and HEAv EN.”

RIGHT LE G.

AR G. 12, No. 1. [page

33.] “Now, if it be the

Father's will, that Chriſt

ſhould loſe none of his

eleå; if Chriſt himſelf,

in conſequence of their

covenant-donation to

him, does ačtually give

unto them eternal life,

and ſolemnly avers, that

they ſhall never periſh ;

if God be ſo for them,

that none can hinder

their ſalvation, &c. if

they cannot be con

demned, and nought ſhall

ſeparate them from the

dove of Chriſt; it clearly

and inevitably follows,

that, Not one of the eleči

can periſh; but they muſt

all neceſſarily be ſaved.

Which ſalvation confiſts

as much in the recovery

of moral reëtitude below,

as in the enjoyment of

eternal bleſſedneſs above.”

C 2

ſerve them it does) from

doing the good they

otherwiſe would.—This

is all the , , eprobation
which Calviniſm con- -

tends for; even a pre

deſtination to wick E D

N Ess and H E L L.

LEFT Lt. G.

ANsw. No. 2. Now,

if it be the Father's will,

that Satan ſhould loſe

none of his reprobate ; if

Satan himſelf, in con

ſequence of their cove

nant-donation to him,

does aétually give unto

them eternal death, and

ſolemnly avers, thatthey

ſhall never eſcape; ifGod

be ſo againſt them, that

none can hinder their

damnation, &c. if they

cannot be#. and

nought ſhall ſeparate

them from the hate of

Chriſt; it clearly and

inevitably follows, that,

Not one of the reprobate

can eſcape; but they muſt

all neceſſarily be damned.

Which damnation con

fiſts as much in the being

ſtripped ofmoral reëtitude

on earth, as in theenduring

of eternal torments in hell.

By
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By ſuch wreſted texts, and deluſive arguments

as theſe, it is, that Mr. Toplady has vindicated

God’s holineſ; upon calvinian principles. Now

as he requeſts that Calviniſm may ſtand upon

ITs LEcs, that is, upon abſolute elečiion and abſolute

zeprobation; I appeal to all the unprejudiced world,

have I not made the Diana of the Calviniſts ſtand

ſtraight? Have I not ſuffered her to reſt upon her

Ieft leg, as well as upon the right? If that leg

terminates in an horribly-cloven foot; is it Mr.

Weſley's fault, or mine P Have we formed the

dočtrinal image, which is ſet up in myſtical

Geneva P. Is the quotation produced in my motto

forged P. Is not abſolute reprobation one of “the

doćtrines of grace” [ſo called] as well as abſolute

election 9 May I not ſhew the full face of Cal

viniſm, as well as her ſide face P If a man pays

me a guinea, have I not a right to ſuſpećt that it

is falſe, and to turn it, if he that wants to paſs it,

will never let me ſee the reverſe of it in a clear

light? Can Mr. Toplady blame me for holding

forth calvinian reprobation ? Can he find fault

with me for ſhewing what he ſays, I am not only

bound to ſhew, but to “D EF END P” If Calviniſm

is “ the doćirine of grace,” which I muſt engage

finners to eſpouſe, why ſhould I ſerve her as the

ſoldiers did the thieves on the croſs P Why, at

leaſt, ſhould I break one of her legs. If ever I

bring her into the pulpit, ſhe ſhall come upon

Both “HER LEcs.” The chariot of my Diana

fhall be drawn by the biting ſerpent, as well as

by the filly dove ; I will preach calvinian repro

bation, as well as calvinian elečiion. I will be a

man of “ conſcience and honour.”

And now, reader, may I not addreſs thy con

ſience and reaſon, and aſk; if all the fallen angels

had laid their heads together a thouſand years, to

contrive an artful way of reproaching the living

Cod—the Holy ONE of Iſrael, could they have

done it more effe&tually than by getting myriº,
- Q
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of proteſtants [even all the Calviniſts] and myriads

of papiſts [even all the Dominicans, Janſeniſts,

&c.] to paſs the falſe coin of abſolute election and

abſolute reprobation, with this deceitful, alluring

inſcription; Neceſſary holineſs unto the Lord, and

this deteſtable Manichean motto on the reverſe,

Neceſſary wick EDN Ess unto the Lord P And has

not Mr. Toplady preſumed too much on thy

credulity, in ſuppoſing, that thou wouldſt never

have wiſdom enough to look at the black reverſe

of the ſhining medal, by which he wants to bribe

thee into Calviniſm P

C 3 SECTION
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S E C T I O N III,

An anſwer to ſºme a heals to scriptu RE and REA

son, by which Mr. Toplady attempts to ſupport the

A B so LUT EN Ess and Ho LIN Ess of the calvinian

decrees.

ET us ſee if Mr. Toplady is happier in the

choice of his ſcriptural and rational illuſ

trations, than in that of his arguments. To ſhew

that God's decrees, reſpecting man’s life and ſal

vation, are abſolute, or [which is all ...] to ſhew

that the decree of the end neceſſarily includes the

decree of the means, he appeals to the caſe of

JIezekiah, thus:

ARG., XIII. [page 20.] “God reſolved that

JHezekiah ſhould live fifteen years longer than

Hezekiah expećted, &c. It was as much com

prized in God's decree, that Hezekiah ſhould eat,

drink, and ſleep, during thoſe fifteen years: and

that he ſhould not jump into the ſea, &c. as that

fifteen years ſhould be added to his life.”—

From this quotation it is evident, that Mr. Top

łady would have us believe, that none of God’s

decrees are conditional ; that when God decrees

the END, he does it always in ſuch a manner,

as to e Nsu RE the MEAN's neceſſarily in order to

bring about the END ; , and that Hezekiah is ap

pealed to, as a proof of this doćtrine. . Unfortunate

appeal if I had wanted to prove juſt the con

tiary, I do not know where I ſhould have found

an example more demonſtrative of Mr. Toplady's

miſtake: witneſs the following account. Hezekiah

zas fºck unto death ; and Iſaiah came to him and

ſaid, Thus faith [thus dec REEs] the Lord, Set thy

houſ: in order: for thou ſhalt Die, and Not LIVE.

lſ. xxxviii.
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Iſ. Xxxviii. 1. Here is an explicit, peremptory

decree:—a decree where no condition is ex

preſſed:—a decree which wears a negative aſpect,

Thou ſhalt Not Live ; and a poſitive form, Thou

sh Ali D E. The MEANS of executing the decree

was already upon Hezekiah : he was ſick unto death.

And yet, ſo far was he from thinking, that the

decree of the end ABso Lu T E LY included that of

the means, that he ſet himſelf upon praying for

dife and health : yea, upon doing it as a jewiſh

perfectioniſt. Then Hezekiah turned his face

towards the wall, and prayed, Remember now, Q

Lord, I beſeech thee, how I have walked before thee

with a PERFEcT heart, &c. and Hezekiah wept fore.

Then came the word of the Lord to Iſaiah, ſaying,

Go, and ſay to Hezekiah, Thus faith [thus decreeth]

the Lord, I have heard thy prayer, I have ſeen thy

tears : behold I will add unto thy days fifteen years,

ver. 2. 5. From this account it is evident, that

Hezekiah might have eaſily have reverſed the

decree about his LIFE, by ſtabbing or drowning

himſelf, as he reverſed the decree about his

DEATH, by weeping and praying ; and that Mr.

Toplady has forgotten himſelf as much in pro

ducing the caſe of Hezekiah in ſupport of Cal

viniſm, as if he had appealed to our Lord's ſermon

on the mount, in defence of the lawleſs goſpel of

the day.

A. Žia of infatuation attends the wiſeſtmen, who

openly fight the battles of error. In the end, their

ſwords, like that of the champion of the Philiſ

times, do their cauſe more miſchief than ſervice.

Mr. Toplady will perhaps afford us another in

ſtance of it. After producing Hezekiah to eſtabliſh

the abſoluteneſs of God's decrees, he calls in the

firſt Jewiſh hero. Joſhua is brought to demon

ſtrate, that the decree of the end always binds

upon us an unavoidable ſubmiſſion to the decree

of the means : or, to ſpeak more intelligibly, that

God’s decrees to bleſs or to curſe, are always.

abſolute,
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abſolute, and neceſſitate us to uſe the means leading

to his bleſfing or his curſe. -

ARG. XIV. [Page 23.] “Prior to the taking of

Jericho, it was revealed to Joſhua, that he ſhould

certainly be maſter of the place. Nay, ſo PEREMP

to R Y was the Dec REE, and ſo expreſs the revela

tion of it, that it was predićted as if it had already

taken effect: I have given into thy hand Žericho, &c.

This aſſurance, than which nothing could be more

abſolute, did not tie up Joſhua's hands from ačtion,

and make him fit down without uſing the MEANs,

which were No I. Ess appointed than the E N D.

On the contrary,” &c.—Here we are given to

underſtand, that Joſhua and the Iſraelites could

never croſs any of God's gracious decrees by

neglecting the means of their accompliſhment;

becauſe they were neceſſitated to uſe thoſe means.

Thus is Žoſhua preſſed into the ſervice of cal

vinian neceſſity, and the abſoluteneſs of God’s de

crees: Joſhua, who of all the men in the world,

is moſt unlikely to ſupport the tottering ark of

calvinian neceſſity. For when he ſaw in the

wilderneſs the carcaſes of ſeveral hundred thou

ſand perſons, to whom God had promiſed the

good land of Canaan with an oath, and who never

theleſs entered not in becauſe of unbelief, he ſaw

ſeveral hundred thouſand proofs, that God’s

promiſes are not abſolute ; and that , when he

deals with rewardable and puniſhable agents,

the decree of the end is not unconditional, and

does by no means include an irreſtſtible decree

which binds upon them the unavoidable uſe of the

incanS,

But, confider we the peculiar caſe of Joſhua

himſelf. The Lord ſpake unto Žoſhua, ſaying,

There ſhall not any man be able to ſtand before thee

all the days of thy life;—I will not fail thee, nor

forſake thee, Joſh. i. 5. Now this peremptory

decree of the END, far from neceſſarily including

the MEANs, ačtually failed by a ſingle flaw in the
uſe
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uſe of the MEANs. The diſobedience of Athart.

reverſed the decree: for he diſregarded the means

or condition which God had appointed: turn not

to the right or to the left, that thou mayeſt proſper

whitherſoever thou goeſt, Joſh. i. 7. Hence it is,

that, when Achan had turned to the left, the decree

failed, and we find Joſhua proſtrate before the ark.

a whole day, with his clothes rent, and duſt upon his

head : lamenting the flight of Iſrael before Ai,

and wiſhing that he had been content, and had

dwelt on the other ſide 70rdan. Nor do I ſee in

God's anſwer to him, the leaſt hint of Mr. Top

lady's doétine. Why lieſ; thou upon thy face 3.

Iſrael hath ſinned, and they have alſo tranſgreſſed my

covenant :-for they have even taken of the accurſed

thing.—Therefore the children of Iſrael could not

jtand before their enemies,—becauſe they were ac

curſed: neither will I be with you any more, except

ye deſtroy the accurſed thing, Joſh. vii. 1. 13.

Hence it appears, that, when Mr. Toplady

appeals to 7oſhua in defence of the abſoluteneſs

of God's decrees, he diſplays his ſkill in the art

of logic, as much as if he appealed to the peremp

torineſs of the famous decree, Yet forty days, and

ſungodly) Nineveh ſhall be deſtroyed: and yet

P EN IT ENT Nineveh was ſpared: ſo unſcriptural

is the aſſertion, that the decree of the end. ENsu REs.

the uſe of the means, when God tries moral agents.

in the day of ſalvation, in order to puniſh or

reward them according to their works, in the day.

of judgment! *

Mr. Toplady ſupports theſe unfortunate appeals

to ſcripture, by the following appeal to reaſon.

AR G. XV. [Page 24.] “Suppoſe it was infal

libly revealed to an army, or to any ſingle in

dividual, that the former ſhould certainly gain

fuch a battle, and the latter certainly win ſuch a

race, would not the army be mad to ſay, Then we

will not fight a ſtroke P would not the racer be

inſane to add, Nor will I move ſo much as one of

my
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my feet, &c., Equally illogical is Mr. Weſley's

impudent ſlander, that The eled ſhall be ſaved do

what they will, &c.—Either he is abſolutely unac

quainted with the firſt principles of reaſoning;

or he offers up the knowledge he has, as a whole

burnt-ſacrifice on the altar of malice, calumny,

and falſehood.”

This ſevere cenſure will appear calviniſtically

gratuitous, if we conſider, that it is entirely found

ed upon the impropriety of the illuſtrations pro

duced by Mr. Toplady. If he had exačtly repre

ſented the caſe, he would have ſaid, “Suppoſe it

was infallibly revealed to an army, that they

ſhould certainly gain ſuch a battle; that they

could do nothing towards the vićtory by their

own fighting; that the battle was fought, and

abſolutely won for them 17oo years ago; that if

they refuſed to fight to-day, or if they ran away,

or were taken priſoners, their triumph would not

be leſs certain; and that putting their bottle to

their neighbour's mouth's, and defiling their wives,

inſtead of fighting, would only make them fing

vićtory louder, on a certain day called a day of

power, when omnipotence would ſovereignly

exert itſelf in their behalf, and put all their ene

mies to flight:—ſuppoſe again it was revealed to a

racer, that he ſhould certainly win ſuch a race,

and receive the prize, whether he ran to-day

backward or forward; becauſe his winning the

race does not at all depend upon his own ſwift

running, but upon the ſwiftneſs of a great racer,

who yeſterday ran the race for him, and who

abſolutely imputes to him his ſwift running, even

while he gets out of the courſe to chaſe an ewe

lamb, or viſit a Delilah ; that the covenant,

which ſecures him the prize, is unconditionally or

dered in all things and ſ. that, though he may

be unwilling to run now, yet in a day of irreſiſtible

power he ſhall be made willing to fly and receive

the prize; and that his former loitering will oº::
- et
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ſet off the greatneſs of the power, which is abſo

lutely engaged to carry him, and all eleēt racers,

quite from Egypt to Canaan in one hour, if they

have loitered till the eleventh hour;” ſuppoſe,

I ſay, Mr. Toplady had given us ſuch a juſt view

of the caſe, who could charge the ſoldiers with

* madneſs,” and the racer with “being inſane”

if they agreed to ſay, “We will neither fight nor

run, but take our eaſe and indulge ourſelves, T ill.

the day of power come, in which we ſhall irreſiſ:

tibly be made to gain the battle, and to win the
race P

From theſe rešlifted illuſtrations, it appears, if I

am not miſtaken, (1) that, when Mr. Weſley ad

vanced his conſequence, he neither “ſhewed him

ſelf abſolutely unacquainted with the firſt principles

of reaſoning :” nor “ offered up the knowledge he

has, as a whole burnt-ſacrifice on the altar of malice,

calumny, and falſehood :"—and (2) that, when

Mr. Toplady's appeals to ſcripture and reaſon

are made fairly to ſtand upon their legs, they do

his doćtrine as little ſervice as his limping argu

IncrltS,

- SECTION
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'S E C T I O N IV.

An anſwer to the arguments, , by which Mr. Toplady

endeavours to reconcile calvinian reprobation with

divine Just Ice.

WF have ſeen how unhappily the tranſlator of

- Zanchius has reconciled his doćtrines of

#: and abſolute elečion with God's Ho LIN ess:

let us now ſee if he has been more ſucceſsful in

reconciling his doćtrines of wrath and abſolute

reprobation with divine Justice.

AR c. XVI. [Page 35.] “Juſtice conſiſts in ren

dering to every man his due.”—Mr. Toplady gives

us this narrow definition of juſtice to make way for

this argument: God owes us no bleſfing, and

therefore he may gratuitouſly give us an ever

laſting curſe. He does not owe us heaven, and

therefore he may juſtly appoint that eternal fin and

damnation ſhall be our unavoidable portion.—But,

is not a king unjuſt when he punishes an unavoid

able fault with uninterrupted torture, as well as

when he refuſes to pay his juſt debts?

Arc. XVII. [Ibid.] “God is not a debtor to

any man.”—True, [ſtrićtly ſpeaking:] but, (1)

Does not God owe to himſelf, to behave like himſel

[that is, like a gracious and juſt Creator] towards

every man P-(2) When God, by his promiſe has

engaged himſelf judicially to render to every man

according to his works, is it juſt in him to neceſſitate

ſome men to work righteouſneſs, and others to

work iniquity, that he may reward the former, and

puniſh the latter, according to arbitrary decrees of

abſolute eleētion to life, and of abſolute reprobation

to death f-and (3) Do not the ſacred writers

- obſerve,
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obſerve, that God has condeſcended to make himſelf

a debtor to his creatures by his gracious promiſes P

did Mr. Toplady never read, He that hath pity upon

the poor, lendeth unto the Lord, and look, what he

layeth out it ſhall be paid him again P Prov. xix. 17.

When evangelical Paul hath fought a good fight,

does he not look for a crown from the just judge,

and declare that God is not unrighteous to forget our

tabour of love 2 and if we confeſs our fins, is not God

bound by his Justice, as well as by his faithfulneſs,

to forgive and cleanſe us # 1 John i. 9.
ARc. XVIII. [Ibid.] “If it can be proved, that

He [God] owes ſalvation to every rational being he

has made; then, and then only, will it follow, that

God is unjuſt in not paying this debt of ſalvation
to each, &c,+What ſhadow of injuſtice can be

faſtened on his condućt, for, in ſome caſes, with

holding what he does not owe ?”—This argument

is produced by Mr. Toplady in a variety of

dreſſes. The flaw of it conſiſts in ſuppoſing, that

there can be no medium between denying eternal

falvation, and appointing to eternal dam nation ;

and that, becauſe God may abſolutely eleēt as many

of his creatures as he pleaſes to a crown of glory,

he may abſolutely reprobate as many as Calviniſm

pleaſes to eternal fin and everlaſting burnings.

The abſurdity of this concluſion will be diſcovered

by the reader, if he looks at it through the glaſs of

the following illuſtrations. Mr. Toplady is not

obliged, by any rule of juſtice, to give Mr. Weſley

an hundred pounds, becauſe he owes him no

money; and therefore Mr. T. may give Mr.

Weſley an hundred gratuitous ſtripes, without

breaking any rule of juſtice. The king may with

out injuſtice gratuitouſly give a thouſand pounds to

one man, ten thouſand to another, an hundred to a

third, and nothing to a fourth ; and therefore the

king may alſo, without injuſtice, gratuitouſly give

an hundred ſtabs to one man, a thouf ind to

another, and ten thouſand to a third ; or, he may

D neceſſitate
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neceſſitate them to offend, that he may hang and

burn them with a ſhow of juſtice.

AR G. XIX. [Page 36. “I defy any man to

fhew in what ſingle reſpect the actual limitation of

happineſs itſelf is a jot more juſt and equitable (in

a Being poſſeſſed of infinite power; than the decre

tive limitation of the perſons who ſhall enjoy that

happineſs.”—The queſtion is not whether God

can juſtly limitate the HAP P1 N Ess of man, or the

numáer of the men, whom he will raiſe to ſuch and

fuch heights of happineſs. This we never diſputed :

on the contrary, we aſſert with our Lord, that

when God gives degrees of happineſs, as a Bene

faāor, he may do what he pleaſes with his own ; he

may give five talents to one man, or to five thouſand

men ; and two talents to two men, or to two millions

of men.—Wherein then does the fallacy of Mr.

Toplady's argument conſiſt P In this moſt irrational

and unjuſt concluſion : God may, without injuffice,

Li MIT T H E HAP P 1 N Ess of his human creatures,

and the NUMBER of thoſe, who ſhall crjoy ſuch and

ſuch a degree of HAP P1 N Ess; and therefore, he

may alſo without injuſtice abſolutely reprobate as

many of his unborn creatures as he pleaſes, and

decree to protraćt their infernal torments to all

eternity, after having firſt decreed their neceſſary

fall into fin, and their neceſſary continuance in ſin,

as neceſſary MEANs in order to their neceſſary E N D,

which is eternal damnation. Is not this an admi

rable Vindication of Calvin's decrees 2 Who does not

ſee that the concluſion has no more to do with the

premiſs, than in the following argument: the Lord

Chancellor may without it juſtice picſent Mr. T.

to a living of fifty pounds or to one of two hundred

pounds, or he may reprobate Mr. T. from all the

crown-livings ; and therefore the Lord Chancellor

may, without injuſtice, ſue Mr. T. for fifty pounds or

two hundred pounds whenever he pleaſes. What

name ſhall we give to the Logic which deals in

fuch arguments as theſe ?

AR G,
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Arc. XX. [Page 37. “He [man] derives his

exiſtence from God, and therefore [ſays Armi

nianiſm] “God is bound to make their exiſtence

happy.” I would rather ſay, God is bound both by

the reëtitude of his nature, and by the promiſes of

his goſpel, not to reprobate any man to remedileſs

fin and eternal miſery, till he has actually deſerved

ſuch a dreadful reprobation, at leaſt by one bad

thought, which he was not abſolutely predeſtinated

to think. But Calviniſm ſays, that God abſolutely

reprobated a majority of men, before they thought

their firſt thought, or drew their firſt breath. If

Mr. Toplady had ſtated the caſe in this plain man

ner, all his readers would have ſeen his doćtrine

of wrath without a veil, and would have ſhud

dered at the fight.

AR c. XXI. Ibid] “If God owes ſalvation to

all his creatures as ſuch, even the workers of ini

quity will be ſaved, or God muſt ceaſe to be juſt.”

—I never heard any Arminian ſay, that God owes

ſalvation, i.e. heavenly glory, to all his creatures As

such ; for then all horſes, being God's creatures as

well as men, would be taken to heaven: but we

maintain, that God will never mediately entail ne

ceſſary, remedileſ, fin upon any of his creatures, that

he may infallibly puniſh them with eternal dam

nation. And we aſſert, that, if God had not gra

ciouſly deſigned to replace all mankind in a ſtate of

initial ſalvation from ſin and hell, according to the

various diſpenſations of his redeeming grace, he

would have puniſhed Adam's perſonal in by a per

ſonal damnation. Nor would he have ſuffered him

to propagate his fallen race, unleſs the ſecond

Adam had extended the bleſling of redemption ſo

far as to ſave from eternal miſery all who die in

their infancy, and to put all who live long enough

to ačt as moral agents, in capacity of avoiding hell

by working out their own ET E R NA I, ſalvation in the .

day of their temporary ſalvation —a day this,

which inconſiſtent Calviniſts call “the day of

grace.”

D 2 Mr.
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Mr. Toplady, after decrying our doërine of

grace, as leading to groſs iniquity, indireétly owns,

that the conditionality of the promiſe of eternal

ſalvation guards our goſpel againſt the charge of

Antinomianiſm,--a dreadful charge this, which

fa! is ſo heavily on Calviniſm. Conſcious that

he cannot defend his lawleſs, unconditional election

to eternal life, and his wrathful, unconditional

reprobation to eternal death, without taking the

conditionality of eternal ſalvation out of the way,

he attempts to do it by the following dilemma.

A R G. XXII. [Page 38. J “Is ſalvation due to a

man that does not perform thoſe condition ; 2 If

you ſay, y Es ; you jump, hand over head, into

what you yourſelf call Antinomianiſm.—If you ſay,

that ſalvation is not due to a man, unleſs he do

fulfil the conditions; it will follow, that man's own

performances are meritorious of ſalvation, and bring

God himſelf into debt.”

We anſwer (1.) To ſhow the tares of Calviniſm,

Mr. Toplady raiſes an artificial night by con

founding the ſparing ſalvation of the Father—the

atoning ſalvation of the Son—the convincing, con

verting, and perſe{iing ſalvation of the Spirit. Yea,

he confounds attual ſalvation from a thouſand tem

poral evils—temporary ſalvation from death and hell

initial ſalvation from , the guilt and power of

fin—preſent ſalvation into the bleſfings of Chriſ
tianity, Judaiſm, or Gentiliſm—continued falvation

into theſe bleſfings—eternal ſalvation fiom death

and hell and eternal ſalvation into glory and

heaven :-he confounds, I ſay, a 1.1, theſe degrees of

falvation, which is as abſurd as if he confounded all

degrees of life—the life of an embryo—of a ſuck

ing child—of a ſchool-boy—of a youth—of a man

—of a departed ſaint—and of an angel. When he

has thus ſhuffled his cards, and played the danger

ous game of confuſion, what wonder is it if he

wins it, and makes his inattentive readers believe,

that what can be affirmed with truth of ſalvation

I N T Q
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is to H F Av EN Ly clo Ry, muſt be true alſo, when

it is affirmed of ſalvation Rosſ E v E R LAST ING

B U R N IN Gs ; and that becauſe God does not own

Aeaven and angelical honours to u-born children,

he may juſtly reprobate them to hell and to ſatanical,

remedileſs wickedneſs as the way to it.

(2) Diſtinguiſhing what Mr. Toplady confounds,

we do not ſcruple to maintain, that though God

is not bound to give exiſtence, much leſs heavenly

glory, to any creature; yet, all his creatures, who

never perſonally offended him, have a right to expect

at his hands ſalvation from everlaſting ſwe, till they

have deſerved his eterna/ and al/ſtute reprobations

by committing ſome PIR so NAI, and Avo D.A.B LE

offence. Hence it is, that all mankind are born

in a ſtate of inferior ſalvation: for they are all

born out of eternal tire ; and to be out of hell is

a confiderable degree of ſalvation, unleſs we are

ſuffered to live unavoidably to deſerve everlaſting

burnings, which is the caſe of all Calvin’s imagi

nary reprobates.

(3) Mr. Toplady “throws out a barrel for the

amuſement of the whale, to keep him in play,

and make him loſe fight of the ſhip” the fire

fhip. For, in order to make us loſe fight of abſolute

ºr probation, remedileſ; wickedneſ, and everlaſting fire,

which [if Calviniſm be true} is the unavoidable

lot of the greateſt part of mankind even in their

Inother’s womb; he throws out this ambiguous ex

preſſion sa Lv AT to N DU & : juſt as if there were

no medium between ſalvation due, and cALv1NIAN

reproſation due / whereas it is evident, that there

is the medium of non-creation, or that of deſtruction

in a ſtate of ſeminal exiſtence. - -

(4) The flaw of Mr. Toplady’s argument will

appear in its proper magnitude, if we look at it

through the following illuſtration. A whole regi

ment is led to the left by the colonel, whom the

eneral wanted to turn to the right. The colonel,
who is perſonally in the fault, is pardoned; and
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five hundred of the ſoldiers, who by the over

bearing influence of their colonel's diſobedience,

were neceſſitated to move to the left, are appointed

to te hanged for not going to the right. The

general ſends to Geneva for Tertullus, who vin

dicates the juſtice of the execution by the following

ſpeech. “ Preferment is Not . Due to obedient

ſoldiers, much leſs to ſoldiers who have neceſſarily

diſobeyed orders; and therefore your gracious

general aćts conſiſtently with juſtice, in appointing

theſe five hundred ſoldiers to be hanged, for, as

there is no medium between not promoting ſoldiers

and hanging them, he might juſtly have hanged

the whole regiment. He is not bound, by any law,

to give any ſoldier a captain's commiſſion; and

therefore he is perfectly juſt, when he ſends theſe

military reprobates to the gallows.” Some of the

auditors clap Tertullus’ argument: P. O., cries

out that it is “moſt maſterly :" but a few of the ſol

diers are not quite convinced, and begin to queſtion

whether the holy ſervice of the mild Saviour of the

world, is not preferable to the antinomian ſervice

of the abſolute Reprobator of countleſs myriads of

unborn infants. -

(5) The other flaw of Mr. Toplady's dilemma

conſiſts in ſuppoſing that goſpel-worthineſs is incom

patible with the goſpel; whereas all the doćtrines

of juſtice, which make one half of the goſpel, ſtand

or fall with the doćtrine of evangelical worthineſ.

We will ſhout it on the walls of myſtic Geneva:

they that follow Chriſt, ſhall walk with him in white,

rather than they that follow antichriſt; for they

AR E [More ) worthy.—Watch and pray always,

that you may be counted worthy to eſcape, and to

jtand rewardable before the ſon of man,—Whatever

ye do, do it hearlily, as to the Lord, &c. knowing that

of the Lord ye ſhall receive the REwAR D of THE

IN HE RITANce.—For he will ſay, in the great day

of retribution, Corne, ye blºſed, INHER IT the kingdom,

- &c.
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&c. for I was hungry and ye gave me meat, &c.—Go,

ye curſed, into everlaſting fire, &c. for I was hungry

and ye gave me no meat, &c.—The doctrine of

phariſaic merit we abhor : but the doćtrine of

rewardable obedience we honour, defend, and extol.

Believers, let not Mr. Toplady beguile you of your

REwARD through voluntary humility.—f ye live after

the fleſh ye ſhall die : but if ye, through the ſpirit,

mortify the deeds of the body, ye ſhall live.—Whatſoever

a man ſoweth, THAT ſhall he alſo reap. For we

fhall all appear before the judgment ſeat of Chriſt, that

every one may receive the things done in the body,

according to that he has done, whether it be good or

bad. Look to yourſelves, that ye loſe not the things

which ye have wrought.—So fight, that you may not

be reprobated by remunerative juſtice.—So run,

that you may [judicially] obtain an incorruptible

crown.—Remember Lot's wife.—By patient continuance

in well-doing ſeek for glory ; and God, according to

his gracious promiſes, will render you eternal life:

for he is not untrue, to break his evangelical promiſe,

nor unrighteous, to forget your work that proceedeth

from love. Your perſevering obedience ſhall be

graciouſly rewarded by a crown of righteouſneſs,

which the Lord, the RIGHT Eous JUDGE, ſhall give

you at that day; and then great ſhall be your reward

in heaven. For Chriſt himſelf hath ſaid, Be faith

ful unto death, and I will give thee the crown of

Zife.—My ſheep follow me, and I give unto them.

eternal life in glory. For I am the author of

ETERNAi ſalvation to them that ob Ex me. What

can be plainer than this goſpel ! Shall the abſurd

cries of Popery / Merit ! &c. make us aſhamed of

Chriſt's diſciples; of Chriſt's words; and of

Chriſt himſelf! God forbid! Let the ſcriptures

—let God be true, though Mr. Toplady ſhould be

miſtaken.

Arc. XXIII. [Page 38.] “If he [God] be not

obliged, in juſtice, to ſave mankind, then neither

is he unjuſt in paſſing by ſome men : nay he might,

had he ſo pleaſed, have paſſed by the whole of

- Inankind,
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mankind, without ele&ting any one individual of

the fallen race; and yet have continued holy, juſt

and good.” *

True: he might have paſſed them by without fix

ing any blot upon his juſtice and goodneſs, if by

paſſing them by Mr. T. means leaving them in the

wretched ſtate of ſeminal exiſtence, in which ſtate

his vindićtive juſtice found them after Adam’s

fall. For then, an unknown P UN IsHMENT ſeminally

endured, would have borne a juſt proportion to

an unknown s 1N feminally committed. But if, by

PAss ING ſome men BY, this gentleman means, as

Calviniſm docs, “abſolutely predeſtinating ſome

men to neceſſary, remedileſs ſin, and to unavoidable,

eternal damnation ;” we deny that God might

Jus I LY have paſſed by the w Hole of mankind:—

we deny that he might J U St LY have paſſed by one

ſingle man, woman, or child. Nay, we affirm,

that, if we conceive Satan, or the evil Principle

of Manes, an exerting, creative power, we could

not conceive him worſe employed, than in form

ing an abſºlute reprobate in embryo : that is, “a

creature unconditionally, and abſolutely doomed

to remedileſs wickedneſs, and everlaſting fire.”

As the ſimple are frequently impoſed upon by

an artful ſubſtituting of the harmleſs word paſſing

by, for the terrible word abſolutely reprobating to

death, I beg leave to ſhew, by a ſimile, the vaſt

difference there is between theſe two phraſes.

A king may without injuſtice paſs by all the beg

gars in the ſtreets, without giving them any

bounty; becauſe, if he does them no good in thus

paſſing them by, he does them no harm. But ſup

pole he called two captains of his guards, and ſaid

to the firſt, If you ſee me paſs by little, dirty

beggars without giving alms, throw them into the

mire, or if their parents have caſt them into the

dirt, keep them there: then let the ſecond captain

follow with his men, and take all the dirty

beggars who have thus been paſſed by, and throw

- - - them,

-
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them, for being dirty, into a furnace hotter than

that of Nebuchadnezzar:—ſuppoſe, I ſay, the king

paſſed his little, indigent ſubjećts by in this manner,

would not his decree of preterition be a more than

diabolical piece of cruelty P I need not inform my

judicious readers, that the pºſſing by of the king

repreſents calvinian paſſing by, that is, abſolute

reprobation to death ;-that the firſt captain, who

throws little beggars into the dirt, or keeps them

there, repreſents the decree of : H E MEANs, which

neceſſitates the reprobate to fin, or to continue in

ſin ; and that the ſecond captain repreſents the

decree of the E N D, which neceſſitates them to go to

everlaſting burnings. -

Arc. XXIV. [Page 89.] Mr. Toplady endea

vours to reconcile calvinian reprobation with

divine juſtice by an appeal “to God's providential

dealings with men in the preſent life.” His verboſe

argument, ſtript of its Geneva dreſs, and brought

naked to open light, may run thus: “If God may

without injuſtice, abſolutely place the ſons of

Adam in circumſtances of temporary miſery, he

may alſo without injuſtice reprobate them to

eternal, torments: but he may juſtly place the

ſons of Adam in circumſtances of temporary

miſery: witneſs his ačtually doing it: and there

fore he may without injuſtice reprobate them to

eternal torments and to 1 emedileſs ſin, as the way

to thoſe torments.” The flaw of this argument

is in the firſt propoſition, and conſiſts in ſuppoſing,

that, becauſe God can juſtly appoint us to ſuffer

a light afflićtion, which [comparatively-ſpeaking]

is but for a moment, and which [if we are not per

verſely wanting to ourſelves] will work for us a

jar more exceeding and eternal weight of glory,

2 Cor. iv. 17; he can alſo juſtly appoint us to

remedileſs wickedneſs and eternal damnation.

This concluſion is all of a piece with the follow

ing argument. ... A father may juſtly puniſh his

diſobedient child with a rod, and give his§
CIn 1
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child a bitter medicine; and therefore he may

juſtly break all his bones with a forge-hammer,

and daily drench him with melted lead. To pro

duce ſuch abſurd conſequences without a maſk,

is ſufficiently to anſwer them. See farther what

is ſaid upon p. 42.

Arc. XXV. [Page 40.] Mr. Toplady is, if poſ

ſible, ſtill more abundantly miſtaken, while, to

prove the juſtice of calvinian reprobation he

appeals to the real N E QUALITY of providentia!

diſtributions below.”—We cannot “pronounce the

great Father of all U NJ us 1, becauſe he does not

make all his offspring EQUALLY ich, good, and

happy :” and therefore, God may Just Ly reprobate

ſome of them to eternal miſºry ; juſt as if inferior

degrees of goodneſs and happineſs were the ſame .

thing as remedulºſs wickedneſs, and eternal miſery 1

AR c. XXVI. [Ibid. “The devils may be caſt

down to hell to be everlaſtingly damned, and be

appointed there to ; and it gives no great concern.

No hard thoughts againſt God ariſe: no charge

of cruelty, injuſtice,” &c. Indeed if Dr. Gill,

whom Mr. Toplady quotes, inſinuated, that God

had abſolutely predeſtinated myriads of angels to

everlaſting damnation, through the appointed means

of neceſſary fin ; and that God had made this

appointment thouſands of years before moſt of thoſe

angels had any perſonal exiſtence, it would give

us great concern, both for the honour of God's

juſtice, and for the angels ſo cruelly treated by

free-wrath. But as matters are, the caſe of devils

gives us no great concern, becauſe they fell

knowingly, wilfully, and without neceſſity. To the

end of the day of their viſitation they perſonally

rejećted God's gracious counſel towards them :

and, as they obſtinately refuſed to ſubſerve the

judicial diſplay of his remunerative Bou NTY, it is

highly agreeable to reaſon and equity, that they

ſhould ſubſerve the judicial diſplay of his vindićtive

JUST ICE .

ARG.



ARG., XXVII. [Page 41.] “The king of Great

Britain has unlimited right of peerage, &c. Will

any body be ſo weak and perverſe as to charge

him with Tyranny and Injuſtice, only becauſe it

is not his will, though it is in his power, to make

all his ſubjećts noblemen P” This is another

barrel thrown out to the whale. This illuſtration

does not touch, but conceal the queſtion. For the

ſimilar queſtion is not whether the king is unjuſt

in leaving gentlemen and tradeſmen among the

gentry and commonalty, but whether he could,

without injuſtice and tyranny, pretend, that, becauſe

he has an unlimited right of P E E RAc E, he has alſo

an unlimited right of [what I beg leave to call]

F E LoN AG E,--a calvinian right this, of appointing

whom he pleaſes to rob and murder, that he may

appoint whom he pleaſes to a cell in Newgate,

... and a ſwing at Tyburn. This is the true ſtate of

the caſe. If Mr. T. has caſt a veil over it, it is a

ſign that he is not deſtitute of the feelings of

juſtice, and that if he durſt look at his Manichean

picture of God's Sovereignty, without a veil, he

would turn from it with the ſame precipitancy,

with which he would ſtart back from the abomi

nation of the Moabites, or from the grim idol to

which miſtaken Iſraelites ſacrificed their children

in the valley of Hinnom.

AR c. XXVIII. [Page 42.] “Miſery, though

endured but for a year, &c. is in its own nature,

and for the time being, as truly miſery, as it

would be if protraćted ever ſo long, &c. And

God can no more ceaſe to be juſt for a year, or

for a man’s life-time, than he can ceaſe to be

juſt for a century, or for ever. By the ſame rule

that he can, and does, without impeachment of

his moral attributes, permit any one Being to be

miſerable for a moment ; he may permit that Being

to be miſerable for a much longer time : and ſo

on, ad infinitum :”——that is, in plair, Engliſh,

For eve R. The abſurdity of this argument º
e
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be ſufficiently pointed out by a ſimilar plea. A

furgeon may, without injuſtice, open an impoſt

hume in my breaſt and give me pain for an hour,

and therefore he may juſtly ſcarify me, and ſlay

me alive ten years.--—A judge may, without im

eachment of his juſtice, order a man to be burnt

in the hand for a moment, and therefore his

juſtice will continue unſtained, if he orders red

hot irons to be applied to that man's hands and

feet, back and breaſt, “ad infinitum.” I hope

that when Mr. Toplady threw this ſcrap of Latin

over the nakedneſs of his Diana, his good-nature

ſuggeſted, that ſhe is too horrible to be looked at

without a veil. But could he not have borrowed

the language of mother-church, without borrowing

a maxim which might ſhock any inquiſitor, and

might have put Bonner himſelf to a ſtand?

AR G., XXIX. [Page 44.] “He [God] permits,

and has for near 6ooo years permitted the reign of

natural evil. Upon the ſame principle, might he

not extend its reign to—a never-ending duration P’’

He Micht, if a never-ending line of MoRAL

Ev1.1 perſonally and avoidably brought on by FREE

aGEN is upon themſelves, called for a never-endin

line of penal miſery: and our Lord himſelf ſays,

that HE will: theſe [the wicked, who have finally

hardened themſelves] ſhall go away into EveR

1. Ast INC puniſhment—where their worm Dieth Not,

and the fire is Not QUE Nch ED, Matt. xxv. 46.

Mark ix. 48.

Asc. XXX. [Ibid.] “But ſtill the old difficulty

ſa difficulty which Arminianiſm will never ſolvel

&c. the old difficulty ſurvives; how came moral

evil to be PERMITTE D, when it might as eaſily

have been hindered, by a Being of infinite good

meſs, power and wiſdom £"—Page 39. Mr. T.

fpeaks, partly the ſame language; giving us to

underſtand, as openly as he dares, that God

worketh all things in all men, even wickedneſs

in the wicked. His permicious, though guarded

in ſinuation
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infinuation runsthus: “you will find it extremely

difficult, (may I not ſay, impoſſible 2) to point out

the difference between permiſſion and deſign, in a

being poſſeſſed (as God moſt certainly is) of

unlimited wisdom and unlimited Power.”—e-

Hence we are given to underſtand, that, becauſe

God does not abſolutely hinder the commiſſion

of ſin, “it would non-plus all the ſagacity of

man, ſhould we attempt clearly to ſhew wherein

the difference lies,” between God's permitting ſin,

and his deſigning or decreeing ſin; or [to ſpeak

with more candor] between God's placing free

agents in a ſtate of probation with a ſtrićt charge

not to ſin, and between his being the author of fin.

Is not this a “moſt maſterly”, “Vindication of the

decrees and providence of God;” ſuppoſing you mean

by god, the fin-begetting deity worſhipped by the

Manichees P. This antinomian blow at the root of

divine holineſs is dangerous: I ſhall therefore

ward it off by various anſwers.

(1) When God placed man in paradiſe, far from

permitting him to fin, he ſtrictly forbad him to do it.

Is it right then in Mr. T. to call God “ the

Permitter of fin,” when the ſcriptures repreſent

him as the Forbidder of it P Nay is it not very

wrong to pour ſhame upon the holineſs of God,

and abſurdity upon the reaſon of man, by making

a calviniſtic world believe, that forbidding and

threatening is one and the ſame thing with per

mitting and giving leave ; or at leaſt, that the

difference is ſo trifling, that “all the ſagacity of

man will find it extremely difficult, not to ſay impoſ

fººle, clearly to point it out 9° -

(2) I pretend to a very little ſhare of all the

fagacity of man; and yet, without being non

plus'd at all, I hope to ſhew by the following

illuſtration, that there is a prodigious difference

between Not H IN DER IN G, and D. Es IGN, in the

caſe of the entering in of ſin.

E A general
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A general wants to try the faithfulneſs of his

foldiers, that he may R EwAR D thoſe who w 11.1,

fight, and Pu Nish thoſe who will go over to the

enemy: in order to Disp LAY, before all the army,

his love of bravery, his hatred of cowardice, his

remunerative goodneſs, and his impartial juſtice.

To this end, he iſſues out a proclamation, impor

ting that all the volunteers, who ſhall gallantly

keep the field in ſuch an important engagement,

ſhall be made captains; and that all thoſe who

fhall go over to the enemy ſhall be ſhot. I ſup

poſe him endued with infinite wiſdom, knowledge,

and power. By his omniſcience he ſees that ſome

will deſert: by his omnipotence he could indeed

hinder them from doing it: for he could chain

them all to ſo many poſts ſtuck in the ground

around their colours: but his infinite wiſdom does

not permit him to do it; as it would be a piece of

madneſs in him, to defeat by forcible means his

deſign of trying the courage of his ſoldiers, in

order to Rf w ARD and P UN 1sh them according

to their gallant or cowardly behaviour in the field.

And therefore, though he is perſuaded that many

will be ſhot, he puts his proclamation in force;

becauſe, upon the whole, it will beſt anſwer his

wiſe deſigns. . However, as he does not deſire,

much leſs deſign, that any of his ſoldiers ſhould

be ſhot for deſertion, he does what his wiſdom

permits him to do to prevent their going over to

ihe enemy; and yet, for the above-mentioned

reaſon, he does not abſolutely hinder them from

doing it. Now, in ſuch a caſe, who does not ſee

that the difference between not abſolutely hindering

and deſigning, is as diſcernible as the difference

between reaſon and foily –or between wiſdom

and wickedneſs P. By ſuch dangerous inſinuations as

that, which this illuſtration expoſes, the fimple

are imperceptibly, led to confound Chriſt and

Belial ; and to think, that there is little difference

between the celeſtial Parent of good, and the

Manichean
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Manichean Parent of good and evil;—the 7anus

of the fataliſts, who wears two faces, an angel's

face, and a devil's face; a mongrel, imaginary god

this, whoſe fancied ways are, like his fancied

nature, full of duplicity.

(3) To the preceding illuſtration I beg leave to

add the following argument. No unprejudiced

perſon will, I hope, refuſe his aſſent to the truth

of this propoſition. A world, wherein there are

RATIo NAI, free-agents, like angels and men;

IR RATH onAL free-agents, like dogs and horſes;—

N Ec essa RY agents, like plants and trees; and

DEAD matter, like ſtones and clods of earth.

Such a world, I ſay, is as much ſuperior in

perfeótion to a world, where there are only

neceſſary agents, and dead matter ; as a place in

habited by learned men and curious beaſts, contains

more wonders than one, which is only ſtocked

with fine flowers and curious ſtones. If this is

granted, it neceſſarily follows, that this world was

the moſt perfeót which God could create, to diſplay

his 1N FIN ite power and Ma NIFold wiſdom.——

Now, in the very nature of things, RAT 1 on Al

FR e E-AGENTs, being capable of knowing their

Creator, owe to him gratitude and obedience;

and to one another, aſſiſtance and love; and there

fore they are under a law, which [As FREE-AGENTs)

they may keep or break, as they pleaſe.

“But, could not God N E cess ITATE FREE-AGENTs

to keep the law they are under P”

Yes, ſays Calviniſm, for he is endued with infinite

power ; but ſcripture, good ſenſe, and matter of

fact, ſay No becauſe, although God is endued

with inſinite power, he is alſo endued with INF in its

w is DOM. And it would be as abſurd to c REATE

FREE-AG ENTs in order to N E CEss ITATE them, as to

do a thing in order to undo it. Beſides LI repeat it]

God's diſtributive juſtice could never be diſplayed,

nor could free obedience be paid by rationals, and

crowned by the Rewarder and judge of all the earth,

E 2

1 f

** Ilić lS.
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unleſs rationals were FREE-willing creatures. And

therefore, the moment you abſolutely NecessitATE

them, you deſtroy them as FREE-agents, and you

rob God of two of his moſt glorious titles, that of

R EwARDER, and that of Ju DG E. Thus we account

for the origin of evil in a ſcriptural and rational

manner, without the help of Fataliſm, Manicheiſm,

or Calviniſm. Mr. Toplady replies:

A R G. XXXI. [Page 44, 45.] “Oh, but God

himſelf is a FREE-agent, though his will is N Eces

SAR 1 LY, unchangeably, and ſingly determined to good,

and to Good on LY. So are the eleēt angels. So

are the glorified ſouls of ſaints departed, &c. and

ſo might Adam have been, had God ſo pleaſed to

have ſo created him.”

This is the grand objećtion of Preſident Edwards,

which I have anſwered in the Scripture-Scales,

p. 278, &c. I ſhall, however, make here a few

remarks upon it.—(1) If “God worketh all things,

&c. even wick E D Ness in the wicked,” as the con

ſiſtent predeſtinarians direétly or indireétly tell us;

it is abſurd in them to plead, that he is six G LY

determined to good, and to cood only : for every

body knows that the god of Manes - is: full of

duplicity ; having an evil principle, which abſo

lutely predeſtinates, and cauſes all the wick E D N Ess;

and a good principle, which abſolutely predeſtinates

and cauſes all the virtue in the world. As for

the God of chriſtians, he is not ſo neceſſitated to

do that which is good, but he might, If H E wou I. D,

do the moſt aſtoniſhing ačt of injuſtice and bar

barity: for he might, if he would, abſolutely doom

myriads of unborn infants to remedileſ wickedneſs

and everlaſting fire, before they have deſerved this

dreadful doorn, ſo much as by the awkward motion

of their little finger. Nor need I tell Mr. Top

lady this, who believes, that God has ačtually

done ſo. -

(2) God is not in a ſtate of probation under a

ſuperior Being, who calls himſelf the Rewarder,
and
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and who ſays, Pengeance is mine, and I will repay?

nor ſhall he ever be tried by one who will

judicially render to him according to what he hath

done, whether it be cooD or B.A. D. -

(3). If faithful angels are unchangeably fixed in

virtue, and unfaithful angels in vice, the fixedneſs

of their nature is the conſequence of the good or bad

uſe, which they have inade of their liberty ; and

therefore their confirmation in good, or in evil,

flows from a JUD 1 c 1A1, eleētion or reprobation,

which diſplays the diſtributive juſtice of their

Judge, Rewarder, and Avenger. -

(4) Nothing can be more abſurd than to couple

abſolute neceſſity with moral free-agency. Angels and

glorified ſouls are neceſſitated to ſerve God and love

one another, as a good man is neceſſitated not to

murder the king, and not to blow his own brains

out. Such a neceſſity is far from being abſolute :

for, if a good man would, he might gradually

overcome his relučtance to the greateſt crimes.

Thus David, who was, no doubt, as chaſte and

loving once as Joſeph, overcame his ſtrong

averſion to adultery and murder.

Should it be ſaid, What? Can glorified ſaints

and angels fall away P I reply: they will never

fall away, becauſe they are called off the ſtage of

probation, ſtand far above the reach of temptation,

and have He Nice forTH crowns of righteouſneſs laid

*p for them, which the Lord, the RIGHTEous JUDGE,

ſhall give them at that day. In the mean time, they

reft from their [probatory] labours, and their works

follow them. But ſtill, in the nature of things,

they are as able to diſobey, as 7oſeph was to commit

adultery, he had ſet his heart upon it : for, if they

had no capacity of diſobeying, they would have no

capacity of obeying, in the Mokal ſenſe of the word:

their obedience would be as neceſſary, and as far

from morality, as the paſſive obedience of a leaden

ball, which you drop, with an abſurd command to

tend towards the centre. If I am not miſtaken,

E 3 theſe
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theſe anſwers fully ſet aſide Mr. T's argument

taken from the NEC Essa RY goodneſs of God, angels,

and glorified faints. - -

A Rc. XXXII. [Page 45.] “God is, and cannot

hut be, inviolably juſt, amidſt all the ſufferings

of fallen angels and fallen men, involuntary be

ings as they are. And he will continue to be

juſ! in all they are yet to ſuffer.” That God is,

and will be, juſt, in all that fallen angels and men

have ſuffered, and may yet ſuffer, is moſt true,

becauſe they are votu NTA Ry Beings [Mr. Toplady

ſays, “Involu NTARY Beings”] and FREE-agents

Mr. Toplady would ſay, NEcgasARy agents] who

perſonally deſerve what they ſuffer; or who, if they

fuſfer without perſonal offence, as infants do, have

in Chriſt a rich cordial, and an efficacious remedy,

which will cauſe their temporary ſufferings to anſwer

to all eternity the moſt admirable ends for them

ſelves, if they do not rejećt God’s gracious, caſti

gatory, probatory, or purificatory counſels towards

them, when they come to Act as free-agents. But

that God is and will be Just in abſolutely ordain

ing “involuntary beings” to fin and be damned,

is what has not yet been proved by one argument

which can bear the light. However, Mr. Top

lady, with the confidence which ſuits his peculiar

logic, concludes this part of his ſubjećt by the

following triumphal exclamation:

ARc. XXXIII. [Ibid.]. “And if ſo, what becomes,

of the objećion to God's decree of preterition” [a ſoft

word for abſolute reprobation to remedileſs ſºn and

tternal death,j “drawn from the article of INJus

T I C E P’’

Why it ſtands in full force, notwithſtanding all

the arguments which have yet been produced. Nay,

the way to ſhew that an objećtion is unanſwerable,

is to anſwer it, as Mr. Toplady has done ; that is,.

by producing arguments which equally ſhock reaſon

and conſcience, and which are crowned with this

new paradox: “fallen angels, and fallen men, are
* * 1 N.W.O.LUNTARY
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1svo Lu NTARY Beingſ.” So that the laſt ſub

terfuge of moderate Calviniſts is now given up.

For when they try to vindicate God’s juſtice, with

reſpećt to the damnation of their imaginary repro

bates, they ſay, that the poor creatures are damned

as voluntary agents. But Mr. Toplady informs us

that they are damned as “involuntary Beings,” that

is, as excuſable Beings: and night I not add, as

finleſs Beings P For [evangelically ſpeaking] is it

offible that an involuntary Being ſhould be finful ?

§. is the murderer's ſword finleſ; 2 Why is the

candle, by which an incendiary fires your houſe, an

innocent flame PIs it not becauſe they are involuntary

Beings, or mere tools uſed by other Beings? A cart

accidentally falls upon you, and you involuntarily

fall upon a child, who is killed on the ſpot. The

father of the child wants you hanged as a murderers.

but the judge pronounces you perfectly guiltleſs.

Why? Truly becauſe you, was in that caſe, an

“involuntary Being” as well as the cart. When

therefore Mr. Toplady aſſerts that we are in

vo LUNTARY Beings, and inſinuates that God is

juſt in abſolutely predeſtinating us to ſºn neceſſarily,

and to be damned eternally, he proves abſurdum.

per abſurdius—injuſtum per injuſtius crudele per

crudelius. In a word, he gives a finiſhing ſtroke

to God’s juſtice; and his pretended “vindication”

of that tremendous attribute proves, if I may uſe

his own expreſſion, a public, though [I am per

ſuaded] an undefigned “defamation” of it.

SECTION
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An Anſwer to the arguments, by which Mr. Toplady

endeavours to reconcile calvinian REP RonAT 1on

with divine MERCY.

I it is impoſſible to reconcile calvinian repro

bation with divine juſtice, how much more with

divine M.F. R cy! This is however the difficult taſk

which Mr. T. ſets about next. Conſider we his

arguments. - - -

AR c. XXXIV. [Page 45.] “As God's forbear

ing to create more worlds than he has, is no im

peachment of his omnipotence ; ſo his forbearing

to ſave as many as he might, is no impeachment

of his infinite mercy.” The capital flaw of this

argument conſiſts in ſubſtituting ſtill the phraſe

“not ſaving,” for the phraſe abſolutely reprobating
tojº, and everlaſting burnings. The dif

ference between theſe phraſes, which Mr. Top

lady uſes as equivolent, is prodigious. No bo

ever dreamt that God is unmerciful becauſe he

does not take ſtones into heaven, or becauſe he

does not ſave every pebble from its opacity, by

making it tranſparent and glorious as a diamond;

for pebbles ſuffer nothing by being paſſed by, and

not ſaved into adamantine glory. But, if God

made every pebble an organiſed, living body,

capable of the keeneſt ſenſations; and if he ap

pointed, that moſt of theſe “involuntary [ſenſible.]

beings,” ſhould be abſolutely opaque, and ſhould

be caſt into a lime-kiln, there to endure ever

laſting burnings, for not having the tranſparency,

which he decreed they ſhould never have ; would
if
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it be impoſſible to reconcile his condućt to

the loweſt idea we can form even of Bonner’s

mercy 2 --

Having thus pointed out the ſandy foundation of

Mr. Toplady's argument, I ſhall expoſe its abſur

dity by a ſimilar way of arguing. I am to prove

that the king may without impeachment of his

mercy put the greateſt part of his ſoldiers in ſuch

trying circumſtances as ſhall neceſſitate them to

deſert, and be ſhot for deſertion. To do this,

I learn logic of Mr. T. and ſay, “As the king's

forbearing to create more lords than he has, is no

impeachment of his unlimited right-of peerage;

ſo his forbearing to raiſe as many ſoldiers as he

might is no impeachment of his great mercy.”

So far the argument is concluſive. But if by not

raiſing ſoldiers I artfully mean abſolutely appointing

and neceſſitating, them to deſert and be ſhot, I vin

: dicate the king's mercy as logically, as Mr. T.

-vindicates the mercy of Manes’ god.

Arc. XXXV. TPage 46.] “If therefore the

decree of" [calvinian] “reprobation be exploded,

on account of its imaginary incompatibility with

- divine mercy, we muſt, upon the ſame principle,

charge God with want of goodneſs in almoſt

- every part of his relative conduët.”—If this dark

... argument is brought to the light, it will read thus:

“God is infinitely good in himſelf, though he limits

the exerciſe of his goodneſs in not forming ſo

many Beings as he might, and not in making them

all ſo glorious as he could ; and therefore he is in

finitely merciful, though he abſolutely appoints millions

of unborn creatures to remedileſs ſin and ever

laſting fire.” But what has the concluſion to do

with.# 8 What could Mr. T. think of me,

if I preſented the public with the following ſoph

iſm P. “No body can reaſonably charge the king

with want of goodneſs, for not enriching, and en

nobling every body: and therefore, no body can

reaſonably charge him with want of mercy, for

decreeing
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decreeing, that ſo many of his new-born ſubjećts

ſhall neceſſarily be trained up in abſolute rebellion,

that he may legally throw them into a fiery fur

nace, for neceſſarily fulfilling his abſolute decree

concerning their rebellion.” Nevertheleſs, this

abſurd argument contains juſt as much truth

and mercy, as that of Mr. Toplady.

A.R.G., XXXVI. [Ibid.]. “There is no way

of ſolidity, &c. juſtifying the ways of God with

inen, but upon this grand Datum, That the ex

erciſe of his own infinite mercy, is regulated by

the voluntary determination of his own moſt wiſe

and ſovereign pleaſure. Allow but this rational,

ſcriptural, &c. propoſition, and every cavil,

grounded on the chimerical unmercifulneſs of

non-ele&tion ceaſes even to be plauſible.” The

deſe&t of this argument conſiſts alſo in covering the

lºft leg of Calviniſm, and in ſuppoſing, that calvi

nian non-eleáion is a bare non-exertion of a peculiar

mercy diſplayed towards ſome; where it is a poſi

tive ačt of barbarity. We readily grant that God

is infinitely merciful, though his infinite wiſdom,

truth, and juſtice do not ſuffer him to the w the ſame

mercy to all, which he does to ſome. But it is ab

furd to ſuppoſe, that, becauſe he is not bound to

ſhew mercy to all thoſe, who have perſonally and un

neceſſarily offended him [or indeed to any one of

them] he may ſhºw injuſtice and cruelty to unborn

creatures, who never perſonally offended him ſo

much as by one wandering thought, and he may

abſolutely doom myriads of them to fin without

remedy, and to be damned without fail.

AR c. XXXVII. [Page 48.] After all his pleas,

to ſhew that God can, without impeachment of his

holineſs, juſtice, and mercy, abſolutely appoint his

unborn creatures to remedileſs wickedneſs and

everlaſting torments; Mr. Toplady relents, and

ſeems a little aſhamed of calvinian reprobation.

He tells us, that “Reprobation is, for the moſt part,

Jømething purely negative,” and “ has, ſo far as God
tº

*.
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is concerned, more in it of negation than poſitivity.” "

But Mr. Toplady knows that the unavoidable End

df abſolute reprobation is DAM NAT 1 o N, and that

the MEAN's conducive to this fearful end, is

unavoidable wickedneſs ; and he has already told

us, p. 17, that “God’s own decree secuREs the

MEANs as well as the ends, and Accom P L1sHes

the END by the means.” Now secu RING and

AccomPLIs HING a thing, is ſomething ALTo

c ETH E R positive. Hence it is, that, p. 83, Mr.

T. calls the decrees by which the reprobates fin,

not only permiſſive, but “effective ;" and tells

us, p. 77, that “God effic Aciously permitted”

horrible wickedneſs. And herein exactly follows

Calvin, who, in his comment on Rom. ix. 18,

ſays, “ Indurandi verbum, quum Deo in ſcrip

turis tribuitur non ſolum permiſſionem (ut volunt

diluti quidam moderatores) ſed divinae quoque

irae Act 1oNEM ſignificat.”—“ The word HARDEN,

when it is attributed to God in ſcripture, means not

only P E R Mission, [as ſome waſy, compromiſing

divines would have it) but it ſignifics alſo the Action.

of divine wrath.”

Beſides, ſomething negative amounts, in a thou

ſand caſes, to ſomething poſitive. A general, for

example, denies gun-powder to ſome of his

ſoldiers, to whom he owes a grudge ; he hangs

them for not firing, and then exculpates himſelf

by ſaying, “My not giving them*. was .

“ a thing purely Necative.” “I did nothing to "

them to hinder them from firing: on the con

trary, I bad them fire away.” . This is exaëtly

the caſe with the Manichean god and his imagi

nary reprobates. He bids them repent or periſh—

believe or be damned—do good works or departs

into everlaſting fire. And yet, all the while,

he keeps from them every dram of true grace,

whereby they might ſavingly repent, believe, and

obey. Is it not ſurpriſing that ſo many of our

goſpel
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goſpel-miniſters ſhould call preaching ſuch a doc

trine, preaching THE Gosr EL, and ExALT IN G Chriſt /

—But Mr. Toplady replies:

Arc. XXXVIII. [Page 48.] “If I am acquainted

with an indigent neighbour, and have it in my

power to enrich him, but do it not; am I the

author of that man’s poverty, only for reſolving

to permit him, and for actually permitting * him,

to continue poor P Am I blameable for his poverty,

becauſe I do not give him the utmoſt I am able P

Similar is the caſe now in debate. Ever ſince the

fall of Adam mankind are by nature ſpiritually

poor.”

- Mr. T.

* Not unlike this argument is that of the Letter-Writer, on

whom I have already beitowed a note, Scēt, II.

“ Divine juſtice [ ſays he, p. 4, 5.] could not condemn, till

the law was broken.” True : but calvinian Free-wrath repro

fated from all eternity, and conſequently before the law was

either broken or given. “Therefore condemnation did not

take place before a law was given and broken.” This author

trifles; for, if calvinian reprobation took place before the creation

of Adam, and if it neceſſarily draws after it the uninterrupted."

breach of the law, and the condemnation conſequent upon that

breach, calvinian reprobation differs no more from everlaſting

damnation, than condemning and neceſſitating a man to commit

murder, that he may infallibly be hanged, differs from condemning

him to be hanged. But, “ ſuppoſe that out of twenty found

guilty, his Majeſty King George ſhould pardon ten, he is not the

calſe of the other ten being executed. It was his clemency that

pardoned any : it was their breaking the laws of the kingdom
that condemned them, and not his Majeſty.” Indeed it was

his Majeſty who condemned them, if in order to do it without .

fail, he made (1) Efficacious and irreſiſtible decrees of the means,

that they ſhould neceſſarily and unavoidably be guilty of robbery;

and (2) Efficacious and irreſiſtible decrees of the end, that they

fhould unavoidably be condemned for their neceſſitated crimes,

and inevitable guilt. The chain by which the god of Manes and

Calvin drags poor reprobates to hell, has three capital links:

the firſt is Aéſolute, unconditional reprobation; the ſecond is neceſ.

Jºry, remºdil’ſ ſin; and the third is enſured, eternal damnation
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Mr. .T. is greatly miſtaken when he ſays,

* SIM 1 la R is the caſe now in debate.” To ſhow that

it is entirely diffimilar, we need only make his par

tial illuſtration ſtand fairly “upon its legs.” If you

know that your neighbour, who is an induſtrious

tenant of yours, muſt work or break; and if, in

order to make him break, according to your decree

of THE END, you make a decree of THE MEANs

an ºfficacious decree, that his cattle ſhall die, that

his plow ſhall be ſtolen, that he ſhall fall ſick, and

that no body ſhall help him; H boldly ſay, You are

“ the author of that man's poverty.”—And if, when

you have reduced him to ſordid want, and have, by

this means, clothed his numerous family with filthy

rags, you make another efficacious, abſolute decree,

that a majority of his children ſhall never have a

Now although the middle link intervenes between the firſt and

the laſt link, it is only as a neceſſary connexion between them :

for ſays Mr. Toplady ſp., 17.] “God’s own decree ſecures the

means as well as the end, and accompliſhes the end by the means.”

That is, [when this doćtrine is applied to the preſentº The

firſt link, which is calvinian reprobation, draws the middle diabo

4ical link, which is remedileſ wickedneſs, as well as the laſt link

which is infernal and finiſhed damnation. Thus Calvin's god

“ accompliſhes” damnation by means of ſin; or, if you pleaſe, he

draws the third link by means of the ſecond. Who can conſider

this and not wonder at the prejudice of the Letter-Writer, who

boldly affirms, that, upon the calvinian ſcheme, Gad is no more

the author and cauſe of the damnation of the reprobates, than the

king is the cauſe of the condemnation of the criminals whom he

does not pardon For my part, the more I conſider Calviniſm,

the more I fee, that the decree of the abſolute reprobation, which

is inſeparable from the decree of abſolute elećtion, repreſents

God as the ſure author of ſin, in order to repreſent him as the

ſure author of damnation. The horrible myſtery of alſolute repro

sation, neceſſary ſin, and enſured damnation, is not leſs eſſential to

Calviniſm, than the glorious myſtery of Father, Son, and Holy

Ghoſt, is eſſential to Chriſtianity: and yet, Calviniſm is “the

£offel (-the doğrints of Grace "

F t good

t
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good garment, and that at whatſoever time the con

itable ſhall find them with the only ragged coat,

which their bankrupt father could afford to give

them, they ſhall all be ſent to the houſe of correc

tion, and ſeverely whipt there, merely for not

having on a certain coat, which you took care they

Íhould never have ; and for wearing the filthy

rags, which you decreed they ſhould neceſſarily

wear; you ſhow yourſelf as mercileſ to the poor

man's children, as you ſhewed yourſelf ill natured

to the poor man himſelf. To prove that this is a

juſt ſtate of the caſe, if the doćtrine of abſolute

predeſtination is true, I refer the reader to Sečtion

II. where he will find Calviniſm o N 1 T.s LEcs.

Upon the whole, if I miſtake not, it is evident

that the arguments by which Mr. Toplady endea

vours to reconcile calvinian reprobation with

divine mercy, are as inconcluſive as thoſe, by

which he tries to reconcile it with divine juſtice ;

both ſorts of arguments, drawing all their plau

fibility from the ſkill with which Logica Genevenſs

tucks up the left leg of Calviniſm, or covers it with

deceitful buſkins, which are called by a variety of

deluſive names, ſuch as paſſing by, nºt cle&ling, not

owing ſalvation, limiting the diſplay of goodneſs, not

extending mercy infinitely, not enriching, &c. juſt as

if all theſe phraſes together conveyed one juſt

idea of calvinian reprobation, which is an abſolute,

wnconditional dooming of myriads of unborn crea

tures, to live and die in neceſſary, remedileſ wicked

meſs, and then to depart into everlaſting fire, merely

becauſe Adam, according to divine predeſtination,

neceſſarily finned ; obediently fulfilling God's

abſolute, irreverſible, and efficacious decree of the

MEAN's [s] N.]. An antinomian decree this, by

which, if Calviniſm is true, God ſecured and

accompliſhed the decree of the end, that is, T H E R E
ME DI LESS SIN AND ET E RN AI, DAM NA T J O N OF THE

REP RobATE : for, ſays Mr. T. [p. 17.]. “God’s own

- decree
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decree secu REs the MEANs as well as the E N p, and

Accomplish Es the END by the Me ANs.”

And now, candid Reader, ſay if Mr. T. did not

aćt with a degree of partiality, when he called his

book A V1N DI cat 1o N of God’s Decrees, &c. from

the DE FAMAT 1 o Ns of Mr. Weſley; and if he

could not, with greater propriety, have called it,

An unſcriptural and , illogical Vindication of the

Ho R R1B LE D & cree, from the ſcriptural and rational

exceptions made againſt it by Mr. Weſley. -

º

F a , SECTION
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S E C T I O N VI.

A view of the scripture-proofs by which Mr. T.

jº to demonſtrate the truth of calvinian repro
tion.

HAT the old and new teſtamemt hold forth

a partial RE PR on AT 1 on of diſtinguiſhing

grace and an impartial RE P Robation of retributive

juſtice, is a capital truth of the goſpel. One of

the leading errors of the Calviniſts confiſts in

confounding theſe two reprobations, and the

eleētions which they draw after them. . By the

impetuous blaſt of prejudice, and the fire of a

heated imagination, modern Aarons melt the

PARTIAL eleślion of grace and the IMPART1AL eleētion

of juſtice; and, caſting them in the mould of con

fifton, they make their one partial eleētion of

unſcriptura!, neceſſitating, antinomian FRF E-G RACE,

to which they are obliged to oppoſe their one

partial reprobation of neceſſitating, Manichean

F = F *-w R.A.T. H. Now, as the ſcriptures frequently

ſpeak of the HAR M L Ess Rep Rob AT to N of grace,

and of the aw Fu L R F P Rob At 1 on of juſtice, it

would be ſurpriſing indeed, if, out of ſo large a

book as the Bible, Logica Genevenſis could not

extraët a few paſſages, which by being wreſted

from the context, and miſapplied according to art,

ſeem to favour calvinian reprobation. Such

paſſages are produced in the following pages.

A R G. XXXIX. [Page 49.] After tranſcribing

Rom. ix. 20–23, Mr. Toplady ſays, “Now, are

theſe the words of ſcripture, or are they not P If

not, prove the forgery. If they be you cannot

fight againſt reprobation, without fighting º:
a.0 3s.
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God.”—Far from fighting againſt ſcripture-repro

bation, we maintain, as St. Paul does in Rom. ix.-

(1) That God has an abſolute right GRATUI TousLY

to call whom he pleaſes to either of his two grand

covenants of peculiarity [.7udaiſm and Chriſtianity;]

and GRA rurrously to reprobate whom he will,

from the bleſſings peculiar to theſe covenants;

leaving as many nations, and individuals as he

thinks fit, under the general bleſſings of the

gracious covenants, which he made with reprieved

Adam, and with ſpared Noah.—(2) We aſſert,

that God has an indubitable right J U Dic1ALLY to

reprobate obſtinate unbelievers, under all the diſ

penſations of his grace, and to appoint, that

[as ſtubborn unbelievers] they ſhall be veſſels f
wrath fitted for deſtruction by their own unbelief,

and not by God's free wrath. This is all the

reprobation which St. Paul contends for in Rom.

ix. See Scales, Sečt. xi. where Mr. T.’s objećtion

is anſwered at large. Therefore, with one hand,

we defend ſcripture-reprobation ; and with the

other, we attack calvinian-reprobation: maintaining

that the ſcripture-reprobation of grace, and of juſtice,

are as different from calvinian, damning reproba

tion, as appointing a ſoldier to continue a ſoldier,

and not to be a captain, or appointing a wilful

deſerter to be ſhot, is different from appointing a

foldier neceſſarily to deſert, that he may unavoid

ably be ſhot for deſertion. -

Having thus vindicated the godly reprobation.

maintained by St. Paul, from the miſapprehenſions

of Mr. Toplady, we point at all the paſſages which

we have produced in the Scripture-ſcales in defence

of the Doc TRINEs of Justice, the conDITIonA

LITY of the reward of the inheritance, and the FREE

Dom of the will. And, retorting Mr.T.'s argument,

we ſay, “Now, are thoſe the words of ſcripture,

or are they not? If not, prove the forgery. If

they be, you cannot fight againſt” [the conditional I

“reprobation” [which p. defend] “without fight

. . . - - ing
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'ng againſt God.”—You cannot fight for calvinian

'eprobation, without fighting for free-wrath and the

‘vil-principled deity worſhipped by the Manichees.

AR c. XL. Page 51.] Mr. T, ſuppoſes abſolute

reprobation by quoting 1 Sam. ii. 25. “They [the

ſons of Elil hearkened not to the voice of their father,

becauſe the Lord would ſlay them,”—Here we are

given to underſtand, that, by the decree of the

means, the Lord ſecured the diſobedience of theſe

wicked men, in order to accompliſh his decree

of the end, that is, their abſolute deſtrućtion.

To this, truly calvinian infinuation we anſwer,

(1) The ſons of Eli, who had turned the tabernacle

into an houſe of ill fame, and a den of thieves,

had perſonally deſerved a judicial reprobation: God

therefore could juſtly give them up to a reprobate

mind, in conſequence of their perſonal, avoidable,

repeated and aggravated crimes.—(2) The word

Killing does not here neceſſarily imply eternai dam

nation. The Lord killed, by a lion, the man of

God from Judah, for having ſtopped in Bethel :

—he killed Nadal and Abiu for offering ſtrange

fire:— he killed the child of David and Bathſheba:

—he killed many of the Corinthians, for their

irreverent partaking of the Lord's Supper:—but

the fin untoſ bodily] D EATH is not the fin unto

eternal death ; for St. Paul informs us that the

body is ſometime given up to Satan for the deſtručiion

of the fleſh, that the ſpirit may be ſaved in the day

of the Lord, 1 Cor. v. 5–(3), The Hebrew par

ticle 5, which is rendered in our tranſlation

becauſe, means alſo T H E R E For E. : and ſo our tran

flators themſelves have rendered it after St. Paul,

and the Septuagint, Pſ. cxvi. 1 or I believed, 3,

AND THE REF of E will I ſpeak : ſee, 2 Cor. iv. 13.

if they had done their part as well in tranſlating

the verſe quoted by Mr. Toplady, the doćtrines

of free-wrath would have gone propleſs; and we

ſhould have had theſe edifying words: they [the

ions of Elij hearkened not to the voice of their father

- - - A N D.

-
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As D THE RE for E the Lord would ſlay them. Thus

the voluntary ſin of free-agents would be repreſented

as the cauſe of their deſerved reprobation ; and not

their undeſerved reprobation, as the cauſe of their

neceſſary fin. See Sečt. II.

A R c. XLI. Page 51.] Mr. T. tries to prove

abſolute reprobation by quoting theſe words of

our Lord, “Thou Capernaum, which art exalted

to heaven, ſhalt be brought down to hell; for if the

mighty works, which have been done in thee, had been

done in Sodom, it would” [or might] “have remained

unto this day.” -

This paſſage, if I am not miſtaken, is nothing

but a ſtrong expoſtulation and reproof, admirably

calculated to ſhame the unbelief, and alarm the

fears of the Capernaites. Suppoſe I had an enemy,

whoſe obſtinate hatred had reſiſted for years the

conſtant tokens of my love; and ſuppoſe I ſaid

to him, “Your obduracy is aſtoniſhing: if I had

ſhewn to the fierceſt tiger the kindneſs which I

have ſhown you, I could have melted the ſavage

beaſt into love;” would it be right, from ſuch a

figurative ſuppoſition, to conclude that I, abſolutely

believed, I could have tamed the fierceſt tiger ?

But this paſſage taken in a literal ſenſe, far from

proving the abſolute reprobation of Sodom, demon

ftrates that Sodom was never reprobated in the

calvinian ſenſe of the word : for if it had been

abſolutely reprobated from all eternity, no works

done in her by Chriſt and his apoſtles, could have

overcome her unbelief: but our Lord obſerves,

that her ſtrong unbelief could have been overcome

by the extraordinary means of faith, which could

not conquer the unbelief of Capernaum. Mr T.

goes or :

A R G. XLII. [Ibid.] “But though God knew

the citizens of Sodom would” for might] “ have

reformed their condućt, had his providence made

uſe of effºlual” [Mr. T. ſhould ſay of every

cffečtual] “means to that end; ſtill theſe effectual;’

Mrs.
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Mr. T. ſhould ſay, a LL theſe extraordinary and fe

culiar] “means were not vouchſafed.”—True : be

cauſe, according to the elečtion of grace, God uſes

more means and more powerful means to convert

ſome cities, than he does to convent others: witneſs

the caſe of Nineveh, compared with that of Žericho.

This is ſtrongly maintained in my Effay on the par

tial reprobation of diſtinguiſhing grace, where this

very paſſage is produced. But ſtill we affirm two

things:——(1) God always uſes means ſufficient

to demonſtrate, that his goodneſs, patience, and

mercy, are over all his works [though in different

degrees j and to teſtify that he is unwilling that

ſinners ſhould die; unleſs they have firſt obſti

natelv, and without neceſſity, refuſed to work

out their own eternal ſalvation with the talent of

temporary ſalvation, which is given to all, for

the ſake of him whoſe ſaving grace has appeared

to all men, and who enlightens [in various degrees]

every man that came into the world. (2) As the

men of Sodom were not abſolutely loſt, though

they had but one talent of means, no more were

the men of Capernaum abſolutely ſaved, though

God favoured them with ſo many more talents of

means, than he did the men of Sodom. Hence it

appears, that Mr. T. has run upon the point of

his own ſword; the paſſage, which he appeals to,

proving, that God does not work ſo irreſſibly

upon either Jews, or Gentiles, as to ſecure his

absolute APP RobAT I on of ſome, and his ABso

1 UTE REP Rob ATI on of others.

AR c. XLIII. [Page 52...] Mr. T. to prop up cal

vinian reprobation, quotes theſe words of Chriſt,

“FIL 1. YE UP the meaſure of your fathers,” Mat.

xxiii. 32 ; and he takes care to produce the words

Fill Ye UP, in capitals; as if he would give us

to underſtand, that Chriſt is extremely buſy in get

ting reprobates to fin and be damned. For my part,

as I believe that Chriſt never preached up ſin and

wickedneſs, I ain perſuaded that this expreſſion is

- nothing
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nothing but a ſtrong, ironical reproof of fin, like

that in the Revelation, Let him that is unjuſt be

unjuſt ſtill ; or that in the Goſpel, Sleep on

now, and take your reſt : or that in the book

of Eccleſiaſtes, Rejoice, O young man, in thy youth,

and walk in the ways of thy heart, &c. BUT K Now,

&c. I ſhudder when I conſider “doãrines of grace,”

ſo called, which ſupport themſelves by repreſent

ing Chriſt as a preacher of wickedneſs. Cal

viniſm may be compared to that inſett, which

feeds on putrifying carcaſſes, lights only upon

real or apparent fores, and delights chiefly in the

ſmell of corruption. If there is a fault in our

tranſlation, Calviniſtn will paſs over an hundred

plain paſſages well-tranſlated, and will eagerly

light upon the error. Thus, p. 53 and 57, Mr.

Toplady quotes, Being diſobedient whereunto they

were appointed, 1 Pet. ii. 1. He had rather take it

for granted, that the god of Manes abſolutely pre

deſtinates ſome people to be diſobedient, than to do

the holy God juſtice to admit this godly ſenſe,

which the original bears, Being diſobedient, where

unto they have ſet, or, diſpoſed themſelves. See the

proofs, Scales p. 96, and p. 138.

AR G. XLIV. . 52.] Mr. T. ſtill pleading

for the horrible decree of calvinian reprobation,

fays, “ St. Matthew, if poſſible, expreſſes it ſtill

more ſtrongly :, it is given unto you to know the myſ

teries of the kingdom of heaven, ; but to them it is

Not given, Matt. xiii. 11.” I anſwer: (1) If,

by the myſteries of the kingdom of heaven, you un

derſtand the myſteries of ch R1stian Ity, it is ab

ſurd to ſay, that all, who are not bleſſed with the

knowledge of theſe myſteries, are calviniſtically re

E. This I demonſtrate by verſes 16, 17, and

y the parallel place in St. Luke: all things are de

livered to me of my Father: and no man knoweth who

the Son is, but the Father ; and who the Father is, but

the Son, and he to whom the Son will reveal him.

[That is, the myſtery of a relative perſonality of
Father
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Father and Son in the Godhead, has not been ex

preſsly revealed to others, as I chuſe to reveal it to

you my chriſtian friends: and, [to ſhew that this

was his meaning] he turned him unto his diſcipleſ,

and ſaid privately, bleſſed are the eyes which ſee the

things that ye ſee : fºr I tell you that many prophets

||ach as Samuel, Iſaiah, Daniel, &c.) and kings

ſuch as David, Solomón, Joſiah, Hezekiah, &c.

St. Matthew adds, and righteous men, ſuch as Noah,

Abrahata, &c..] have deſired to ſee thoſe things which

ye ſee, and have not ſeen them ; and to hear the things

which ye hear, and have not heard them. Luke x.

** 23, 24. Matt. xiii. 17. Is not Mr. T. ex

Seſſively fond of reprobating people to death, if
he ſuppoſes, that, bécauſe it was Not cive N to

thoſe prophets, kings, and righteous men, to know

the myſteries of the chriſtian diſpenſation, they

were all abſolutely doomed to ſin on, and be
damned P

But (2) ſhould it be aſſerted, that, by the myſteries
of the kingdom, we are to underſtand here every

degree of ſaving light, then the reprobation men

tioned in Matt. xiii. 11, is not the partial repro

bation of grace, but the impartial réprobation of
juſtice : and, in this caſe, to appeal to this verſe in

ſupport of a chimerical reprobation of free-wrath,

argues great inattention to the context; for the

very next verſe fixes the reaſon of the reprobation

of the Jews who heard the goſpel of Chriſt

without being benefited by it; a reaſon this,

which ſaps the foundation of abſolute reprobation.

Put unto them it is Nor given ; for they are

calviniſtically reprobated No. Unto THEM if

* Not c iv e s : For whoſoever hath, to him ſhall be

Giv; N, and he ſhall have more abundance ; but

whºſoever hath not [to purpoſe] from him ſhall be

taken away, even that he hath, Matt. xiii. 12. This

anti-calvinian ſenſe is ſtrongly confirmed by our

Lord’s words two verſes below : to T H E M it is

Not give N, &c., for this people's heart is waxed

groſs:
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groſ; : [note: it is wax ED groſ, therefore it was

not so cross at firſt as it is now :] and their ears

are dull of hearing, and their eyes THEY HAve

closed ; lºſt at any time they ſhould ſee with their

eyes, and hear with their ears, and ſhould under

jtand with their heart, and ſhould be converted, and I

Jhould heal them, Matt. xiii. 15––To produce

therefore Matt. xiii. 11, as a capital proof of

calvinian reprobation, is as daring an impoſition

upon the credulity of the ſimple, as to produce

Exodus xx. in defence of adultery- and murder.

However, ſuch arguments will not only be ſwal

lowed down in Geneva as tolerable, but the

author of P. O. will cry them up as “ moſt

maſterly.”

ARG. XLV. [Page 53.] Mr. T. concludes his

ſcripture-proofs of calvinian reprobation by theſe

words: “ now I leave it to the deciſion of any

unprejudiced, capable man upon earth, whether it

be not evident, from theſe paſſages, &c. that God

hath determined to leave ſome men to periſh in their

fins, and to be juſtly puniſhed for them £ In affirming

which I only gave the ſcripture as I found it.”—

That the ſcriptures produced by Mr. T. prove this,

is true: we maintain it as well as he , and if he

will impoſe no other reprobation upon us, we are

ready to ſhake hands with him. Nor needs he call

his book, “More work for Mr. Weſley,” but A re

conciliation with Mr. Weſley : for, when we ſpeak

of the reprobation of juſtice, we aſſert, that “ God

hath determined to leave ſome men” [namely, the

wiſe and prudent in their own eyes, the proud

and diſobedient, who do deſpite to the ſpirit of

grace to the end of their day of ſalvation] “to

periſh in their fins, and to be Just LY puniſhed for

them.” But, according to Mr. T's ſyſtem, the

men left to periſh in their fins, are not the men whom

the ſcriptures, which he has quoted, deſcribe; but

poor creatures abſolutely ſentenced to neceſſary,

remedileſ ſºn, and to unavoidable, eternal damnation,

long
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long before they had an exiſtence in their mother's

womb. And, in this caſe, we affirm, that their

endleſs torments can never be J U st: and of con

ſequence that the calvinian reprobation of unborn

men, which Mr. T. has tried to dreſs up in ſcrip

ture phraſes, is as contrary to the ſcripture

reprobation of ſtubborn offenders, as Herod's

ordering the barbarous deſtrućtion of the Holy

Innocents, is different from his ordering the

righteous execution of bloody murderers,

SECTION
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S E C T I O N VII.

An anſwer to the arguments by which Mr. T. tries to

reconcile Calviniſm with the doğrine of the day of

judgment, and A B so LUTE neceſſity with MoRAL

agency. -

HEY, who indireáily ſet aſide the day of judg

ment, do the cauſe of religion as much miſ

chief as they, who indirečily ſet aſide the immortality

of the ſoul, Mr. Weſley aſſerts, that the Calviniſts

are the men. His words are, “On the principle

of abſolute predeſtination, there can be no future

judgment:--It requires more pains than all men

upon earth, and all the devils in hell, will ever

be able to take, to reconcile the doćtrine of"

calvinian] “reprobation with the doćtrine of a

judgment-day.”—Mr. T. anſwers:

ÅR c. XLVI. [Page 82.] “The conſequence is

falſe; for abſolute predeſtination is the very thing

that renders the future judgment certain : God

hath AP P or NTED a day in which he will judge, the

world in righteouſneſs by the man whom he hath

o R DAINE D.”—If Mr. T. had put the words iN

Ric HT EousN Ess in capitals, inſtead of the words

AP Po IN re D and o R DAIN E D [which he fondly

hopes, will convey the idea of the calvinian decrees

he would have touched the knot of the difficulty:

for the queſtion is not, Whether there w ILL BE a

day of judgment; but, Whether, on the principle

of abſolute predeſtination, there cAN BE a day of

judgment, conſiſtently with divine equity, juſtice,

zwiſdom, and ſincerity: and that there can, Mr. T.

attempts to prove by the following reaſoning,

G - ARG.
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AR c. XLVII. [Page 83.] “The moſt flagrant

ſinners fin voluntarily, notwithſtanding the inevitable

accompliſhment of God’s effective and permiſſive

decrees. Now they, who fin voluntarily, are ac

countable ; and accountable finners are judicable :

and if judicable, they are puniſha'le.”

Mr. T. has told us [p. 45.] that “fallen men are

involuntary Beings :” and in this page he tells us,

that they fin voluntarily. Now we, who never

learned Mr. T's logic, cannot underſtand how

involuntary Beings can ſin voluntarily. But, letting

this contradićtion paſs, and granting that ſinners

offend voluntarily, I aſk, Is their will at liberty to

chuſe otherwiſe than it does, or is it not P 1 f you

fay, it is at liberty to chuſe otherwiſe than it does,

you renounce neceſſitating predeſtination, and you

allow the doćtrine of free-will, which is the bul

wark of the ſecond goſpel-axiom, and the ſcrip

ture-engine which batters down salvinian repro

bation: and, upon this ſcriptural plan, it is moſt

certain, that God cAN judge the world in righ

teouſneſs, that is, in a manner which reflects praiſe

upon his eſſential juſtice and wiſdom. But if you

infinuate, that the will of ſinners is abſolutely

bound by the “ ºfficacious purpoſes of heaven,”

and by the “ effečlive decrees” of him who

* worketh all things in all men, and even wicked

neſs in the wicked:”——if you ſay, that God's

decree concerning every man is irreverſible,

whether it be a decree of abſolute eleētion to

life, or of abſolute reprobation to death, “Becauſe

God’s own decree secures the MEANs as well as the

x ND, and Accom P LisH Es the END by the MEANs,”

p. 17;—or which comes to the ſame thing, if you

aſſert, that the reprobate always fin neceſſarily,

having no power, no liberty to will righteouſneſs;

you anſwer like a conſiſtent Calviniſt, and pour

fhame, folly, and unrighteouſneſs upon the tri

bunal, where Chriſt will judge the world in righ

teouſneſs,

A juſt
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A juſt illuſtration will convince the unprejudiced

reader, that this is really the caſe. By the king's

“Ef F1 cacious permiſſion,” a certain ſtrong man

called Adam, binds the hands of a thouſand chil

dren behind their back with a chain of braſs, and a

ſtrong lock, of which the king himſelf keeps the

key. When the children are thus chained, the king

commands them all, upon pain of death, to put their

hands upon their breaſt, and promiſes ample re

wards to thoſe who will do it. Now, as the king is

abſolute, he paſſes by 700 of the bound children,

and as he haffe, them by, he hangs about their neck

a black ſtone, with this inſcription, “ Unconditional

reprobation to death " but being merciful too, he

graciouſly fixes his love upon the reſt of the chil

dren, juſt 3eo in number, and he ordains them to

finiſhed ſalvation by hanging about their necks a

white ſtone, with this inſcription, “Unconditional

elečion to life.” And, that they may not miſs their

reward by non-performance of the above-men

tioned condition, he gives the key of the locks to

another ſtrong man named Chriſt, who, in a day of

irreſiſtible power, looſes the hands of the 3oo elect

children, and chains them upon their breaſt, as

ſtrongly as they were before chained behind their

back. When all the elećt are properly bound agree

ably to orders, the king proceeds to judge the chil

dren according to their works, that is, according to

their having put their hands behind their back, or

upon their breaſt. In the mean time, a queſtion

ariſes in the court: can the king judge the children

concerning the poſition of their hands, without ren

dering himſelf ridiculous P Can he w isEly RE

wARD the eleēt favourites with life according to

THEIR works, when he has abſolutely done the re

wardable work for them by the ſtronger man? And

can he Just LY PUN 1sh the reprobate with eternal

death, for not putting their hands upon their breaſt;

when the ſtrong man has, according to a royal de
G 2 cree,
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cree, abſolutely bound them behind their back P

“Yes, he can” [ſays a counſelior, who has learned

logic in myſtic Geneva.] “for the children have

#ands, notwithſtanding the inevitable accompliſh

ment of the king's EFF Ecrive and permiſſive de

crees : now, children who have hands, and do not

place them as they are bid, are accountable, and

accountable children are judicable ; and if judi

cable, they**. This argument would

be excellent, if the counſellor did not ſpeak of

#ands, which are abſolutely tied. But it is not barely

he having hands, but the having hands FREE,

which make us accountable for not placing them

properly. -

Apply this plain obſervation to the caſe in hand,

and you will ſee (1) That it is not barely the

having a will, but the having FREE-will, which

conſtitutes us accountable, judicable, and puniſhable:

—(2) That, of conſequence, Mr. Toplady's grand

argument is as inconcluſive as that of the coun

ſellor:—'3' That both arguments are as contrary

to good ſenſe, as the ſtate of hands at liberty, is

contrary to the ſtate of hands abſolutely tied 3–

as contrary to reaſon, as free-will is contrary to a

will abſolutely bound:—And (4) That, of conſe

quence, the doćtrine of the day of judgment is as

incompatible with calvinian predeſtination, as

ſenſe with nonſenſe, and Chriſt with Belial.

However, if Mr. T. cannot carry his point by

reaſon, he will do it by ſcripture ; and therefore he

raiſes ſuch an argument as this: we often read in

the Bible, that there will be a day of judgment: we

often meet alſo in the Bible, with the words muſt,"

and neceſſity : and therefore, according to the Bible,

the doćtrine of a day of judgment is conſiſtent with

the doćtrine of the AB solu T E neceſſity of human

aćtions: juſt as if, in a thouſand caſes, a degree

of neceſſity, or a muſt, we are not as different from

abſolute neceſſity, as the want of an apartment in *

the

w
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the king's palace is different from the Anso I urg

want of a room in any houſe in the kingdoin.

The abſurdity of this argument will be better

underſtood by conſidering the paſſages which Mr.

T. produces to prove, that when men do good or

evil, God's abſolute decree of predeſtination neceſ

fitates them to do it.

AR c. XLVIII. [Page 6o.] “It Must N E E ps

B E that offences come.— There Must be hereftes

among you.- Such things [wars,. &c.], Must

N E EDS BE.” When Mr. T. builds calvinian

neceſſity upon theſe ſcriptures, he is as much

miſtaken as if he fancied that Mr. Weſley and

I were fataliſts, becauſe we ſay, “Confidering

the courſe and wickedneſs of the world, it

cANNor B E BUT Chriſtendom will be diſtraćted

by hereſies, law-ſuits, wars, and murders: for

ſo long as men will follow worldly maxims,

rather than evangelical precepts, ſuch things

Must wome to paſs.” Again, would not the

reader think that I trifled, if I attempted to

prove". Absolute neceſſity from ſuch ſcriptural

expreſſions as theſe ? Seven days ye Must eat

wnleavened bread. —New wine Must be put

into new bottles. He MUST N E E D s go through

Samaria.- I have bought a piece of ground,

and I Must N E EDs go and ſee it.— How ca N

I fin againſt God? I have married a wife, and

therefore I can NoT come.— The multitude

Must NEEDs come together [to mob Paul] Aëts

xxi. 22.--—A biſhop Must be blameleſs.

Ye Must Needs. Be ſubjećt [to rulers] not only

jor wrath, but alſo for conſcience ſake.

Once more : who does not ſee, that there is

what the poverty of language obliges me to call

(1) A neceſſity of Duty: “I Must pay my debts:

——I Must preach next Sunday.” (2) A

neceſſity of civility : “I Must pay ſuch a viſit.”

——(3) A neceſſity of circumstance : “ In
G going
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going from Jeruſalem to Galilee, I Must NEE ps

paſs through Samaria, becauſe the high way lies

direétly through Samaria.” —A neceſſity of

cos v EN IEN c e : “I am tired with writing, I

MUST leave off.” A neceſſity of Dece N cy:

“I Must not go naked.”——(6) A neceſſity of

rºupe N ce: “I Must look before I leap,” &c.

———Now, ALL, theſe ſorts of neceſſity, and an

hundred more of the like ſtamp, do not amount

to one ſingle grain of calvinian, abſolute, inſeparable

neceſſity. However, a rigid predeſtinarian [ſuch

is the force of prejudice j ſees his imaginary

neceſſity in almoſt every Must ; juſt as a jealous

man ſees adultery in almoſt every look, which his

virtuous wife caſts upon the man whom he fancies

to be his rival.

AR g. XLIX. [Page 61.] “Abſolute neceſſity

then is perfeótly conſiſtent with willingneſs and

freedom in good agency, no leſs than in bad. For

it is a true maxim, Ubi voluntas, ibi Libertas.”——

That is, Where there is a will, there is L1BERTY.

This maxim, which has led many good men into.

Calviniſm, I have already expoſed; ſee Scales,

p. 261. To what is there advanced, I add the

following remark. As there may be liberty where

there is not a will, ſo there may be a will where.

there is not liberty. The firſt idle ſchool-boy.

whom you meet, will convince you of it. I aſk

him, “when you are at ſchool, and have-a will,

or, as you call it, a mind to go and play, have you.

liberty, or freedom to do it?” He anſwers, “No”

Here is then a w I LL without LIBERTY. I aſk him

again, “When you are at ſchool, where you have:

freedom or liberty to ply your book, have you a will

to do it.” He honeſtly anſwers, “No” again.

Here is then LIBERTY without a will. How falſe

therefore is this propoſition, that where there is a .

will there is 1.15 ERTY | Did judicious Calviniſts.

conſider this, they would no more ſay, “If all.

Rºtºs
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men were redeemed, they would all come out of

the dungeon of ſin.” For there may be a freedom

to come out conſequent upon redemption, where

there is no will exerciſed.——“Oh, but God makes

us willing in the day of his power.” True : in

the day of ſalvation he reſtores to us the faculty of

chufing moral good with ſome degree of eaſe;

and, from time to time, he peculiarly helps us to

make ačts of willingneſs. But to ſuppoſe that he

abſolutely wills for us, is as abſurd as to ſay, that

when, after a quinſy, his gracious providence

reſtores us a degree of liberty to ſwallow, he

neceſſitates us to eat and drink, or ačtually ſwallows

of 243.

ARc. L., [Page 61.]. In his refuſal to diſmiſs the

Iſraelites, &c. “he [Pharaoh] could will no other

wiſe than he did, Ex. vii. 3, 4.”—Is not this a

miſtake P When Pharaoh conſidered, did he not

, alter his mind P Did he not ſay to Moſes, Be gone,

and bleſ; me alſo 2 If omnipotence had AB solutely

hardened him, would he have complied at laſt? Do

the unchangeable decrees change as the will ofPharaoh

changed P

ARc. LI. [Page 61, 62.] “So when Saul went

home to Gibeah, it is ſaid, There went with him a

band of men, whoſe hearts God had touched. In like

manner God is ſaid to have ſtirred up the ſpirit of

Cyrus. Then roſe up, &c. the Levites, with all

them whoſe ſpirit God raiſed up. Will, any man

ſay, that theſe did not will freely, only becauſe

they willed neceſſarily?”

(1) I [for one I ſay, that while they willed neceſ:

farily, [in the calvinian ſenſe of the word neceſſary]

they did not—they could Not will freely [in the

moral ſenſe of the word free.| For Mr. T. is not

morally FREE to will, ſo long as he is Absolute I.Y

sou ND to will one thing; any more than a man is

r x E E to look to the left, who is Absolute 1 Y

a ou ND to look to the right; let the objećt he looks

at
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at engage his heart and eye ever ſo pleaſingly.

God's Spirit prevents, accompanies, and follows us

in every good thing : all our good works are begun,

continued, and ended in him ; but they are not neceſ

fary, in the calvinian ſenſe of the word. In moral

caſes God does not abſolutely neceſſitate us, though

he may do it in prophetic and political caſes. Thus,

he neceſſitated Balaam, when he bleſſed Iſrael by

the mouth of that covetous prophet;-and thus he

neceſſitated Balaam’s aſs, when the dumb animal

reproved his rider's madneſs. But then, whatever

we do, under ſuch neceſſitating impulſes, will not be

rewarded as our own work, any more than

Balaam’s good propheſy, and his afs’s good re

proof, were rewarded as their own works.

(2) From the above-mentioned paſſages, Mr. T.

would make us believe, that, upon the whole, the

touches of God's grace ačt neceſſarily like charms:

but what ſays the ſtream of the ſcriptures P God

touched the heart of all the Iſraelites, and ſtirred

them up to faith: but the effe&t of that touch was

ſo far from being abſolutely forcible, that their

hearts ſoon ſtarted aftale like a broken bow ; and,

i. having been ſaved in Egypt through faith,

they periſhed in the wilderneſ; through unbelief.

God gave king Saul a new heart ; and yet, Saul caſt

away the heavenly gift. God gave Solomon a

wife and underſtanding heart; and yet, Solomon,

in his old age, made himſelf a fooliſh heart, darkened

by the love of heatheniſh women. God ſtil red

up the heart of Peter to confeſs Chriſt, and to

walk upon the fea; and yet, by and by, Peter

funk, curfed, ſwore, and denied his Lord.

Awful demonſtrations theſe, that, where divine

grace works noſt powerfully, when its firſt grand

impulſe is over, there is an end of the overbearing

power; and the ſoul, returning to its free-agency,

chuſes without neceſſity the good, which conſtitutes

her rewardable ; or the evil, which conſtitutes her

puniſhable,
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puniſhable. Of this Mr. Toplady himſelf produces

a remarkable inſtance, 2 Cor. viii. 16, 17. “Thanks

be to God [ſays the Apoſtle) who put the ſame

earneſt cARE IN To THE HEART of Titus for you:—

of H is ow N acco RD he went unto you.”

If a gentleman, who delights to be in houſes of

ill fame, more than in the houſe of God, ſees, in a

circle of ladies, one whom he ſuſpečis of being

immodeſt, he ſingles her out as one that may ſuit

his purpoſe; and to her he makes his bold ad

dreſſes. I am ſorry to obſerve that this is exačtly

the caſe with Calviniſm unmaſked. We find, in

the ſcriptures, a few places where God's ſuffering

ſome men to do a leſſer evil, in order to prevent,

or to puniſh a greater evil, is expreſſed in a ſtrong,

figurative manner, which ſeems to aſcribe fin to

Him, juſt, as in other places, jealouſy, repentance,

wrath, and fury, together with hands, feet, ears,

and a noſe, are figuratively attributed to Him. Now,

as popiſh idolatry ſcreens herſelf behind theſe meta

phors, ſo calvinian Antinomianiſm perpetually ſingles

out thoſe metaphorical expreſſions, which ſeem to

make God the author of fin. Accordingly,

Arc. LII, [Page 6.1, &c..] Mr. T. produces theſe

words of Joſeph, “It was not you that ſent me hither,

but God :”—theſe words of David, “The Lord ſaid

to him (Shimei) curſ. David:”—theſe words of the

ſacred hiſtorian, “God hath appointed to defeat the

good counſel of Ahitophel, to the intent that the Lord

might bring evil upon Abſalom ;”——and theſe words

of the prophet, “ Howbeit, he the Aſſyrian king,

turned looſe upon Iſrael to avenge God's righteous

quarrel with that hypocritical people] MEANETH

not ſo, neither does his heart think ſo; but it is in his

heart to deſtroy ;”—theſe words in the Revelation,

“God hath put it into their hearts [the hearts of the

kings who ſhall hate the myſtic harlot, and deſtroy

her, and burn her with fire] to fulfil his will, and to

agree, and to give their kingdom to the beaſt, tillº
twordJ.
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words of God ſhall be ful/lled :” and the words

of Peter, “They [the accompliſhers of the cruci

fixion of Chriſt were gathered together to do what

foever God's hands, and God's counſel had predeſ

timated to be dome, &c.”
-

With reſpett to the laſt text, if it is rightly *

tranſlated, it is explained by theſe words of Peter,

Atts i. 23. Chriſt was delivered by the determinate

counſel and foreknowledge of God : by his gracious

counſel, that Chriſt ſhould lay down his life as a

ranſom for all ——And by his clear forcknowledge

of the diſpoſition of the Jews to take that precious

life away. This paſſage then, and all thoſe which

* With F#iſ opius, and ſome other learned critics, I doubt it

is not. Why ſhould it not be read thus A&is iv. 26–28. The

Rºlers were gathered together againſ the Lord, and againſ his Chriſt.

For ºf a truth againſt the holy child ſºft, whom thou haft anointed

{{oth Herod and Pontius Pilate with the Gentiſes and the people ºf

Iſrael were gathered together] fºr to do whatſºever thy hand and thy

Yºnſº determined tºfore to be done.—By putting the clauſe Bºth

Herod, &c. in a parentheſis, you have this evangelicat ſenſe,

which gives no hardle to the pleaders for fin. Both Herod and

Pilate, &c., wºre gathered together againſt the hcly child jeſuſ,

#on the haſ anointed for to do whatſoever thy hand and counſet
determined before to be doñe. I prefer this reading to the common

one for the following reaſons: (1) It is perfectly agreeable to the

Greek; and the peculiar conſtruction of the ſentence is expreſſive

of the peculiar cºrneſtneſs with which the Apoſtle prayed. (2) It

is attended with no Manichean inconveniency. (3) It is more

agreeable to the context. For, if the Sanhedrim was gathered by

God'ſ dimedion and decree, in order to threaten the Apoſtles, with

what propriety could they ſay [verſeº Now, Lord, behold their

threatnings £–And (4) It is ſtrongly ſupported by verſe 30,

where Peter [aſter having obſerved verſe 27, 28, according to

our reading, that God had anointed his holy child Jeſus to do
all the miracles which he did on earth] prays, that, now Chriſt

is gone to heaven, the effects of this powerful anointing may

continue, and fgns and wonders may ſtill be done by the name ºf

his holy child jºſis.

- Mrs.
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Mr. T. has produced, or may yet produce, only,
rove : -

(1) That God foreſees the evil which is in the

heart of the wicked, and their future ſteps in pecu

liar circumſtances, with ten thouſand times more

clearneſs and certainty, than a good huntſman fore-,

fees all the windings, doublings, and ſhifts of an

hunted fox : and that he over-rules their wicked

counſels to the execution of his own wiſe and holy

deſigns, as a good rider over-rules the mad pran

cings of a vicious horſe, to the diſplay of his per

fećt ſkill in horſemanſhip, and to the treading down

of the enemy in a day of battle. (a) That God

catches the wiſe in their own craftineſs, and that, to

puniſh the wicked, he permits their wicked counſels

- to be defeated, and their beſt-concerted ſchemes to

prove abortive. (3) That he frequently, tries the

faith, and exerciſes the patience of good men, by

letting looſe the wicked upon them, as in the caſe

of Job and of Chriſt. (4) That he often puniſhes the

wickedneſs of one man by letting looſe upon him

the wickedneſs of another man; and that he fre

quently avenges himſelf of one wicked nation by

letting looſe upon it the wickedneſs of another

nation. Thus he let Abſalom and Shimei looſe

upon David. Thus, a parable ſpoken by the

prophet Micaiah informs us, that God, after

having let a lying ſpirit looſe upon Zedekiah,

the falſe prophet, let Zedekiah looſe upon wicked

Ahab. Thus the Lord let looſe the Philiſtines.

upon diſobedient Iſrael, and the Romans upon

the obdurate Jews, and their accurſed city; uſing

thoſe wicked heathens as his vindićtive ſcourge,

juſt as he uſed ſwarms of frogs, and locuſts, when

he puniſhed the rebellious Egypt with his plagues.

(5) That he ſometimes lets a wicked man looſe

upon himſelf, as in the caſe of Ahitophel, Nabal,

and 7udas, who became their own executioners.-

(6) That when wicked men are going to commit
- attroC10118
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attrocious wickedneſs, he ſometimes inclines their

hearts ſo to relent, that they commit a leſs crime

than they intended. For inſtance, when Joſeph's

brethren were going to ſtarve him to death, by
»rovidential circumſtances God inclined their

}. to ſpare his life : thus, inſtead of deſtroying

him, they only ſold him into Egypt. (7) With

reſpećt to Rev. xvii. 17. the context, and the full

ftream of the Scripture, require that it ſhould be

underſtood thus: “as God, by providential cir

cumſtances, which ſeemed to favour their worldly

views, ſuffered wicked kings to agree, and give

their kingdom unto the beaſt, to help the beaſt to

execute God's judgments upon corrupted churches

and wicked ſtates: , ſo he will peculiarly let thoſe

kings looſe upon the whore, and they ſhall agree

to hate her, and ſhall make her deſolate and

naked.”

Upon the whole, it is contrary to all the rules of

criticiſm, decency, and piety, to take advantage of

the dark conſtruction of a ſentence, or to avail ones

ſelf of a parable, an hyperbole, a bold metaphor,

or an unguarded ſaying of a good man interwoven

with the thread of ſcripture-hiſtory; in order to

make appear [ſo far as Calviniſm can] that “God

j. all things in all men; even wickedneſs

in the wicked.” Such a method of wreſting

the oracles of God, to make them ſpeak the

language of Belial and Moloch, is as ungenerous,

as our inferring from theſe words, I do not condemn

thee, that Chriſt does not condemn adulterers;

that Chriſtianity encourages; and that this fingle

ſentence, taken in a filthy, Antinomian ſenſe,

outweighs all the ſermon upon the mount, as well

as the holy meaning of the context: for theſe

words being ſpoken to an adultereſs, whom the

magiſtrates had not condemned to die, and whom

the Phariſees wanted Chriſt to condemn to be ſtoned

according to the law of Moſes ; it is evident that our

Lord's words, when taken in connexion with the

context,
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;

context, carry this edifying meaning. “I am come

to ačt that part of a Saviour, and not that of a

Magiſtrate : if the magiſtrates have not condemned

thee to be ſtoned, neither do I condemn thee to that

dreadful kind of death: avail thyſelf of thy un

deſerved reprieve : go, and repent, and evidence

the ſincerity of thy repentance by ſinning no more.”

——Hence I conclude, that all the texts quoted by

the Fataliſts, prove that God neceſſitates men to fin

by his decrees, juſt as John vii. 1 1. proves that

Chriſt countenances the filthy ſin of adultery.

AR G. LIII. [p. 64.] Mr. T. thinks to demon

fºrate, that the doćtrine of the Absolute neceſſity

of all our ačtions, and conſequently of all our ſins,

is true, by producing “St. Paul's caſe as a preacher.

“. Though I preach the goſpel, I have nothing to glory

of 2 for N E & Essity is laid upon me, yea, woe is

me if I preach not the goſpel, 1 Cor. ix. 16. Yet he

preached the goſpel FR E E LY, &c. NE cess 1TY

therefore, and FR E E D oxi, are very good friends,

notwithſtanding all the efforts of Arininianiſm to

ſet them at variance.”——The Apoſtle evidently

ſpeaks here of a NE cessity of PREce PT on God's

part, and of Duty on his own part: and ſuch a

neceſſity being perfectly conſiſtent with the alterna

tive of obedience, or of diſobedience, is alſo perfectly

conſiſtent with freedom, and with a day ofjuig

ment: and Mr. T. trifles when he ſpeaks of all

the efforts of Arminianiſin, to ſet such A neceſſity

at variance with FR E E box : for, it is the dittin

guiſhing glory of our doćtrine, to maintain bºth

the freedom of the will, and the indiſpenſible

neceſſity of cordial obedience. But, in the name

of candor and common ſenſe I aſk, What has a

neceſſity of P REce P T and Duty to do with cal

v1N AN neceſſity, which, in the day of God's power,

AB so LUT E LY NE crissITAT e s the elect to obey, and

the reprobates to diſobey : entirely debarring the

former from the atternative of diſobedience, and

the latter from the alternative of wbedience 2 That

H -

the
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the Apoſtle, in the text before us, does not mean a

calvinian, abſolute neceſſity, it is evident from the

laſt clauſe of the verſe, where he mentions the

poſſibility of his diſobeying, and the puniſhment

that awaited him in caſe of diſobedience : woe is

me, ſays he, if I preach not the goſpel—A NE cessity

of precept was ſaid on Jonah to preach the goſpel

to the Ninevites; but T H is neceſſity was ſo far fiom

calviniſtically-binding him to preach, that (like

Demas, and the clergy who fleece a flock which

they do not feed) he ran away from his appointed

work, and incurred the woe mentioned by the

Apoſtle. Therefore, St. Paul's words cahdidly

taken together, far from eſtabliſhing abſolute

neceſſity, which admits of no alternative, are

evidently ſubverſive of this dangerous error,

which exculpates the ſinner, and makes God

the author of ſin. -

Hence Mr. Weſley ſays with great truth, that

if the doctrines of abſolute predeſtination and

calvinian neceſſity are true, there can be no fin :

ſeeing “It cannot be a fin in a ſpark to riſe, or

in a ſtone to fall.” And therefore, “the repro

#ate” [tending to evil by the irrefftible power of

divine predeſtination, As UN Avot DAB ly as ſtones

tend to the center, by the irreſ/lible force of natural

gravitation] “can have no fin at all.” This is a

juſt obſervation taken from the abſurdity of the

doćtrine of an abſolute neceſſity, originally brought

on by God's abſolute and irreſiſtible decrees. #.
us ſee how Mr. T. ſhows his wit on this occaſion.

AR c. LIV. [p. 71, 72.] “The reprobate cAN

have no ſºn at all. Indeed They are quite fin

leſs, are they P As perfeót as Mr. Weſley himſelf?

O excellent reprobation &c. What then muſt the

clºt be P &c. Beſides: if reprobates be finleſs

nay, immutably perfect, ſo that they can have no

fin at all, will it not follow that Mr. Weſley's own

perfectioniſts are reprobates ? For ſurely if repro

bates may be ſinlºſſ, the finleſs may be*;
id
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Did not Mr. John's MA Lic E outrun his craft,

when he advanced an objećtion, &c. ſo eaſily

retortible P” -

This illogical, not to ſay illiberal anſwer, is of a

piece with the challenge, which the reader may

ſee illuſtrated at the end of Seči. I. by my remarks

upon a conſequence as juſt as that of Mr. Weſley:

for it is as evident, that if the reprobate are “in

voluntary Beings”——Beings abſolutely neceſſitated

by efficacious, irrefiftible predeſtination to act as

they do, they are as really finleſs, as a mountain

of gold is reaiiv heavier than a handful of feathers.

And Mr. Weſley may believe, that both con

ſequences are juſt, without believing, either that

the wicked are finleſs, or that there is a mountain of

gold. On what a ſlender foundation does Logica

Genevenſis reſt her charges of craft and malice f

And yet, this foundation is as ſolid as that, on

which ſhe raiſes her doćtrines of unſcriptural grace

and free-wrath, But Mr. T. advances other

arguments.

AR c. LV. ſp. 69, 70.] “The holy Baptiſt, with

out any ceremony or ſcruple, compared ſome of his

unregenerate hearers to Stones; ſaying, God is able

even of theſe sto NEs to raiſe up children to Abraham,

&c. Ye therefore as lively ston Es, are built up, a

jpiritual houſe, &c. They (the eleēt) ſhall be mine,

faith the Lord of Hoſts in the day when I make up

my Jewels: now, unleſs I am vehemently miſ

taken, Jewels are but another name for precious.

ſtones.”——Hence the reader is given to under

ſtand, that when Mr. Weſley oppoſes the doćtrine

of abſºlute neceſſity, by ſaying, that, It cannot be a ſin

in a ſtone to fall, he turns “the Bible's own

artillery againſt itſelf, and gives us too much room

to fear that it is as natural to him to pervert

as it is for—a ſtone to ſink.”

By ſuch arguments as theſe, I could prove tran

ſubſtanciation : for, Chriſt ſaid of a bit of bread,

This is my body. Nay, I could prove any other
-- H 2. abſurdity :
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abſurdity: I could prove that Chriſt could not

think, and that his diſciples could not walk : for he

ſays, I am the vine, and ye are the brancheſ 3 and a

vine can no more think, than brancher can walk

I could prove that he was a hen, and the Jews

hickens : for he ſays, that he would have gathered

them, as a HEN gathers her chick E N s under her

wings. Nay, I could prove, that Chriſt had no

more hand in our redemption, than we are ſuppoſed

by Calviniſts to have in our converſion ; that his

“poor free-will [to uſe Mr. Toplady's expreſſions

[page 70.] with reſpect to us] “ had no employ,”

that he was abſolutely paſſive, and that” redemption

“ is as totally the operation of” the Father, “as the

fevering of ſtones from their native quarry, and the

erºting them into an elegant building are the effečis of

human agency.”——If the aſtoniſhed reader aſks,

how I can prove a propoſition ſo ſubverſive of

the gratitude, which we owe to Chriſt for our

I edemption ? I reply, By the very ſame argument,

by which Mr. T. proves, that we are “abſolutely

paſſ ve” in the work of converſion, and that

“ converſion is Totally the operation of God:”

that is, by producing paſſages, where Chriſt is

metaphorically called a sto N E ; and of theſe there

are not a few. Thus faith the Lord God, Behold,

I lay in Zion a stone, a tried sº one, a precious

corner ston E, a ſure foundation, Iſ. X xviii. 16.—

Whoſoever ſhall fall on this ston E ſhall be broken :

£ut on whomſoever i r ſhall fall, it will grind him to

powder, Mat. xxi. 34. The ste § E which the

builders rejºied is become the head of the corner,

Acts iv. 11.--—To whom coming as to a living

sto N.E., &c. 1 Pet. ii. 4.——If to theſe texts we

add thoſe, in which he is compared to a foundation,

to a rock, and to jeaels, or precious ſtones, I could

demonſtrate [in the calvinian way] that Chriſt

was once as “abſolutely paſſive” in the work of

our redemption as a ſtone. When I conſider ſuch

arguments as theſe, I cannot help weadiº
t
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the groſs impoſitions of pagan, popiſh, and cal

vinian doćtors. I find myſelf again in the midſt

of Ovid's Metamorphoſes. Jupiter, if we believe

the Poet, turned Niobe into a rock. The tempter

wanted Chriſt to turn a ſtone into bread. Logica

Romana turns bread into Chriſt. . But Logica

Genevenſis carries the bell, for ſhe can, even

without Hocus Pocus of a maſſing prieſt, turn

Chriſt into a ſtone. Mr. Toplady far from re

canting his argument a lapide, confirms it by the

following,

ARG. L.V.I. ſp. 71.] “A ſtone has the advantage

of you : man's rebellious heart is, by nature, and

ſo far as ſpiritual things are concerned, MoR.E.

intraćtable and unyielding than a ſtone itſelf. I may

take up a ſtone, and throw it this way or that——

and it obeys the impulſe of my arm. Whereas in

the finner's heart, there is every ſpecies of hatred

and oppoſition to God: nor can any thing, but

omnipotent power, ſlay its enmity.”

I am glad Mr. T. vouchſafes, in this place,

to grant, that omnipotent power can ſlay the enmity. I

hope he will remember this conceſſion, and no.

more turn from the Prince of life, to preach up the

monſter Death, as the slayer of the enmity. But,

to conne to the argument: would Mr. T. think

me in earneſt, if I attempted to prove that a ſtone

had [once] the advantage of him, with reſpećt to

getting learning, and that there was more omni

potence required to make him a ſcholar, than to

make the ſtone he ſtands upon, fit to take a degree

in the Univerſity P However, I ſhall attempt to do

it: diſplaying my ſkill in orthodox-logic, I per

ſonate the ſchool-maſter, who taught Mr. Toplady

grammar, and probably found him once at play,

when he ſhould have been at his book, and I ſay,

“Indeed, maſter, a ſtone has the advantage of you.

A boy's playful heart, is by nature, ſo far as

grammar is concerned, more intraćtable and un

yielding than a ſtone itſelf.”—[Now for the proof/]

H 3. * I may
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• ‘I may take up a ſtone, and throw it this way or

that, and it inſtantly, and without the leaſt degree

of reſiſtance obeys the impulſe of my aim :

whereas you reſiſt my orders, you run away

from your book, or You look off from it. In

your playful heart, there is every ſpecies of

hatred and oppoſition to your accidence; and

therefore more power is required to make you a

ſcholar, than to make that ſtone a grammarian.”

Mr. Toplady's voluntary humility claps this argu

ment as excellent; but his good ſenſe hiſſes it as

abſurd, and ſays with St. Paul, When I was a child,

I ſpake as a child; but when I became a man I put

away childiſh things.

Arg. LVII. (p. 71.] Ah but “God’s gracious

promiſe to renew his people, runs in this remark

able ſtyle: I will take away the ſtony heart out of

your fleſh.”—And does this prove calvin IAN

bound-will, any more than theſe gracious commands

to renew our own hearts, prove Pe Lacian free

will 9 Circumciſe the foreſkin of your heart, and be

no more ſtiff-necked. Make you a new heart and a

new ſpirit. Turn yourſelves, and live ye? Who

does not ſee, that the evangelical union of ſuch

paſſages, gives birth to the ſcripture-doćtrine of

afted free-will, which ſtands at equal diſtance

from calvinian neceſſity, and from Pelagian, ſelf

fiftcient exertion ?

AR c. LVIII. [p. 73.] But, God “work eth

ALL rh Ncs according to the counſel of H is own

will, Eph. i. 11.”—By putting the word ALL in

very large capitals, Mr. T. ſeems willing to in

finuate, that God’s decree cauſes all things; and, of

conſequence, that God abſolutely works the good

aëtions of the righteous, and the bad deeds of the

wicked. Whereas the Apoſtle means only, that

all the things w Hºe H God works, he works them

according to the counſel of his own moſt wiſe, gracious,

and righteous will. But the things which Go D.

wok Ks, are, in many caſes, as different from the

things
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things which we work, as light is different from

darkneſs. This paſſage therefore, does not prove

calvinian neceſſity : for, when God made man, ac

cording to the counſel of his own will, he made him a

free-agent, and ſet before him life and death; bid

ding him chuſe life. Now, to include Adam's

eating of the forbidden fruit, and chuſing death,

among the things which Gop workeTH, is to turn

Manichee with a witneſs: it is to confound Chri

and Belial ; the ačts of God, and the deeds of

finners. It is to ſuppoſe [... to think!] that

God will ſend the reprobates to hell for his own

deeds, or, if you pleaſe, for what he has abſolutely

wrought in them and by them, according to the counſel

of his own neceſſitating will. This dreadful doćtrine

is that capital part of Calviniſm which is called

abſolute predeſtination to death. If Mr. T. denies,

that it is the ſecond pillar of his doćtrine of grace.

he may turn to Šećt, i I. where he will find his pe

culiar goſpel “ U Po N its LEcs.”

I hope I need ſay no more upon this head, to

convince the unprejudiced reader, that Mr. T's.

arguments in favour of calvinian neceſſity are frivo

lous; and that Mr. Weſley advances a glaring

truth, when he aſſerts, that, On the principle of

abſolute predeſtination, there can be no future

judgment [upon any known principle of wiſdom,

cquity, and juſtice : ] and that it requires more pains

than all rationals will be ever able to take, to re

concile the doćtrine of ſcalvinian] reprobation,

with the doćtrine of a judgment-day.

SECTION
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S E C T I O N VIII.

An anſwer to the argument taken from God's pre

ſcience, whereby Mr. Toplady tries to prove, that

the v K R Y cru E LTY which Mr. Weſley charges

on Calviniſm, is really chargeable on the doćirine .

of general grace.

M*. Toplady is a ſpirited writer. He not only

tries to reconcile calvinian reprobation with

divine mercy, but he attempts to retort upon us the

charge of holding a cruel doćtrine.

Arc. LIX. [p. 47.]. “But what, if, after all,

that very cruelty, which Mr. Weſley pretends to

charge on Calviniſm, be found really chargeable

on Arminianiſm # I pledge myſelf to prove this—

before I conclude this traët.” And accordingly

[p. 86, 87.] Mr. Toplady, after obſerving in his

way, that according to Mr. Weſley's doćtrine, God

offers his grace to many who put it from them, and

gives it to many who receive it in vain, and who, on

this account, are condemned ; Mr. Toplady, I ſay,

ſums up his argument in theſe words: “If God

knows, that the offered grace will be rejećted; it

would be MER cy to forbear the offer. Prove the

contrary if you are able.”

I have anſwered this objećtion at large, Scripture

Scales, Sett. XIX. However I ſhall ſay ſométhing

upon it here. (1) God's perſections ſhine in ſuch a

manner as not to eclipſe one another. Wiſdom,

juſtice, mercy, and truth, are the adorable, and

well-proportioned features of God’s moral face, if I

may venture upon this expreſſion. Now, if, in or

der to magnify his Mr. R cy, I thruſt out his wiſdom:

and juſtice Las I ſhould do if I held a lawleſs calvi

Illdºlº
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nian eleētion : or, if, in order to magnify his

Just 1 cº, I thruſt out his mercy and wi dom [as I

ſhould do, if I conſiſtently held calvinian repro

tion ;] ſhould I not disfigure God's moral face, as

much as I ſhould ſpoil Mr. Toplady's natural face,

if I ſwelled his eyes or cheeks to ſuch a degree, as

to leave abſolutely no room for his other features P

The Calviniſts forget that as human beauty does not

conſiſt in the moiſt, ous bigneſs of one or two fea

tures, but in the harmonious and ſymmetrical pro

portion of all; ſo divine glory does not conſiſt in

diſplaying a mercy and a juſtice, which would abſo

lutely ſwallow up each other, together with

wiſdom, holineſs, and truth. This would however

be the caſe, if God, after having wiſely decreed

to make free-agents, in order to§ his holineſs,

juſtice, and truth, by judging them according to their

works, Necessit at E D them to be good or wicked,

by decrees of abſolute predeſtination to life and

heaven, or of abſolute reprobation to hell and

damnation.

(2) Do but allow, that God made rationals in

order to rule them as rationals, namely, by laws

adapted to their nature;—do but admit this truth,

I ſay, which ſtands or falls with the Bible; and it

neceſſarily follows, that rationals were made with

an eye to a day of judgment: and the moment this

is granted, Mr. Toplady's argument vaniſhes into

ſmoke. For, ſuppoſing that God had diſplayed

more mercy towards thoſe who die in their fins, by

forbearing to give them grace and to offer them

more grace;—or, in other words, ſuppoſing that

God had ſhewn the wicked more mercy, by ſhewing

them. No MERCY AT at l [which by the by is a

contradićtion in terms;] yet, ſuch a mercileſ; mercy

[if I may uſe the expreſſion] would have black

ened his wiſdom, overthrown his truth, and

deſtroyed his juſtice. What a poor figure, far

inſtance, would his juſtice have made among his

attributes, if he had ſaid, that he wouldjº,
Ca
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caſt his unprofitable ſervants into outer darkneſs,

for burying a talent which they never had, or for

not receiving a Saviour who was always kept

from them P And what rationals would not have

wondered at a Governor, who, after having made

moral agents in order to rule them according to

THE IR FREE-nature, and to judge them in righ

teouſneſs according to THE IR works, ſhould never

theleſs ſhew himſelf. (1) So inconſiſtent, as to

'rule them by efficacious decrees, which abſolutely

neceſſitate ſome of them to work iniquity ; and

others to work righteouſneſs; (2) So unjuſt, as to

judge them according to the works, which his

own binding decrees, had neceſſitated them to do ;

and (3) So cruel and unwiſe, as to Pu Nish them

with eternal death, or Rewa R D them with eternal

life, according to a ſentence of abſolute reprobation

to DEATH, or of abſolute eleślion to LIFE, which he

Paſſed beforehand, without any reſpect to THE IR

works, thouſands of years before moſt of them

were born ? By what art could ſo ſtrange a con

dućt have been reconciled with the titles of Law

giver, and Žudge of ail the earth, which God

aſſumes; or with his repeated declarations, that

juſtice and equity are the baſis of his throne ; and

that, in point of judgment, his ways are perfectly

equal P

If Mr. T. ſhould try to vindicate ſo ſtrange a

proceeding, by ſaying, that God could juſtly

reprobate to eternal death myriads of unborn

infants for T H E sin of ADAM ; would he not

make a bad matter worſe ; ſince [upon the plan

of the aôſolute predeſtination of all event] Adam's

ſin was neceſſarily brought about by the decree

of the MEANs, which decree : [if Calviniſm is

true) God made in order to ſecure and accompliſh

the two grand decrees of the E N p, namely, the

eternal decree of finiſhed damnation by Adam,

*d the eternal decree of finiſhed ſalvation by
Chriſt 2 -

*.. The
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The abſurdity of Mr. Toplady's argument may

be placed in a clearer light by an illuſtration. The

king, to diſplay his royal benevolence, equity, and

juſtice, to maintain good order in his army, and

excite his troopers to military diligence, promiſes

to give a reward to all the men of a regiment of

light horſe, who ſhall ride ſo many miles with

out diſmounting to plunder ; and he engages him

ſelf to puniſh ſeverely thoſe who ſhall be guilty

of that offence. He foreſees indeed, that many

will ſlight his offered rewards, and incur his

threatened puniſhment : nevertheleſs, for the

above-mentioned reaſons, he proceeds. Some

inen are promoted, and others are puniſhed. A

Calviniſt highly blames the king's condućt. He

ſays, that his Majeſty would have ſhewn himſelf

more gracious, and would have aſſerted his

fovereignty much better, if he had refuſed horſes

to the plunderers, and had puniſhed them for

lighting off horſes which they never had : and that,

on the other hand, it became his free-grace to tie

the rewardable dragoons faſt to their ſaddle, and

by this means to neceſſitate them to keep on horſe

back, and deſerve the promiſed reward. Would

not ſuch a condućt have marked his Majeſty’s

reputation with the ſtamp of diſingenuity, cruelty,

and folly P And yet, aſtoniſhing ! becauſe we do

not approve of ſuch a judicial diſtribution of the

rewards of eternal life, and the puniſhments of

eternal death, Mr. Toplady fixes the charge of

cruelty upon the goſpel which we preach | He

goes on :

AR c. LX. [p. 85.] “According to Mr. Weſley's

own fundamental principle of univerſal grace ;

grace itſelf, or the ſaving influence of the Holy

Spirit on the hearts of men, Do Es and Must

become the miniſtration of eternal death to thou

ſands and millions.” [p. 89.]. “Level there

fore your tragical exclamations, about unmerciful

nºſ,
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neſs, at your own ſcheme, which truly and properly
deſerves thern.”

The flaw of this argument conſiſts in the words

* Does and Must,” which Mr. T. puts in italics.

(1) In the word Does : it is a great miſtake to ſay,

that upon Mr. W’s principles, grace itſelf Does

become the miniſtration of eternal death to any

foul. It is not for grace, but for the abuſe or negleč

of grace, and it is ſaving light, that men are con

demned. This is the condemnation, ſays Chriſt him

ſelf, that light [the light of grace] is come into the

world, and men loved darkneſs rather than light.—

And St. Paul adds, that the grace of God which

bringeth ſalvation, hath...[in different degrees ap

peared to all men, John iii. 19. Tit. ii. 1 1. There is

no medium between condemning men for not uſing

a talent of grace which they had, or for not uſing a

talent of grace which they NEve R had. The former

fentiment, which is perſe{ily agreeable to reaſon,

ſcripture, and conſcience, is that of Mr. Weſley :

the latter ſentiment, which contradićts one half of

the Bible, ſhocks reaſon, and demoliſhes the doc

trines of juſtice, is that of Mr. Toplady.

(2) When this gentleman ſays, that God's grace,

upon Mr. Weſley's principles, must become the

miniſtration of death to millions, he advances as

groundleſs a propoſition, as I would do, if I ſaid,

that the grace of creation, the grace of preſervation,

and the grace of a preached-goſpel, Absolute 1.Y

deſtroys millions; becauſe millions, by wilfully

abuſing their created and preſerved powers, or by

negletting ſo great ſalvation as the goſpel brings,

pull down upon themſelves an unneceſſary, and

therefore a juſt deſtrućtion. (3) We oppoſe the

doćtrine of Absolute N E cessity, or the calvinian

Must, as being inſeparable from Manicheiſm :

and we aſſert, that there is no needs Must in the

eternal death of any man, becauſe Chriſt imparts

a degree of temporary ſalvation to all, with power

to obey, and a promiſe to beſtow eternal ſalvation

upon
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upon all that will obey. How ungenerous is it

then, to charge upon us the very doctrine which

we deteſt, when it has no neceſſary connexion

with any of our principles' How it rational to ſay,

that if our doctrine of grace is true, God's grace

MUsT become the miniſtration of death to millions !

Ten men have a mortal diſorder: a phyſician

prepares a ſovereign remedy for them all : five

take it properly and recover, and five, who will

not follow his preſcriptions, die of their diſorder:

now, who but a prejudiced perſon would infer

from thence, that the phyſician's ſovereign remedy

is become the -miniſtration of death to the patients

who die, becauſe they would not take it P Is it

right thus to confound a remedy with the oºſtinate

negleá of it P A man wilfully ſtarves himſelf to

death with good food before him. I ſay that his

wilfulneſs is the cauſe of his death ; no, replies a

decretiſt, it is the good food which you deſire him

to take. This abſurd concluſion is all of a piece

with that of Mr. Toplady.

ARG. LXI. _{p. 89.] “The Arminian ſyſtem

repreſents the Father of mercies as offering grace

to them, who he knows, will only add fin to ſin,

and make themſelves two-fold more the children

of hell by refuſing it.” Indeed is it not the

Arminian ſyſtem only, that ſays this: (1) All the

Calviniſts, who allow that God gave angelic grace

to angels, though he knew that many of them.

would fall from that grace, and would fall deſper,

than if they had fallen from a leſs exalted ſtation :

(2) 7 ſur Chriſt, who gave Judas the grace of

apoſtleſhip, and repreſents God as giving a pound

to his ſervants who ſquander it, as well as to thoſe

who uſe it properly: and (3) Mr. Toblady him

ſelf, who [notwithſtanding his pretended horror

for ſo ſcriptural a doctrine | dares not deny, that

God gave the grace of creation to thoſe who ſhall

periſh. Now the grace of creation implies ſpotleſs
I holineſs
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holineſs: and if God could once graciouſly give

ſpotleſs holineſs to Judas in the loins of Adam,

why could he not graciouſly reſtore to that Apoſtle

a degree of free-agency to good, that he might be

judged according to his own works, and not accord

ing to calvinian decrees of finiſhed wickedneſs and

finiſhed damnation in Adan P Buſ (4) What

is ſtill more ſurpriſing, Mr. T. himſelf ſp. 51.]

quotes theſe words, which ſo abundantly decide

the queſtion: Thou, Capernaum, which art ExALTED

UNTO HEAVEN [by the peculiar favours and goſpel

privileges beſtowed upon thee] ſhalt be brought

pown to HELL : for if the Michty works which

have been done in thee, had been done in Sodom, it

would have remained unto this day, Matt. xi. 23.

Now, I aſk, Why were theſe mighty works done

in Capernaum ? Was it out of love——to bring

Capernaum to repentance P Or was it out of wrath

——that it might be more tolerable in the day of

judgment for Sodom than Capernaum ? There is no

medium : Mr. Toplady muſt recant this part of

the Bible, and of his book; or he muſt anſwer

one of theſe two queſtions in the affirmative.

If he ſays ſas we do] that theſe mighty works,

which might have converted Tyre, Sidon and

Sodom, were primarily wrought to bring Caper

naum to repentance, he gives up Calviniſm, which

ſtands or falls with the dottrine of neceſſitating

means uſed in order to bring about a neceſſary end.

If he ſays [as Calviniſm does] that theſe mighty

works were primarily wrought to fink Capernaum

into hell into a deeper hell than Sodom,

becauſe the end always ſhews what the means

were uſed for ; he runs upon the point of his

own objećtion ; he pulls upon his doćtrines of

grace the very unmercifulneſs, which he charges

upon ours, and he ſhe ws to every unprejudiced

reader, that the difficulty ariſing from the pre

ſcience of God, with which the Calviniſts think

to
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to demoliſh the doćtrine of general grace, falls

upon Calviniſm with a double weight.——Mr.

Toplady is ſenſible that God could never have

appeared good and juſt, unleſs the wicked had been

abſolutely inexcuſable, and that they could never

have been inexcuſable, if God had condemned

them for burying a talent of grace which they

never had ; and therefore Mr. T. tries to over

throw this eaſy ſolution of the difficulty by

ſaying,

Arc, LXII. ſp. 88.] “Be it ſo" [that the

wicked are made IN ExcusA B L E by a day of grace

and temporary ſalvation] “ yet, ſurely, God can

never be thought, knowingly to render a man

more IN ExcusABLE, by taking ſuch meaſures as

will certainly load him with accumulated con

demnation, out of MERE Love to that man l’—

We grant it and therefore we aſſert, that it is

not out of ME RE Love that God puts us in a

gracious ſtate of probation, or temporary ſalvation:

but out of wiſdom, truth, and diſtributive juſtice,

as well as out of mercy and love. If God therefore

were endued with no other perfečtion than that of

merciful love, ..we would give up the doćtrine of

judicial reprobation ; for a God devoid of diſ

tributive juſtice could, and would ſave all finners

in the calvinian way, that is, with a ſalvation

perfectly finiſhed without any of their works.

But then, he would neither judge them, nor

beſtow eternal ſalvation upon them by way of

reward for their works, as the ſcripture ſays he
will. -

Oh! how much more reaſonable and ſcriptural

is it, to allow the doćtrine of free-grace, and free

will, eſtabliſhed in the Scripture-ſcales ; and to
maintain the reprobation of juſtice an unavoid

able reprobation this, which is perpetually aſſerted

in the goſpel, and will leave the wicked entirely

inexcuſable, and God perfectly righteous:--
I 2 How
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How much better is it, I ſav. to hold ſuch a

reprobation, than to admit calvinian reprobation,

which renders the wicked excuſable and pitiable,

as being condemned for doing what omnipotence

neceſſitated them to do —a reprobation this,

which ſtigmatizes Chriſt as a ſhuffler, for offering

to all a ſalvation from which moſt are abſolutely

debarred ; a cruel reprobation, which repre

ſents the Father of mercies as an unjuſt Sovereign,

who takes ſuch meaſures as will unavoidably load

myriads of unborn men with accumulated con

ºn. out of free wrath to their unformed

ouls.

Should Mr. Toplady ſay, “That, according to

the goſpel which we preach, the wicked ſhall

certainly be damned ; and therefore the difference

between us is but trifling after all; ſeeing the

Calviniſts aſſert, that ſome men [namely thoſe

who are eternally reprobated by divine Sove

reignty] ſhall certainly and unavoidably be damned ;

and the anti-calviniſts ſay, that ſome men (namely

thoſe who are finally reprobated by divine juſtice]

ſhall be certainly though unavoidably damned:”

I reply, that frivolous as the difference between

theſe two doćtrines may appear to thoſe, who

judge according to the appearance of words, it is

as capital as the difference between avoidable

ruin and unavoidable deſirudiom ; between juſtice

and injuſtice :--—between initial eleáion and

finiſhed reprobation : between ſaying that God

is the F I R 5t cauſe of the damnation of the wicked,

and aſſerting that THEY are the F I R ST cauſe of

their own damnation. In a word, it is as great,

as the difference between the north and the ſouth

——between a goſpel made up of antinomian free

grace and barbarian FR E E-wrath, and a goſpel

made up of ſcriptural free grace, and impartial,

retributive juſtics.

Upon
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Upon the whole, from the preceding anſwers.

it is evident, if I am not miſtaken, that, though

the grand, calvinian objećtion taken from God's

fore-knowledge, may, at firſt fight, puzzle the

ſimple ; yet it can bear neither the light of ſcrip

ture, nor that of reaſon; and it recoils upon

Calviniſm with all the force, with which it is

ſuppoſed to attack the ſaving grace, which has

appeared to all men.

I 3 SECTION
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S. E. C. T. I O N IX,

An anſwer to the charges of robbing the Trinity, and

encouraging Ariſin, which charges Mr. T. brings

againſt the doctrine ºf the anti-Calviniſts, -

A / R. T. thinks his cauſe ſo good, that he -

:
ſuppoſes himſelf able, not only to ſtand on

the defenſive ; but alſo to attack the goſpel which

we preach. From his Babel therefore, [his ſtrong,

tower of Confuſion] he makes a bold fally, and

charges us thus :

As G. LXIII, ſp, 91...] “Arminianiſm robs the

Father of his ſºvereignty.” This is a miſtake;

Arminianiſm dares not attribute to him the grim

jovereignty of a Nero ; but if it does not humbly

allow him all the ſovereignty, which ſcripture and.

reaſon aſcribe to him, ſo far it is wrong, and ſo far

we oppoſe Pelagian Arminianiſm as well as Mani

chean Calviniſm.——It “robs the Father of his

Dec RE es:”—— I his is a miſtake: it reverences all ,

his righteous, ſciptural decrees; though it ſhud

ders at the thought of imputing to him unſcrip

tural, calvinian decrees, more wicked and abſurd .

than the decrees ºf Nebuchadnezzar and Darius.

—It “robs the Father of his providence :”——-

Another miſtake Our doćtrine only refuſes to .

make God the author of fin, and to lead men to

the pagan error of Fataliſm, or to the Manichean ,

orror of a two principled god, who abſolutely works

all things in all inen, as a ſhowman works all.

things in his puppets; fixing a neceſſary virtue

on the good, and neceſſary wickedneſs on the

wicked, to the ſubverſion of all the divine

-

perfeótions,.
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perfeåtions, and to the entire overthrow of the

ſecond goſpel-axiom, of Chriſt's tribunal, and of

the wiſdom and juſtice, which the ſcriptures aſcribe

to God, as judge of the whole earth.

ARc. LXIV. [ibid.]. “It [Arminianiſm] roſ,

the SoN of his ºfficacy as a Saviour.” Another

miſtake! It only dares not pour upon him the

ſhame of being the abſolute reprobator of myriads

of unborn creatures, whoſe nature he aſſumed

with a gracious deſign to be abſolutely their tem

porary Saviour; promiſing to prove their eternal

Saviour upon goſpel-terms; and, accordingly,

he ſaves all mankind with a temporary ſalvation;

and thoſe who obey him, with an eternal ſalvation.

The Et Fic & cy of his blood is then complete, ſo

far as he abſolutely deſigned it ſhould be..

A Rd. LXV. Ibid.]. “It Arminianiſm] robs the

SPIR r of his EFF Icacy as a ſančifter.” By

no means : for it maintains, that the Spirit, which

is the grace and light of Chriſt, enlightens every man

that comes into the world, and leads the worſt of men

to ſome temporary good, or at leaſt reſtrains them

from the commiſſion of a thouſand crimes. So far

the Spirit's grace is efficacious in all: and, if it is

not completely and eternally efficacious in thoſe who

harden their hearts, and by their wilful hardneſs trea

ſure up unto themſelves wrath againſt the day of wrath

——it is becauſe the day, of wrath, for which the

wicked were * s Eco NDAR I LY made, is to be the

day of the RIGHTeous judgment of God, who will

render to every man according to his deeds, Rom. ii. 5,

6, and not the day of the unrighteous judgment of

- - Cal

* All angels and men were primarily made to enjoy an

accepted time, and a temporary day of ſalvation. Thoſe angels'

and men, who know and improve their day of ſalvation, were

iſ cºndary inade for the day of remunerative love, and for a

Kingious preparcd for them from the beginning of the world... .
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Calvin, who [dočtrinally] renders to every man

according to a finiſhed ſalvation in Chriſt, pro

dućtive of neceſſary goodneſs ; and according to

a finiſhed damnation in Adam, productive of

remed,leſs wickedneſs, and all its dreadful con

ſequences.
ARG. LXVI. ſp. 92.] Mr. Toplady produces a

long quotation from Mr. Sloſs, which being

diveſted of the verboſe dreſs in which error

generally appears, amounts to this plain abridged

argument: “If the doctrine of calvinian elećtion

is falſe, becauſe all mankind are not the objećt

of that elečtion, and becauſe all men have an

equal right to the divine, favour, it follows that

infidels are right when they ſay, that the jewiſh

and the chriſtian revelations are falſe; for all

mankind are not elected to the favour of having

... the Old and New Teſtament: and therefore

Arminianiſm encouraged infidelity.” -

This argument is good to convince pelagian

levellers, that God is partial in the diſtribution

of his talents, and that he indulges 3. and

Chriſtians with an holy, peculiar eleētion and

calling, of which thoſe who never heard of the

Bible, are utterly deprived. I have, myſelf,

made this remark in the Eſſay on the gratuitous

ele&tion, and partial reprobation which St. Paul

frequently preaches; but the argument does not

affečt our anti calvinian goſpel. For, (1) We

do not ſay, that calvinian eleētion is falſe, be

cauſe it ſuppoſes that God is peculia RLY gracious

to ſome men ; ſſor this we ſtrongly aſſert, as

well as the Calviniſts: ] but becauſe it ſuppoſes

But thoſe angels and men, who do not know and improve their

day of ſalvation, were ſecondarily made for the day of retributive

wrath, and for the fi e prepared for the devil, his angels, and his

t

ſervants, who are faithful to him unto death. -

w

that
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that God is so pect; tı A R Ly gracious to ſome men,

as to be Abso LUTs I.Y mercileſs and unjuſt to all the

reſt of mankind.

(2) That very revelation, which Mr. Sloſ; thinks

we betray to the Deiſts, informs us, that, though

all men are not indulged with the peculiar ble flings

of Judaiſm and Chriſtianity, yet they are all choſen

and called to be righteous, at leaſt according to the

covenants made with fallen Adam, and ſpared

Noah. Hence St. Peter ſays, that, In every nation.

Åe that feareth . God, and worketh righteouſneſ;

[according to his light, though it ſhould be only

the loweſt degree of that light, which enlightens

every man that cometh into the world] is accepted

of him ; and St. Paul ſpeaks of ſome gentiles, who,

though they have not the Law of Moſes or the Law

of Chriſt, do by nature [in its ſtate of initial

reſtoration through the ſeed of life given to fallen

Adain in the promiſe] the things contained in the

law, are a law unto themſelves ; ſhewing the work

of the law written in their hearts. Therefore,

though there is a gratuitous eleētion, which draws

after it a gratuitous reprobation from the bleſſings

peculiar to3. and Chriſtianity; there is no

calvinian election, which draws after it a gratuitous

reprobation from all ſaving grace, and neceſſarily

involves the greateſt part of mankind in unavoid

able damnation. Henue, if I miſtake not, it

appears, that when Mr. Sloſ, charges us with

having contributed to the prevailing Deiſm of the

preſent time, by furniſhing the adverſaries of

divine revelation with arguments againſt Chriſ

tianity,” he [as well as Mr. Toplady } gratuitouſly

imputes to our doctrine, what really belongs to

Calviniſm. For there is a perfect agreement be

tween the abſolute neceſſity of events, which is aſ

ſerted by calvinian bound-willers; and that which

is maintained by deiſtical Fataliſt; ; and it is well

known that the horrors of the abſolute reproba
tion

ºl
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tion which the Calviniſts fancy they ſee in Rom.

ix. have tempted many moraliſts who read that

chapter with the reprobating gloſſes of Calvin and

his followers, to bid adieu to revelation ; it being

impoſſible that a ſcheme of doćtrine which repre

ſents God as the abſolute Reprohator of myriads of

unborn infants ſhould have the Parent of Good, and

the God of Love for its author.

SECTION
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S E C T I O N X.

An anſwer to the arguments by which Mr. Toplady

attempts to retort the charge of ANT 1 NoM I A N is M.,

and to ſhew that Calviniſm is more conducive to

Ho LINEss than the oppoſite doćirine.

R. Hill aſſerts that Mr. T. retorts all our

objećtions upon us in a moſt maſterly manner.

Let us ſee how he retorts the objećtion, which we

make to abſolute predeſtination a doćtrine this,

by which neceſſary holineſ, is impoſed upon the

eleči, and neceſſary wickedneſs upon the reprobates :

how the fixing unavoidable holineſs upon a

minority, and unavoidable wickedneſs upon a

majority of mankind, is reconcileable with the

glory of divine holineſs, Mr. Toplady informs

us in the following argument. . .

Arc, LXVII. [Page 93, 94.] Calvinian * “elec

tion enſures holineſs to a very great part of man

kind: whereas precarious grace, deriving all its

efficacy from the caprice of free-will, could not

enſure holineſs to any one individual of the whole

ſpecies.”—Had Mr. T. ſtated the caſe properly,

le

*.
*

* The author of a letter to an Arminian Teacher [a letter this

which I have quoted in a preceding note] advances the ſame

argument in theſe words, p. 5. “The doćirine of eternal”

[he means calvinian] “ election” [for we believe the right, godly,

eternal election maintained in the ſcriptures] “ concludes God

more merciful than the Arminian doćtrine of ſuppoſed, univer

air, demption, becauſe that doćtrine which abſolutely aſcertains
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he would have ſaid, “ calvinian ele&tion, which

enſures neceſſary holineſs to a minority of man

kind; and calvinian reprobation, which enſures

neceſſary wickedneſs to a majority of mankind,

promote human ſanétity MoR E than the partial

cleftion of grace, which formerly afforded the Jews,

and now affords the Chriſtians, abundant helps to

be peculiarly holy under their diſpenſations of

peculiar grace: yea, , MoR E than the impartial

eleáion of juſtice, which, under all the divine

diſpenſations of divine grace, chuſes the man that

is godly to rewards of grace and glory; and

More than the reprobation of juſtice, which is

extended to none but ſuch as bury their talent of

grace by wilful unbelief and voluntary diſ

obedience.

If Mr. T. had thus ſtated the caſe, according to

his real ſentiments and ours, every candid reader

would have ſeen that our doctrines of grace are far

more conducive to human ſančtity than thoſe of

Calvin : (1) Becauſe Calviniſm enſures human

ſanāity to none of the eleēt: for a ſanétity, which is

as neceſſary to a creature, as motion is to a moved

puppet, is not the ſanétity of a free-agent ; and, of

conſequence, it is not HUMAN ſanctity: (2) Be

cauſe Calviniſm e Nsu REs remedileſ wickedneſs to

all the reprobate, and remedileſs wickedneſs can

never be human ſančiity.”

the regeneration, effectual calling, the ſanctification, &c. as well

as the eternal ſalvation of an innumerable company, &c. Rev.

vii. 9. muſt repreſent God more merciful than the Arminian

icheme, which cannot afcºrtain the eternal ſalvation of one man

now living,” &c. As it is poſibie to kill two birds with one

#one, I hope that my aniwei to Mr. Toplady will ſatisfy Mr.

M“Gowan. ! -

- With
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With reſpe&t to what Mr. T. ſays concerning

our doctrines of grace, which do “not enſure

holineſs to any os e individual of the whole ſpecies;”

if by “enſured holineſs,” he means a certain ſalva.

tion without any work of faith, and labour of love,

he is greatly miſtaken : for our goſpel abſºlutely

enſures ſuch a ſalvation ſand of conſequence infant

holineſs to that numerous part of mankind who

Adie in their infancy. Nay, it abſolutely inſures

a ſeed of redeeming, ſanétifying grace to all man

kind, ſo long as the day of grace or initial ſalvation

laſts ; for we maintain, as well as St. Paul, that

the free gift is come upon AI. L. M. EN to juſtification of

life, Rom. v. 18 : and we aſſert, as well as our

Lord, that of ſuch [of infants] is the kingdom of

Heaven, and therefore ſome capacity to enjoy it,

which capacity we believe to be inſeparably con

neéted win a ſeed of holineſs. Add to this, that

our goſpel, as well as Calviniſm, ess U R E s eternal

ſalvation to all the adult who are faithful unto

death: according to our doćtrine T H Es E ſhall never

periſh : to theſe eleēt of juſtice, who make their

elečion of grace ſure by obedience, Chriſt gives

eternal life in the fulleſt ſenſe of the word : "and

none ſhall pluck them out of his hand. If Mr. T.

had placed our goſpel in this true light, his

objećtion would have appeared as juſt as the

rhodomontades of Goliath, when he was to diſ

patch David.

Arc. LXVIII. p. 94.] Mr. T. tries to make

up the antinomian gap ; and he atte npts it

by doing that, which borders upon giving up Cal

viniſm. “No man [ſays he] according to our

ſyſtem, has a right to look upon himſelf as eleēted,

till ſančtifying grace has converted him to faith

and good works.” -

This ſlimſy ſalvo has quieted the fears of many

godly Calviniſts, when the antinomianiſm of their

ſyſtem ſtared them in the face. To ſhow the

abſurdity of this evaſion, I need only aſk, has

K - 13 ot
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not every man A R icht to believe the truth P. If

I am A R so I U 1 E LY elečted to eternal life, while I

commit adultery and murder, while I defile my

father’s wife, and deny my Saviour with oaths

and curſes; why may not I believe it P. Is there

one ſcripture which commands me to believe a

lie, or forbids me to believe the truth P – “Oh

but you have No Richt to believe yourſelf eleēted,

Till ſanétifying grace has converted you to faith

and good works.”—Then it follows, that as an

adult ſinner, I am not elected to the reward of the

inheritance, or to eternal life in glory, till I believe

and do good works; or it follows that I have no

Ric HT to believe the truth. If Mr. T. affirms,

that I have No R1c HT to believe the truth, he

makes himſelf ridiculous before all the world : and

if he ſays, that I am not abſolutely eleēted, till I

am converted to faith and good works ; it follows,

that, every time I am perverted from faith and good

works, I forfeit my eleētion of juſtice. Thus,

under the guidance of Mr. T. himſelf, I eſcape

the fatal rock of calvinian elečtion, and find my

ſelf in the ſafe harbour of old, praćtical Chriſ

tianity: Ye know, that no whoremonger, nor unclean

perſon, nor covetous man, HATH ANY 1 N H E R iTAN ce

in the kingdom of Chriſt and of God: Let no man

deceive you with vain words. For if I have no right

to believe myſelf an heir of God, and a joint heir

with Chriſt, while I turn whoremonger; it is

evident that whoredom deprives me of my right;

—much more adultery and murder. Hence it

appears that Mr. T. cannot prop up the calvinian

ark, but by flatly contradićting Paul, which is a

piece of impiety; and by aſſerting that eleēt whore

mongers have no right to believe the truth while

they commit whoredom, which is a glaring

abſurdity. -

ARG. LXIX. ( p. 95.]. After having made up

the antinomian gap, by giving up either calvinian

elečtion, or the inconteſtible right which every

IIlan

*
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man has to believe the truth, Mr. Toplady tries

to retort the charge of Antinomianiſm upon our

dočtrines of grace : and he does it by pro

ducing one “Thomſon, who, when he was in a fit of

intemperance, if any one reminded him of the

wrath of God threatned againſt ſuch courſes, would

anſwer, I am a child of the devil to-day; but I

have Free-will ; and to-morrow I will make myſelf

a child of God.”

To this I anſwer, (1) The man ſpoke like a

perſon “in a fit of intemperance,” and there is no

reaſoning with ſuch, any more than with mad

men. But Dr. Criſp, when he was ſober, and

in the pulpit too, could ſay, “A believer may be

aſſured of pardon as ſoon as he commits any ſin,

even adultery and murder.—Sins are but ſcare

crows and bug-bears to fright ignorant children,

but men of underſtanding ſee they are counterfeit

things:” and indeed it muſt be ſo, if, as Mr. T.

tells us, Whatever is, is Richt, and neceſſarily flows

from the predeſtinating will of him who does all

things well.

(2) This Thomſon [as appears, by his ſpeech]

was a rigid free-willer; one who diſcarded the

firſt goſpel-axiom, and the doćtrine of Free-grace;

and therefore, his error does not effe&t our goſpel.

Nay, we oppoſe such free-willers, as much as we

do the Ric ID bound-willers, who diſcard the

ſecond goſpel-axiom, and the neceſſity of ſincere

obedience in order to our judicial juſtification, and
eternal ſalvation.

(3) If Thomſon had been ſober and reaſonable,

Mr. Weſley might eaſily have made up the

pretended, antinomian gap of Arminianiſm five

different ways:—(1) By ſhewing him, that,

although free-will may rejećt a good motion, yet
it cannot raiſe one without free-grace ; and there

fore, to ſay “To-morrow I will make myſelf a child

of God,” is as abſurd in a man, as it would be in

a woman, to ſay, To-morrow I will conceive
- 2. alone :
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alone :---it is as, impious as to ſay, To-morrow I

will abſolutely command God, and he ſhall obey

me.—(2) By ſhe wing him his imminent danger,

and the horror of his preſent ſtate, which he,

himſelf, acknowledges when he ſays, “I am a

child ºf the devil to-day.”—(3). By urging the

uncertain length of the day of ſalvation, Grace

gives us no room to depend upon to-morrow; its

conſtant language being, Now. Is the accepted time.

–(4) By preſſing the hardening nature of

preſumptuous fin.—And (5). By diſplaying the

terrors of juſt wrath, which frequently ſays, Take

the talent from him.—Becauſe ye refuſed, I will be

avenged—I give thee up to thy own heart's lufts, to

a reprobate mind.—Thou fool / This Nicht ſhall

thy ſoul be required of thee.

Theſe are five rational and ſcriptural ways of

making up the ſuppoſed, antinomian gap of our

goſpel. But if Mr. Thomſon had been a Calviniſt,

and had ſaid, like Mr. Fulſome, “I have had a

call, and my elečiion is ſafe : as my good works

can add nothing to my finiſhed ſalvation, ſo my

bad works can take nothing from it. Satan may

pound me, if he pleaſe; but Jeſus muſt.
me. Let me wander where I will from God,

Chriſt muſt fetch me back again. The covenant

is unconditionally ordered in all things and ſure.

All things work for good to the e'e&t.”——“And

if all things,” (ſays Mr. Hill) “ then their very

fins and corruptions are included in the royal pro

miſe.”—“Whoredom and drunkenneſs may hurt

another, but they cannot hurt me. God will

over-rule fin for my good, and his glory : What

ever is, is right: for God worketh all things in all

men, even wickedneſs in the wicked, and how

much more in his eleēt, who are his choſen

inſtruments "-If Mr. Thomſon, I ſay, had been

a Calviniſt, and had thus ſtood his ground in the

... antinomian gap which, Calvin, Dr. Criſp, Mr.

Fulſome, Mr. Hill, and Mr. Toplady have *:::::
w in O.
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who could reaſonably have beaten him off? Do
not ail his concluſions ſlow from the doctrine of

abſolute elečion and finiſhed ſalvation, as unavoidably

as four is the reſult of two and two 2 -

ARG. LXX. [..p. 97.] Mr. T. attempts again to

ſtop up the antinomian gap, which Fataliſm, and

calvinian predeſtination make in praëtical religion.

Calling to his aſſiſtance Zeno, the founder of the

Stoicks or rigid predºſtinarians among the heathens,

he ſays, “Zeno one day thraſhed his ſervant for

pilfering. The fellow, knowing his maſter was a

fataliſt, thought to bring himſelf off by alledging

that he was Dest IN ED to ſteal, and therefore ought

not to be beat for it.”—“You are deſtined to ſteal,

are you ? Anſwered the philoſopher: then you

are no leſs dest IN E D to be thraſhed for it : and laid

on ſome hearty blows extraordinary.”—I do not

wonder if Mr. Hill, in his finiſhing ſtroke, calls

Mr. Toplady's arguments “moſt maſterly ;” for this

argument of Zeno is yet MoR E maſterly than his

own : “I ſhall not take the leaſt notice of him,

any “more than, if I was travelling on the road, I

would ſtop to laſh, or even order my footman to

laſh every impertinent little quadruped in a vil

lage, that ſhould come out and bark at me.” Mr.

Toplady, in the Advertiſement placed at the head

of his pamphlet, repreſents ſome of us as unworthy

of even being pillory'd in a preface, or flogg'd at a

pamphlet's tail:” We are now arrived at the tail Öf

his pamphlet, in the body of which he has thought

Mr. Weſley ſo highly worthy of his rod, as to

“flog” him with the gratuity, abſoluteneſs, mercy,

and juſtice, which are peculiar to the reprobation

defended through the whole performance. If

ſeriouſneſs did not become us, when we vindicate

the injured attributes of the judge of all the earth, I

might be tempted to aſk with a ſmile, has Mr. T.

ſo worn out his rod in making “more work for Mr.

“JWeſley,” that he is now obliged to borrow, Zeno's

ſtick to finiſh the execution at the pamphlet's tail 9.

For my part, as I have no idea of rivating ortho

K. 3. doxy
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doxy upon my readers with a ſtick, and of ſolving

the rational objections of my opponents by “laying

“ on ſyne hearty blows,” and ſo “thraſhing” them.

in to conviction, or into filence, I own that Logica

Zenon and Logica Genevenſ's being of a piece,

either of them can eaſily beat me out of the field.

Arguments a lapide are laughable; but I fly before

arguments a baculo. However, in my retreat, I

will venture to prevent Mr. T. with the following

quer:fs.

If Zeno, in vindicating Fataliſm, could ſay to a

thief, that he was abſolutely predeſtinated to ſteal,

and to be T H R As H E D for ſtealing ; is it not more

than Mr. Toplady can ſay in vindication of Calvi

niſin 2 For, upon his ſcheme, may not a man be

abſolutely predeſtinated, not only to ſteal, but alſo

to F scAP # thraſhing, and to o BT A 1 N ſalvation by:

Healing P Mr. Toplady is Mr. Hill's ſecond ; and

Mr. Hill. in his fourth letter, [where he ſhews the

hippy effºts of fin] tells the public and me, “One

ſimus robbed Philemon his maſter; and flying from

juſtice was brought under Paul’s preaching and

converted,” Thus Zeno's predeſtination failed, and,

with it, Zeno's argument: for robbery led not One

£imus to thrafting, but to converſion and glory, if we

believe Mr. Hill. And if Mr. Fulſome is an eleēt,

why might he not be guilty of as fortunate a rob

bery P Why might not a ſimilar decree “ſecure and

accompliſh the [ſame evangelical “END by the

| ſame Antinomian] MEAN's P” Mr. Toplady may

prevail over us by borrowing Zero's cane, and the

whip of Mr. Hill's laſhing footman ; but his pen

will never demonſtrate, (1) That Calviniſm does

not rationally lead all her admirers to the deepeſt

mire of ſpeculative Antinomianiſm: and (2) That

when they are there, nothing can keep them from

weltering in the dirt of practical Antinomianiſm,

but an happy inconſiſtence between their ačtions,

and their peculiar principles,

SECTION:

º
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S E C T I O N XI.

A caution againſt the tenet, whatever is, is right: an

Antinomian tenet this, which Mr. T. calls “a firſt

principle of the Bible.”—An anſwer to his chal

tenge about finding a middle way between the cal

wini in doctrine ºf Providence and the atheiſtical

doctrine ºf CHANce.

V HATEVER the true God works is un

- doubtedly right. But if the deity abſolutely

works all things in all men good and bad, it evi

dently follows, (1) That the two-principled deity

precahed by Manes is the true God: (2) That the

bad principle of this double deity works wickedneſ:

in the wicked as neceſſarily as the good principle

works righteouſneſs in the righteous. And (3) that,

the original of wickedneſs being divine, wicked.

neſs is as right as the deity from whom it flows.

Upon this horrid, Manichean ſcheme, who can

wonder at Mr. Toplady ſaying f -

Arc. LXXI. ſp. 96 J “'Tis a firſt principle

of the Bible, and of found Reaſon, that whatever

1s, is Ric HT; , or will anſwer ſome great end,

&c. in its relation to the whole”—Error is never

more dangerous than when it looks a little like

truth. But when it is impoſed upon the fimple, as

“a firſt principle of the Bible, and of ſound reaſon”

it makes dreadful work. . How concluſively will

a rigid predeſlinarian reaſon if he ſays, “What

ever is, is right; and therefore fin is right.—

Again, it is wrong to hinder what is right: Tin is

right: and therefore it is wrong to hinder fin,--

Once more, we oughtto do what is right: ſin is right:

and,
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and therefore we ought to commit ſin.”—Now, in

oppoſition to Mr. Toplady's firſt principle, I aſſert

as a firſt principle of reaſon, that, though it was

right in God not abſolutely to hinder fin, yet fin is

always wrong. “Oh, but God permitted it, and

will get himſelf glory by diſplaying his vindićtive

juſtice in puniſhing it: for the miniſtration of con

demnation is clo Rio Us.” This argument has

deluded many a pious Calviniſt. To overthrow it,

I need only obſerve, that righteouſneſs Excee D's

condemnation in glory.

In what reſpect is fin right P Can it be right in

reſpect of God, if it brings him leſs glory than righ

teouſneſs? Can it be right in i eſpect of man, if it

brings temporal Iniſery upon all, and eternal

mifery upon ſome 2 Can it be right in reſpect

of the Adamic law, the law of Moſes, or the law

of Chriſt 2 Certainly no: for fin is equally the

tranſgreſſion of all theſe laws. “Oh, but it is

right with reſpect to the evangelical promiſe.”—

By no means: for the evangelical promiſe, vul

garly called the goſpel, teſtifies of Chriſt, the

deſtioyer of fin, and offers us a remedy againſt

fin. Now, if ſin were right, the goſpel which

remedies it, and Chriſt who deſtroys it, would

be wrong. I conclude then, that, if fin is right,

neither with reſpe&t of God, nor with reſpe&t of

man ; neither with regard to the law, nor with

regard to the goſpel; it is right in no ſhape: it is

w Ro Nc in every point of view.

“But why did God permit it gº, Indeed he never

properly permitted it, unleſs Mr. Toplady, who

does not ſcruple to call God “the Permitter of evil,”

can prove, that to forbid in the moſt ſolemn man

ner, and under the ſevereſt penalty is the ſame

thing as to permit.

Should you aſk, Why did not God absolutely

hinder ſin P I ſtill anſwer, (1) Becauſe his wiſdom

ſaw, that a world where free agents and neceſſary

agents are mixed, is better [all things confidered]

- than
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than a world ſlocked with nothing but neceſſary

agents : i. e. creatures A B so I.U T E Ly H IN D B R F D

from ſinning. (3) Becauſe his diſtributive juſtice

could be diſplayed no other way, than by the

creation of accountable free-agents, made with an

eye to a day of judgment. (3) Becauſe it would

be as abſurd to N = cessITATE FREE-AGENTs, as to

bid f RE E-AG E N is n E, that they might NoT B E

FREE-A G E N T S ; as fooliſh as to form accountable

creatures, that they might N or E E accountable.——

And (4) Becauſe, when God ſaw that the free

agency of his creatures would introduce ſin, he

determined to over-rule, or remedy it in ſuch a

manner as would, upon the whole, render this

world, with all the voluntary evil, and voluntary

good in it, better than a world of neceſſary agents,

where nothing but neceſſary good would have been

diſplayed:——an inferior ſort of good this, which

would no more have admitted of the exerciſe of

God's political wiſdom, and diſtributive juſtice, than

the excellence of precious ſtones and fine flowers

admits of laws, rewards, and puniſhments.

Should the reader aſk how far we may ſafely

go, to meet the truth which borders moſt upon

Mr. Toplady's falſe principle, whatever is, is right 2

I anſwer, (1) We may grant, nay, we ought to

aſſert, that God will get himſelf glory every

way. Evangelical grace and juſt wrath miniſter

to his praiſe, though not equally : and there

fore God willeth not primarily the death of his

creatures, Puniſhment is his ſtrange work; and

he delights more in the exerciſe of his remu

merative goodneſs, than in the exerciſe of his

windićtive juſtice.——(2) Hence it appears, that the

wrath of man, and the rage of the devil, will turn

to God’s praiſe ; but it is only to his inferior praiſe.

For, though the bleſſed will fing loud hallelujahs

to divine juſtice, when vengeance ſhall overtake

the ungodly; and though the conſcience of the

ungodly will give God glory, and teſtify that .º
oly
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holy in all his works, and righteous in all his vin

dictive ways; yet, this glory will be only the glory

of the miniſtration of condemnation :-a diſpenſa

tion this, which is inſerior to the diſpenſation of

righteous mercy. Hence it appears, that thoſe who

die in their ſins, would have brought more glory to

God by chufing righteouſneſs and life, than they do

by chu fing death in the error of their ways. But

ſtill, this inferior praiſe, ariſing from the condemna

tion and puniſhment of UN copLy free-agents—this

inferior praiſe, I ſay, mixed with the sur E R i o R

praiſe ariſing from the juſtification and rewards of

God LY free agents, will far exceed the praiſe, which

Inight have accrued to God from the unavaidable

obedience, and abſurd rewards of neceſſitated agents,

—of angels and men abſolutely bound to obey by a

ne, ºfttating grace, like that which rigid bound-willers

preach were we even to ſuppoſe, that this forcible

grace had calviniſtically caught all rationals in a net

of finiſhed ſalvation, and had drawn them all to

heaven, as irreſiſtibly as Simon Peter drew the net to

land full of great fiſhes, an hundred and fifty and three.

For, before the LAw G 1 v E R and JUDGE of all the

earth, the unneceſſitated, voluntary goodneſs of one

angel, or one man, is more excellent than the neceſ

fary goodneſs of a world of creatures, as unavoida

bly and paſſively virtuous, as a diamond is unavoid

ably and paſſively bright.

AR c. LXXII. ſp. 96.] With reſpe&t to the ſecond

art of Mr. Toplady's doćtrine, that whatever is,

is right, becauſe “it will anſwer ſome great end, &c.

in its relation to the whole;” it is nothing but logical

paint put on a falſe principle, to cover its defor

mity; for error can imitate Jezebel, who laid natu

ral paint on her withered face, to fill up her hide- .

ous wrinkles, and *::: upon the ſpe&tators. I

may perhaps prove it by an illuſtration. I want to

demonſtrate that cheating, extortion, litigiouſneſs,

breaking the peace, robberies, and murders, ale all

Richt, and I do it by aſſerting, “That they anſwer

- fome
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‘ſome great ends in their relation to the whole; for

they employ the parliament in making laws to pre

vent, end, or puniſh them ; they afford buſineſs to

all the judges, magiſtrates, lawyers, ſheriffs, con

Ítables, jailors, turnkeys, thief-catchers, and execu

tioners in the kingdom ; and when robbers and

murderers are hanged, they reflect praiſe upon the

government which extirpates them ; they ſtrike

terror into the wicked; and their untimely, dread

ful end ſets off the happineſs of a virtuous courſe

of life, and the bliſs which crowns the death of

the righteous. Beſides, many murderers and rob

bers have been brought to Chriſt for pardon and

ſalvation, like the dying thief, who by his robbery

had the good luck to meet Chriſt on the croſs: ſo

that his own gallows, as well as our Lord's croſs,

proved the tree of life to that happy felon.”—The

miſchievous abſurdity of theſe pleas for the excel

lence of wickedneſs, puts me in mind of the argu

ments, by which a greedy publican of my pariſh

once exculpated himſelf, when I reproved him for

encouraging tippling and drunkenneſs. “ The

more ale we ſell,” ſaid he, “ the greater is the

king's revenue. If it were not for us, the king

could not live ;-nor could he pay the fleet and ,

army;-and if we had neither fleet nor army, we

ſhould ſoon fall into the hands of the French.” So

great are the ends, which tippling anſwers in its rela

tion to the whole Britiſh empire, if we may believe

a tapſier, who pleads for drunkenneſs as plauſibly,

as ſome good, miſtaken men do for all manner of

wickedneſs.

From the whole, if I am not miſtaken, we may

ſafely conclude, that, though all God’s works are

right, yet ſin, the work of fallen angels and fallen

men, is Neve R R1 GHT ; and that, though the uni

verſe, with all its ſinfulneſs, is better than a finleſ;

world neceſſitated to be ſinleſs by the deſtruction of

jree-agents; yet, as there is ſo much ſºn in the

world, through the wrong uſe which free-agents

make
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make of their powers, Mr. T. advances an unſcrip

tural and irrational maxim, when he ſavs, that,

Whatever is, is right : and he impoſes upon us an

Arminian paradox, when he aſſerts that this dan

gerous maxim “is a firſt principle of the Bible and

of ſound reaſon.” I. repeat it : it was right in God

to create free-agents, to put them under a praćtica

ble law, and to determine to puniſh them accord

ing to their works, if they wantonly broke that

law; but it could never be right in free-agents to

break it, unleſs God had bound them to do it by

making calvinian decrees neceſſarily produćtive of fin

and wickedneſs. And ſuppoſing God had forbid

free-agents to ſin by his law, and had neceſſitated

[which is more than to enjoin) them to fin by calvi

nian decrees ; we deſire Mr. T. to ſhew how it could

have been right in God to forbid fin by law, to ne

ceſſitate men to ſin by decree, and to ſend them into

eternal fire for not keeping a law which he had

neceſſitated them to break.

The unreaſonableneſs of this do&tline brings to

my remembrance the boldneſs of Mr. T's challenge

about the calvinian doćtrine of Providence—a doc

trine this, which aſſerts that God abſolutely neceſſi

tates ſome men to fin and be damned. See Sečt. ii.

ARG. LXXIII. [Page 73.] “Upon the plan of

Mr. Weſley's conſequence, the wretch was not a

fool, but wife, who ſaid in his heart there is no God.

I defy the Pelagian to ſtrike out a middle way be

tween Providence and Chance,” [i. e. between

Chance and the calvinian notions of a Providence,

which abſolutely predeſtinates fin, and neceſſitates

men and devils to commit it. —&c. “Why did

the heathens themſelves juſtly deem Epicurus an

Atheiſt P Not becauſe he denied the being of a

God (for he aſſerted that :) but becauſe he denied

the agency ºf God’s univerſal Providence.” Sº

From this quotation it is evident, (1) That Mr.

T. indireétly charges us with holding an Epicurean,

atheiſtical doctrine about Providence, becauſe we

abhor

!
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abhor the doćtrine of a Predeſtination which re

preſents God as the author of fin.--And 2) That

he defies or challenges us to point out a middle

way between the athriftical doćtrine of Chance, and

the calvinian doćtine of Providence. This chaº

lenge is too important to be diſregarded : an an

ſwer to it will conclude the argumentative part of
this traët. -- . -

There are two oppoſite errors with reſpećt to

Providence. The firſt is that of the Epicurean phi

loſophers, who thought that God does not at a t

concern himſelf abou our fins'; but leaves us to go

on as we pleaſe, and as chance dire&ts. The ſecond

is that of the rigid Predeſtinarians, who imagine

that God abſolutely predeſtinates ſin and neceſſarily

brings it about to accompliſh his abſolute decrees

of eternally ſaving ſome men through Chriſt, and

of eternallv damning all the reſt of mankind through

Adam. Of theſe two erroneous ſentiments, the

latter appears to us the wo, ſe ; ſeeing it is better to

repreſent God as doing nothing, than to repreſent

him as doing wickedneſs. The truth lies between

theſe two opinions; God's Providence is peculiarly

concerned about ſin, but it does by no means neceſſa

rily bring it about. By this reaſonable doćtrine we

anſwer Mr. T-'s challenge, and ſtrike out the

middle wav between his error and that of Epicuruſ.

If you aſk, how far God's Providence is concert:-

ed about ſin P we reply, that it is concerned about

it four ways. Firſt, in morally hindering the inter.

mal commiſſion of it, before it is committed. St

condly, in providentially hindering ſat times the
external commiſſion of it. when it has been inter

tionally committed. Thirdly, in marking, bound

ing, and over-ruling it, while it is committed.

And, fourthly, in bringing about means of properly

pardoning or examp'arily puniſhing it, after it has

been committed. Dwell we a moment upon each

g; theſe particulars.

L - (1) B fre

-
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(1) Refore ſin is committed, divine Providence is

engaged in morally hindering the internal corn

inition of it. In order to this God does two

things: Firſt, he forbids ſin by natural, ve: bai, or

written laws. And ſecondly, he keeps up our

powers of body and ſoul ; enduing us with liberty,

whereby we may abſtain, like moral agents, from

the commiſſion of fin ; furniſhing us beſides with a

variety of motives and helps to reſiſt every temp

tation to ſin —a great variety this, which includes

all God's threatnings and promiſes;–ail his ex

hortations and warnings —all the checks of our

conſciences, and the ſtrivings of the Holy Spirit;

—all the counſels of good men, and the examplary

puniſhments of the wicked; together with the tears

and blood of Chriſt, and the other peculiar means

of grace, which God has appointed to keep Chriſ

tians from fin, and to ſtrengthen them in the per

formance of their duty. -

(2) When fin is committed in the intention, God

frequently prevents the outward commiſſion, or

the full completion of it, by peculiar interpoſitions

of his Providence. Thus he hindered the men of

Sodom from injuring Lot, by ſtriking them with

blindneſs:—he hindered Pharoah from et ſlaving

the Iſraelites, by drowning him in the Red Sea:—

he hindered Balaam from curſing Iſrael, by put

ting a bridie in his mouth —he hindered Jero

boam from hurting the prophet who came out of

Judah, by drying up his royal hand, when he

#retched it forth, ſaying, lay hold on him —he hin

deled Herod from deſtroying the holy child Jeſus,

by warning Joſeph to fly into Egypt, &c. &c. The

icriptures, and the hiſtory of the world, are full of

accounts of the ordinary and extraordinary inter

poſitions of divine Providence, reſpecting the

dete&tion of intended miſchief, and the preſervation

of perſons and ſtates, whom the wicked deter

mined to deſtroy: and to go no farther than

England, the providential diſcovery of the gun

- - powder
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powder plot, is as remarkable an inſtance as anv

that God keeps a wa chful eye upon the counſel

of men, and confounds their devices when ever

he pleaſes.

(3. During the commiſſion of fin, God's Provi

dence is engaged in marking it, in ſetting bounds

to it, or in ove:-ruling it in a manner quite con

trary to the expe&tation of finners. Thus whe

Joſeph’s bºci h. en coºt rived getting money by ſei

ling him into Egypt, God contrived the preſervation

of Jacob's houſeholſ —Thus, when Haman con

trived a gallows to hang Mordecai thereon, the

Lord ſo over-ruled this cruel deſign that Haman

was hanged on that very gallows:-Thus, when

Satan wanted to deſtroy Job, God ſet bounds to his

rage, and bid the fierce accuſer ſpare the good

man's life. That envious fiend did his worſt to

make the patient ſaint cuiſe God to his face; but

the Lord to over-ruled his maiice, that it worked

for good to job. For when Job's patience had

had its perfett work, all his misfortunes ended in

i. and all his tempeſtous toſſings raiſed

in to an higher degree of perfection : for, The

Lord knows how to deliver the godly out of temptation,

and to reſerve the unjuſt to the day of judgement,

2 Pet. ii. 9-Thus, again to preſerve the ſeed of

the righteous, God formerly kept 1 oo prophets,

and 7000 true Iſraelites, from the cruelty of Jeze

bel ; and, for the ſake of ſincere Chriſtians, he

will one day ſhorten the great tribulation, or fierce

perſecution, which the wicked will raiſe againſt

them, Mat. xxiv. 22. When the ungodly are

moſt buſy in finning, God's Providence is moſt

enployed in counter working their fin, in putting

bounds to their deſperate deſigns, and in making

a way, for the godly to eſcape out of temptation, that

they may be able to bear it : for the rod of the godly

cometh not ſwith its full force into the lot of the

righteous, tº the righteous put forth their hand unto

iniquity, through ſuch powerful and laſting temp

L 2. tations,
-
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!ations. as wen!d make it infeſſie for them to fland

fi, in in the way of duty. P. cxxxv. 3.

(4 When fin is actº silv committed, the provi

device of God [in conjućtion with his mercy and

Jº ſtice is ein ployed, either in uſing means to

bring inners to epentance, confeſſion, and

pardon, or in inflićting upon them ſuch puniſh

ments as ſeem moſt proper to divine wiſdom.

To be convinced of it read the hiſtory of man's

redemption by Jeſus Chriſt. Mark the various

iteps by which Providence brings the guilty to

convićtion, the penitent to pardon, the finally

impenitent to deſtruction, and all to ſome degree

of puniſhment. By what an amazing train of

providential diſpenſations were Joſeph's brethren,

for inſtance, brought to remember, lament, and

ſmart for their cruel behaviour to him : And how

did Gºd, by various afflićtions, bring his rebellious

1 cope to conſider their ways, and to humble

ihemſelves he ſore him in the lands of their

captivity What amazing work had divine

Providence in checking, and puniſhing the fin

of Pharoah in Egypt —that of the Iſraelites in

the wilderneſs —that of David and his houſe in

!eruſalem and that of Nebuchadnezzar and

Belſh-zzar in P...bylon :

Evangelically and providentially opening the

way for the return of ſinners, and repaying

obdurate offenders to their face, make one half

of God’s work, as he is the gracious and righteous

Governor of men. We cannot doubt it, if we take

no ice of the innumerable means, by which con

verſions and puniſhments are brought about.—To

toūch only upon puniſhments : ſome extend to

the ſea, others to the land : ſome ſpread over

particular diſtrićts, others over whole kingdoms :

—ſome affett a whole family, and others a whole

community: ——ſome affect the ſoul, and others

the body :——ſome fall only upon one limb, or

one of the ſenies; others upon the whole animal

- - flame,
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frame, and all the ſenſes:--—ſome affect our

well-being, others our being life!! :--ſome are

confined to this world, and other's extend to a

future ſtate: ſome are of a teamporal, and

others of an eternal nature. Now, ſince Pro

vidence [in ſubſerviency to divine juſtice ) ma

nages all theſe puniſhments and their innumerable

conſequences, how miſtaken is Mr. T. when he

inſinuates, that our doctrine ſuppoſes God to be

an idle ſpe&tator while ſin is coin mitted -

(5) With reſpect to the gracious tempers of the

righteous, we believe that they all flow [though

without calvinian neceſſity] from the free gift which

is come upon all men, and from the light which en

lightens every man that cometh into the world. And

as to their good works, we are ſo far from exclud

ing divine grace and Piovidence, in order to

exalt abſolute free-will, that we aſſert, Not one

good work would ever be begun, continued, or

ended, if divine grace within us, and divine

Providence without us, did not animate our ſouls,

ſupport our bodies, help our infirmities, and ſto

uſe the language of our church] “prevent, ac

company, and follow us” through the whole.

And yet, in all moral, and in many naturat

aćtions, we are as free from the laws of

calvinian neceſſity, as from thoſe of the Great

Mogul. - -

(6) With regard to the families and king

doms of this world, we aſſert, that God’s Pro

vidence either baffles, controls, or ſets bourids

to the bad deſigns ef the wicked; whilſt it has

the principal hand in ſucceeding the good deſigns

of the righteous, as often as they have any ſucceſs:

for, except the Lord keep the city, as well as the

watchinant the watchman waketh but in vain.--And

with reſpect to the courſe of nature, we believe

that it is ordered by his unerring counſel. In

order to maintain order in the univerſe, his pro

vidential wiſdom made admirable laws of atti ačtion,

- L 3 - repulſion,
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repulſton, generation, ſermentation, vegetation, and
diſſolution. And his providential power and

watchfulneſs are [though without either labour

or anxiety J continually engaged in conduéting

all things according to thoſe laws; except when

[on proper occaſions he ſuſpends the influence

of his own natural decrees; and then fire may

ceaſe to burn ; iron to ſink in water; and

hungry lions, to devour their helpleſs prey.

Nay, at the beck of Omnipotence, a widow's cruſe

of oil, and barrel of meal, ſhall be filled without

the help of the olive tree, and the formality of a

growing harveſt ——a dry rod ſhall ſuddenly

bioſton, and a green fig-tree ſhall inſtantly be

dried up ; garments in daily uſe ſhall not

wear out in forty years; a prophet ſhall live

forty days without food;—the liquid Waves

ſhall afford a ſolid walk to a believing Apoſtle;

——a fiſh ſhall bring back the piece of money
which it had ſwallowed and water ſhall be

turned into wine without the gradual proceſs of

vegetation."

If Mr. T. does us the juſtice to weigh theſe ſix

obſervations upon the prodigious work, which

God's Providence carries on in the moral, ſpiritual,

and natural world, according to our doćtrine;

we hope he will no more intimate, that we

atheiſtically deny, or heretically defame that divine

attribute. • ‘ * *

To conclude: we exaëly ſteer our courſe be

tween rigid free-willers, who ſuppoſe they are

independant on God's Providence; and rigid

bound-willers, who fancy they do nothing, but

what Fate or God's Providence abſolutely bind,

them. to do. We equally deteſt the error of

Fpicurus, and that of Mr. Toplady. . The former

taught, that God took no notice of ſin; the latter

ſays, that God by §."...ſ. and irreſiſ.

tible decrees, abſolutely neceſſitates men to commit

it. But we maintain, that although God never

abſolutely
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abſolutely neceſſitated his creatures to fin; yet his

Providence is remarkably employed about fin in all

the above-deſcribed ways. And if Mr. Toplady

will call us defamers of divine Providence, and

Atheiſts, becauſe we dare not repreſent God,

directly or indire&tly, as the author of ſin; we

rejoice in ſo honourable a reproach, and humbly

truſt that this, as well as all manner of ſimilar evil,

is raſhly ſaid of us for righteouſneſs ſake.

SECTION

- -



S E C T I O N XII.

Some encouragements for thoſ, who, from a principle

of conſience, bear their teſtimony againſt the

Antinomian doćirine of calvinian clºélion, and the

barðarous doćirine ºf Calvinian reprobation.

Humbly hope that I have, in the preceding

pages, contended for the truth of the goſpel,

and the honour of God's perſe&tions. My con

ſcience bears me witneſs, that I have endeavoured

to do it with the ſincerity of a candid equirer after

truth ; and that I have not, knowingly, leaped over

one material difficulty, which Mr. T. has thrown in

the way of the laborious divine, whoſe evangelical

pi inciples I vindicate. And now, judicious reader,

if I have done my part, as a detecter of the falla

cies, by which the modern doćtrines of grace are

“kept upon their legs;” let me prevail upon thee to

do ſhy part as a judge, and to ſay if the right leg of

Calviniſm [i. e. the lawleſs election of an un

ſcriptural grace] ſo draws thy admiration, as to

make thee overlook the deformity of the left leg

fi. e. the abſurd, unholy, fin-enfuring, heil-pro

euring, mercileſs, and unjuſt reprobation, which

Mr. T. has attempted to vindicate.] Shail thy

reaſon, thy conſcience, thy feelings, thy Bible—

and [what is more than this] ſhall all the per

fe&tions of thy God, and the veracity of thy Saviour,

be ſacrificed on the altar of a reprobation, which

none of the prophets, apoſtles, and early fathers

ever heard of P a barbarous reprobation, whº ch

heated Auguſtín drew from the horrible error of

* Manichean
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Manichean neceſſity, and clothed with forme

ſcripture expreſſions detached from the context,

and wreſted from their original ineaning P

a phariſaic reprotation, which the church of Rome

took from him, and which ſome of our reformers

unhappily brought from that corrupted ſociety

into the proteſtant churches?——In a word, a

reprobation which diſgraces Chriſtianity, when

that holy religion is conſidered as a ſyſtem of

evangelical doctrine, as much as our moſt

enormous crimes diſgrace it, when it is con

ſidered as a ſyſtem of pure morality ? ſhall

ſuch a reprobation, I ſay, find a place in thy

creed ——yea, among thy dotirines of GRAce

God forbid : -

Dii meliora piis 1 errorem gue hoſtibus illum. / I hope

better things of thy candor, good ſenſe, and piety.

If prejudice, human authority, and voluntary hu

mility, ſeduce many good men into a profound re

verence for that ſtependous dogma, be not carried

away by their number, or biaſed by their ſhouts.

Remember that all Iſrael, and good Aaron at their

head, danced once around the golden calf: that

deluded Solomon was ſeen bowing at the ſhrine of

Aſhtaroth, the abominations of the Sidonians: that

all our godly fathers worſhipped a conſecrated

wafer 4oo years ago: that all the world wandered

after the beaft —and that God's choſen people went

a whoring with their own invention r, and once

ſacrificed their ſons and their daughters to devils upon

the altar of Moloch.-Conſider this, I ſay, and take

courage : be not afraid to “be pilloried in a pre

face, flogged at a pamphlet's tail,” and treated as

a knave, a felon, or a blaſphemer through the

whole of the next Vindication of the * deified

decrees, which are commonly called Calviniſm.

* Mr. T. calls them. The Decrees of Cod, and it is an axiom

among the Calviniſts, that “ God's decrees are God himſelf.”

This
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This mav be thy lot. if thou dareſt to bear thy

plain teſtimony againſt the Antipomian idol of

the day.

Nor ſay that thou art not in Italy, or Portugal;

bºat in a proteſtant-land, a land of liberty——in

England : for thou mighteſt meet with more

w.e. cy, ſi of reprobating prieſts in popiſh Naples

than in orthodox Geneva. Being ſome years ago

in the former of thoſe cities, among the fine

buildings which I viewed, one peculia, ly drew

If V attention. It was a towering monument

ſeveral ſtories high, et côted by the Jeſuits in

honour of the Virgin Mary, whoſe image ſtood

on the top of the elegant ſtructure. . But what

fºr prized ine moſt, was an Italian inſcription

engraven upon a ſtone of the monument, to this

purpoſe; “Pope Benedićt the XIVth, grants a

plenary indulgence to all thoſe, who ſhall honour

this holy image ; with privilege to deliver one

foul out of pargatory, every time they ſhall pay

their reſpects to this immaculate mother.” While

I copied this inſcription in my pocket book, and

dropped to my fellow-traveller an innocent irony

about the abſurdity of this popiſh decree : two or

three prieſts paſſed by : they ſmelt out our hereſy,

j diſpleaſed, but did not inſult us. Mr.

Weſley took ſome years ago a ſimilar liberty with

a literary monument erected in myſtic Geneva,

to the honour of abſolute reprobation. He ſmiled

at the ſeverity of calvinian bigotry; and not with

out reaſon: fince popiſh bigotry kindly ſends a

foul out of Pu R catory, if you reverence the

black image, which is pompouſly called the imma

culate Mother of God: whereas calvinian bigotry

indireétly ſends to H F Ll all thoſe, who ſhall not

bow to the doćtinai image, which ſhe calls

Div 1 NE Sove RE to NTY, upon as good ground, as

ſome ancient devotees called the appetite of Bel

| Baal] and the Dragon Div IN E V or acity. He

| Mr. Weſley I addea to his ſmile the Pºlº,
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of an ironical reproof. A gentleman, who ſerves

at the altar of abſolu 'e Reprobation, caught him

in the fact, and ſaid ſomething about “tranſmit

ting the criminal to Pirginia or Maryland, * if not

to Tyburn.” But free-wrath yielded to free-grace.

Calvinian mercy rejoiced over orthodox judginent.

Mr. Weſley is ſpared. The Pandicator “ of the

dottlines of grace,” after “ wrapping his knuckles”

——“pillorying” him in a preface——and flogging”

him again and again in two pamphlets, and in a

huge book, with a tenderneſs peculiar to the

Houſe of Mercy, where popiſh reprobation checks

proteſtant Hereſy;-—the Vindicator of proteſtant

Reprobation, I ſay, has let the gray-headed heretic

go with this gentle and civil reprimand: [page lo: ]

——“Had I publicly diſtorted and defamed the

decrees of God:” [ſhould it not be 2 had I fairly

held out to public view the abſurdity of the

imaginary decrees preached by Calvin : ]

“ had I moreover advanced ſo many miles beyond

boldneſs, as to lay thoſe diſtortions and defama

tions at the door of another:” ſhould it not be 2

had I moreover ironically aſſerted, that monſtrous

conſequences neceſſarily flow from monſtrous

premiſes: J “bold as I am affirmed to be, I could

never have looked up afterwards. I ſhould have

thought Eve R Y Misc R EANT I met 2n Ho N Este a

man than myſelf. But Mr. 7ohn ſecms a perfect

it ranger to theſe feelings. His Murus aheneus”

| his braſſy hardneſs] “has been too long trans

ferred from his conſcience to his forehead. On

the whole, &c. I had rather let the antient of

fender paſs unchaſtized, than ſoil my hands in

the operation.” As Mr. Weſley is ſo kindly

diſmiſſed by Mr. Toplady, I muſt alſo diſmiſs

thee, gentle Reader, and leave thee to decide,

which is moſt likely to convert thee to calvi

nian reprobation, URBAN 11 As or Locic A Gent

* See Mr. Toplady's letter to Mr. Weſley, p. 6.

- venſ's
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venſ, :

Arguments.

In the mean time, if thou deſireſt to know how

near calvinian eleálion comes to the truth, and what

is the reprobation which the ſcripture maintains, I

promiſe thee An Effy on the PARTIAL eleáion of

c Race, and on the IMPART A L elićtion of Just 1 c E :

—A double Fijay this, that will, I truſt, unfold the

difficulties, in which prejudiced divines, and ſyſtem

makers have, for theſe fourteen hundred years, in

volved the fundamental doctrine of ele&tion. And,

if that piece does not end the controverſy [which,

conſidering the prevalence of bigotry, is not to be

expected in our days] I flatter myſelf that it will,

at leaſt, check party-ſpirit, teconcile judicious pro

teſtants to one another, and give ſome uſeful hints

to more reſpectable divines, who in happier days,

will exert themſelves in the total extirpation of the

errors, which diſgrace modern Chriſtianity.

E N D.

the Courteſy of our Opponents, or their

A D V E R T I S E M E N T.

INCE theſe ſheets have been prepared for the

preſs, I have ſeen a new performance of Mr.

Toplady, in defence of the doctrine which is ex

poſed in the preceding pages. As there are, in that

piece, ſome new agºnients, the plauſibility of which

may puzzle many readers; and as I think it my duty

fully to vindicate the truth, and completely to dete&t

error; I deſign to anſwer that book alſo, in a little

Traćt, which will be a Supplement to this, and

which will probably ſee the light under the fol

lowing title: -

A R E P L Y -

To the principal arguments, by which the Calvi

niſts and the Fataliſts ſupport the ſpreading

doctrine of abſolute Neceſſity :

I N

S O M E R E M A R K S

On the Rev. Mr. Toplady’s “Scheme of chriftian

and philoſophical Neceſſity.”
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